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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Evaluation in education is still variously defined. 
To the teacher in the classroom, evaluation is synonymous 
with grading. To the researcher probing the deficiencies 
of a school system, it is the summation of the total effort 
implied by a complex experimental design. Historically, 
educational evaluation has been equated with both points of 
view and more. 
Prior to the 1930's, evaluation meant the measure-
ment of individual achievement primarily by means of 
standardized tests. But the standardized tests of that 
time tended to focus upon examining subject-matter areas. 
Many educators urged that far more should be dealt with in 
the assessment of school learning. In the first edition of 
the Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Wrightstone 
underscored the results of such urgings in his entry on 
evaluation, which begins with the following: 
Evaluation is a relatively new technical term, 
introduced to designate a more comprehensive concept 
of measurement than is implied in conventional tests 
and examinations. From the point of view of its 
functions it involves the identification and formu-
lation of a comprehensive range of major objectives 
of a curriculum, their definition in terms of pupil 
behavior, and the construction of valid, reliable, 
and practical instruments for appraising the speci-
fied phases of pupil behavior. The instruments of 
1 
2 
appraisal include achievement, attitude, personality, 
and character tests, rating scales, questionnaires, 
judgment scales of products, interviews, controlled 
observation techniques, anecdotal records, steno-
graphic reports, and sound recordings. In addition, 
evaluation includes integrating and interpreting the 
various indexes of behavior changes into an inclusive 
portrait of an individual of an educational situation. 
Curriculum making and evaluation are integral and 
interacting parts of the educative process because 
truly comprehensive evaluation provides evidence of 
the degree to which important curricular purposes are 
being realized. This evidence may lead to new 
curricular policies which may, in turn, provide new 
or changed objectives to be evaluated by new methods 
or techniques. Hence evaluation requires the coopera-
tion of both school personnel and test technicians.l 
Thus, in this early view, school personnel and test 
technicians were the ones who were to undertake the task of 
evaluation, with curriculum betterment as the product of 
their labors and educational objectives as the focal point 
of the process. That educational objectives designed in 
terms of wide ranging behavior and content should provide 
the basis as well as the ultimate criteria of this "new 
evaluation" is not surprising. Coincidental with the ap-
pearance of this point of view on evaluation was the devel-
opment of an equally new point of view on educational 
objectives. 0. J. Frederick2 summarized the work in this 
lJ. Wrightstone. "Evaluation," Encyclopedia of 
Educational Research, ed. W. S. Monroe. (New York: 
Macmillan Co., 1941), p. 468. 
2o. J. Frederick. "Curriculum Development," 
Encyclopedia of Educational Research, ed. W. S. Monroe. 
(New York: Macmillan Co., 1941), pp. 373-385. 
regard in his article "Curriculum Development" in the 
first edition of the Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
pointing in particular to the work of a Commission of the 
National Education Association, 3 the Evaluation Staff of 
3 
the Eight-Year Study s~onsored by the Progressive Education 
Association, 4- 5 and the Educational Policies Commission of 
the National Education Association. 6 
In all cases the emphasis in educational objectives 
was on broadening the behavioral base to encompass what 
Bloom et al., 7 and Krathwohl et al., 8 were later to define 
as the "affective domain," as well as those in the "cogni-
tive domain." But problems had appeared with respect to 
measuring behaviors in the affective domain. The battle won 
3
"social-Economic Goals of America," Journal of the 
National Education Association, XXVII (Jan. , 19 38 ), pp-:- 8-2 0. 
4
"Evaluation in the Secondary School--A Symposium," 
California Journal of Secondary Education, XIII (March, 
1938), pp. 135-165;~April), pp. 201-225. 
5R. W. Tyler. "Defining and Measuring Objectives of 
Progressive Education," Educational Research Bulletin, XV 
(March, 1936), pp. 67-72. 
6Purposes of Education in American Democracy. 
(Washington, D.c.:National Education Association, 1938). 
?Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Handbook I: 
Cognitive Domain, ed. B. S. Bloom (New York: David ~1cKay 
Co., 1956). 
8D. R. Krathwohl, et al., Taxonomy of Educational 
Objectives, Handbook II: Affective Domain.-(New York: 
David McKay Co., 1956~ 
4 
in the 1920's to replace more flexible and biased instru-
ments with objective tests had implied that measurement 
demanded these new examinations, that questionnaires, rat-
ing sheets, and other instruments of appraisal that 
wrightstone had listed in his article for the first edition 
of the Encyclopedia of Educational Research were not uni-
versally accepted as suitable tools of measurement. 
Without dealing directly with the problem, 
Wrightstone in his article on evaluation for the second 
edition of the Encyclopedia of Educational Research implies 
a compromise, maintaining his original definition ofevalua-
tion, but adding, by way of summary, Monroe's position, 
saying: 
Evaluation is a relatively new technical term, 
introduced to designate a more comprehensive concept 
of measurement than is implied in conventional tests 
and examinations. Mo~roe ... has distinguished be-
tween measurement and evaluation by indicating that 
the emphasis in measurement is upon single aspects 
of subject-matter achievement or specific skills and 
abilities, but that the emphasis in evaluation is 
upon broad personality changes and major objectives 
of an educational program.9 
In the article ci ted10 , Monroe insists that evaluation 
9J. W. Wrightstone, "Evaluation," Encyclopedia of 
Educational Research (second edition), ed. W. S. Monro~ 
(New York: Macmillan Co., 1950), p. 403. 
lOw. S. Honroe, "Educational Measurement in 1920 and 
in 1945," Journal of Educational Research, XXXVIII (Jan., 
1945) 1 PP• 334-340-.-
5 
be equated with measurement but at the same time be put in-
to a unique category. Measurement, he says, deals with 
assessing achievement by means of objective tests. In 
evaluation, on the other hand, " ... objective tests would be 
supplemented by essay examinations, teachers' estimates, 
anecdotal records, and other means of obtaining significant 
information." 11 
This new view of measurement, which Monroe calls 
"evaluation", became necessary because " ... it is maintained 
in 1945 that there is need for explicit measurement of all 
aspects of educative growth ... ". 12 These aspects were, for 
Monroe, " ... work habits, interests, attitudes, and the 
l 'k ,13 1 e. 
Monroe's valiant effort to define evaluation once 
and for all was not to be the last word on the subject. 
Hagen and Thorndike, in their article "Evaluation" for the 
third edition of the Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
discard the fine distinction that Monroe had made between 
the two types of assessment and gave yet another meaning to 
evaluation as follows: 
Evaluation in education signifies describing 
something in terms of selected attributes andjudging 
llrbid., p. 340. 
l 2rbid., p. 339 
l3rbid. 
6 
the degree of acceptability or suitability of that · 
which has been described. The "something" that is 
to be described and judged may be any aspect of the 
educational scene, but it is typically (a) a total 
school program, (b) a curricular procedure, or 
(c) an individual or a group of individuals. The 
process of evaluating involves three distinct as-
pects: (a) selecting the attributes that are impor-
tant for judging the worth of the specimen to be 
evaluated, (b) developing and applying procedures 
that will describe these attributes truly and accu-
rately, and (c) synthesizing the evidence yielded by 
these procedures into a final judgment of worth.l4 
For Hagen and Thorndike, then, evaluation is to be 
equated with description and judgment, a view that later 
researchers were also to adopt. With this view the problem 
of discriminating between measurement and evaluation van-
ishes. The difference is clear. 
One other difference in evaluation had also appeared 
by the time this article was written in 1957. Before World 
War II, evaluations had been carried on by groups outside 
the school or system under study, although with the cooper~ 
tion of those within the institutions involved. After 
World War II, such studies became, more and more, self-
evaluations. The effect this change had on the entire pro-
cess was to narrow what was evaluated, turning it once more 
toward the assessment of classroom learning and less toward 
that of the final product of the school or school system.l5 
14E. Hagen and R. Thorndike, "Evaluation," 
Encyclopedia of Educational Research, ed. C. W. Harris. 
(New York: Hacmillan Co., 1960), p. 482. 
15Ibid. 
7 
One of the major problems in evaluation had always 
been the construction of educational objectives in terms 
that specified outcomes and that could be measured. Most 
evaluation teams devised their own systems for categorizing 
the behaviors aimed at, and many focused upon teacher 
rather than student behaviors. The Taxonomy of Educational 
Objectives, Handbooks ! 16 and rr 17 , published in 1956, were 
intended to offer categories of all possible student be-
haviors that constituted learning outcomes. Moreover, 
these categories were operationalized so that specific be-
haviors subsummed within them could be measured. 
By the beginning of the 1960's what had once been a 
movement called "evaluation" had become standard procedure 
in measurement. Although the final products of education 
were· still not being assessed, immediate outcomes were be-
ing measured even by standardized tests on a more sophis-
ticated level. The techniques and interest in evaluation 
became subsummed under curriculum development, however. 
Thus, the fourth edition of the Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research does not include an entry on evaluation. 18 
16Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Handbook I. 
op. cit. 
17Krathwohl, op. cit. 
18Encyclopedia of Educational Research, ed. R. L. Ebel. 
(New York: Macmillan Co., 1969.) 
8 
The single most definitive statement on the subject· 
in this volume is made by Heath19 in a subsection under 
"Curriculum Development." In this section, Heath does not 
define evaluation. Instead, he emphasizes what he calls 
"issues and problems." He fails to reckon with the impact 
that Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
of 1965 was to have on the subject, calling for, as it did, 
school systems receiving funds under this authority to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the programs so supported. 
Yet, he cannot be faulted for that, since the latest ref-
erence in his entry is to Stake's article first published 
in 1966 as a mimeographed paper and during the following 
year in the Teachers' College Record. 20 
There is some irony in Heath's ending his article 
with a reference to Stake's position, since this very posi-
tion subsequently became a classic statement that provided 
a foundation for the new field of evaluation. At that 
point in time, however, Heath saw evaluation as something 
other than a major force in education, as the opening para-
graphs of his article show. 
In many respects the systematic evaluation of 
curricula is only beginning to emerge as a recog-
l9Ibid., pp. 280-283. 
20R. E. Stake, "The Countenance of Educational 
Evaluation." Teachers' College Record, LXVIII (ApriL 1967.) 
9 
nizable field of educational research. Curriculum · 
reform in recent years has grown out of attempts to 
(1) bring the modern conceptual and methodological 
status of subject-matter fields into the experience 
of students, (2) apply current pedagogical and 
psychological thinking to classroom instructions, 
and (3) use the educational process to achieve 
social-ideological goals. Typically, curriculum 
evaluation has followed, rather than inspired these 
changes. 
The lack of enthusiasm for rigorous curriculum 
evaluation has had several sources. The instruments 
employed have frequently been insensitive to the 
most important effects of instruction. Conventional 
tests, rating scales, and questionnaires, have often 
been more convenient than relevant. Studies of 
curricular effects have answered questions of inci-
dental interest, while issues of central concern 
have been left to informal intuitive judgment. 
Though educators and parents are aware of socio-
economic, motivational, attitudinal, and emotional 
differences among students, these antecedent var-
iables have been generally ignored in curriculum 
evaluation. Too often curricula have been defined 
in terms of texts, labels, and catch-phrases rather 
than detailed objective descriptions of the educa-
tional treatment. Also resistance to rigorous 
evaluation of instructional programs has come from 
curriculum innovators who have heavy personal and 
professional investments in their products. Finally, 
the agencies that sponsor nationwide curriculum 
developments have failed to support impartial evalua-
tion of the programs they promote.21 
Such disenchantment with evaluation as Heath displays 
was common to schoolmen -- and still is, for that matter. 
The development of evaluation as an educative force in the 
mid-sixties did not come primarily from the felt need with-
in the schools but from a felt need from outside the insti-
21 R. vl. Heath, "Curriculum Evaluation," Encyclopedia 
of Educational Research, ed. R. L. Ebel. (New York: 
Macmillan Co., 1969), p. 280. 
10 
tutions, especially from government sources represented by· 
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 
1965 and from citizens groups. 
Merwin 22 in his article written in 1967 (and pub-
lished in 1968) for the Sixty-eighth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education states that 
This new (or renewed) trend of concern with cur-
riculum evaluation was given considerable impetus by 
the requirement of evaluation for Title I and Title 
III projects under the 1966 extension of the 
National Defense Education Act. As this yearbook 
was being prepared, the lay public and their ~egis­
lative representatives, were raising increasing 
numbers of questions about the value of various cur-
ricular approaches and instructional materials for 
which funds have been appropriated. These demands 
for evidence of quality in educational production 
have been instrumental in directing efforts in eval-
uation toward the evaluation of groups and educa-
tional programs.23 
Tyler also notes in the same volume " ... the demand 
being made by influential groups of citizens for appraisals 
that will furnish sound data to guide educational improve-
ment,"24 and cites in particular a statement to this effect 
22J. C. Merwin, "Historical Review of Changing Con-
cepts of Evaluation," Educational Evaluation: New Roles, 
New Beans, Sixty-eighth Yearbook of the Nationar-society 
for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago: The National 
Society for the Study of Education, 1969), pp. 6-25. 
23 b'd 19 !_2_. I P• • 
24 R. W. Tyler, "Introduction," Educational Evalua-
~: New Roles, Nevl Means, Sixty-eighth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chi-
cago: The National Society for the Study of Education, l969),p. 2. 
11 
As both authors point out, not only was evaluation 
of education being demanded by those who support the 
schools with their tax dollars, but, further, the evalua-
tion called for was not merely of individual classrooms and 
curriculums but of whole educational programs and schools. 
such demands led to a new look in evaluation and to some 
extent, to further confusion in definition. 
One essential in the definition of evaluation, how-
ever, was agreed upon by early workers in the field of 
evaluating school programs: evaluation ultimately implies 
judgment as to worth. Thus, the position taken by Hagen 
and Thorndike in this regard became interwoven into the 
fabric of what was to become the specialty of evaluation. 
It was not Hagen and Thorndike but Stake who dealt 
at this time with the problems that such a definition sug-
gested. In his early article "The Countenance of Educa-
tional Evaluation," Stake says 
Both description and judgment are essential --
in fact, they are the two basic acts of evaluation. 
Any individual evaluator may attempt to refrain from 
judging or from collecting the judgments of others. 
Any individual evaluator may seek only to bring to 
light the worth of the program. But their evalua-
tions are incomplete. To be fully understood, the 
educational programs must be fully described and 
fully judged.25 
In explaining what "description" meant, Stake cited both the 
25stake, op. cit., p. 525. 
goals of the Eight-Year Study of the Progressive Education 
Association and those suggested by Cronbach in an article 
"Course Improvement Through Evaluation." 26 The goals of 
12 
the Eight-Year Study had stressed assessment of such vari-
ables as attitudes and motivation as well as of knowledge 
and skills. Cronbach added to these variables those that 
constitute quality teaching. In this article Cronbach also 
broadened the definition of evaluation, seeing it as " ... the 
collection and use of information to make decisions aboutan 
educational system."27 
Stake also, in his early article "The Countenance 
of Educational Evaluation," provided a model for evaluation, 
a model that caused some furor, primarily that part dealing 
with the teacher's and school's goals.28 In his paper, Stake 
suggests that "goals," "objectives," and "intents," are 
synonymous terms in education since, he notes, "goals," and 
"objectives" had come to mean to many educators "intended 
student outcomes." Stake prefers, for this reason, to use 
"intents" defining them as " ... the planned-for environ-
mental conditions, the planned-for demonstrations, the 
planned-for coverage of certain subject matter, etc., as 
26L. Cronbach, "Course Improvement Through Evaluation," 
Teachers' College Record, LXIV, (May, 1963), pp. 672-683. 
27 Ibid., p. 672. 
2Bstake, op. cit., p. 530. 
13 
well as the planned-for behavior." 29 Later, he suggests 
that "To evaluate an educational program we must examine 
what teaching, as well as what learning is intended." 30 He 
further suggests that 
How intentions are worded is not a criterion for 
inclusion. Intents can be the global goals of the 
Educational Policies Commission or the detailed 
goals of the programmer. Taxonomic, mechanistic, 
humanistic, even scriptural -- any mixture of goal 
statements are acceptable as part of the evaluation 
picture.31 
Having disposed of the extent and types of intents 
to be included, Stake next turns to the most controversial 
aspect of this thesis: the standards against which the 
judgment of the evaluation are to be made. Stake calls for 
standards that are absolute rather than relative and this 
includes far more than just meeting the educational objec-
tives.32 
In this regard he is in agreement with the position 
that Scriven takes in "The Methodology of Evaluation,••33 
first circulated as a mimeographed paper in 1965 and later 
29 Ibid., p. 530. 
30ibid., p. 531. 
31Ibid. 
32Ibid., p. 538 
33M. Scriven, "The Methodology of Evaluation," 
Perspectives of Curriculum Evaluation, AERA MonographSeries 
on Curriculum:Evaluation, No. 1. (Chicago: Rand McNally, 
19 6 7) ' pp. 3 9-8 3. 
14 
refined and published in the first volume of an AERA mono-
graph series on curriculum evaluation. Scriven's main in-
terest here is in methodology. Of particular interest in 
view of later developments in the specialty of evaluation 
is scriven's separation of the process into two parts: 
formative and surnrnative evaluation. 
Surnmative evaluation is that which was done after 
the fact -- as a culminating activity. But formative eval-
uation is to be done, as well, according to Scriven. Such 
evaluation is to be done as the process of education is 
taking place so that the administrator can be alerted to 
problems that arise and that would prevent an intent orgoal 
or objective from being met. Scriven sees the two types of 
evaluation as being carried out by two different evaluators, 
moreover. 
Here, then, is the implication that one of the func-
tions of evaluation is to prevent unforeseen difficulties 
obviating the achievement of goals, or at least, if the 
goals themselves have become the problem, of preventing un-
realistic intents from destroying a program. Also implied 
is that evaluation must serve decision makers, for it does 
little good to determine that problems exist unless the fact 
is communicated to someone who can decide how to deal with 
them. Such a position reflects Cronbach's suggestion that 
evaluation is " ... the collection and use of information to 
15 
make decisions about an educational system." 34 
One problem had yet to be dealt with. If evaluation 
was best defined as a process that ultimately led to judg-
ment as to worth, who was to make such judgments? Stake 
admitted that the evaluator is not always the best person 
to undertake the task, especially if absolute standards are 
to be the criteria. Stake went so far as to suggest that a 
team of subject specialists, including a social antrhopol-
ogist, be called upon for this purpose.35 
To this suggestion and to others put forth by both 
Scriven and Stake, there was a reaction. Sorenson epit-
omized the dissatisfaction that some found with this viewof 
evaluation in his article "A New Role in Education: The 
Evaluator," 36 in which he compared the articles by Stake and 
Scriven, point for point, and then suggested alternatives. 
Finally, in his conclusion, Sorenson states his main con-
cern. 
Public school people do not need more critics --
critics abound. What these educators do need is 
someone to help them find and test alternative solu-
tions to the complex problems they face daily. For 
the most part, university personnel who have the 
34cronbach, loc. cit. 
35 k . Sta e, op. c1t., p. 538. 
36G. Sorenson, "A New Role in Education: The 
Evaluator," UCLA Evaluation Comment, Center for the Study 
Evaluation of Instructional Programs, I, (Jan., 1968), pp. l-4. 
16 
knowledge to perform the kinds of evaluation func-
tions described above have not been taking their 
knowledge to the schools. They have been publishing 
their findings in professional journals but they 
have failed to make explicit to teachers the rele-
vance of those findings for the teachers' work. 
Hopefully, the research and development evaluator 
will bridge the gap between the laboratory and the 
field.3 7 
In Sorenson's view, then, the evaluator is a critic 
when he should be a teacher of teachers. Moreover, the 
evaluator lives in another world from that of the teacher. 
This view is reminiscent of that expressed by Heath in the 
fourth edition of the Encyclopedia of Educational Re-
search.38 
If schoolmen were less than enthusiastic about eval-
uation, as it had developed by the late 1960's, some re-
searchers in the field were even more concerned. Tyler in 
his article "Changing Concepts of Educational Evaluation," 
describes the main problem which he saw arising and calls 
for some hard thinking and reform in the entire field of 
evaluation. 
He summarizes the problem in this way: 
The accelerating development of research in the 
area of educational evaluation has created a collec-
tion of concepts, facts, generalizations, and re-
search instruments and methods that represent many 
inconsistencies and contradictions because new prob-
37 Ibid. I p. 4. 
38Heath, loc. cit. 
17 
lems, new conditions, and new assumptions are intro-
duced without reviewing the changes they create in 
the relevance and logic of the older structure.39 
To support his thesis, Tyler gives many examples. 
Primarily he suggests that if older criteria, such as sue-
cess in schools that are traditional in nature, are no 
longer adequate, then neither are the instruments that were 
created to measure achievement against such criteria. Thus 
he is calling for a realization that new needs (new criteria) 
demand new measurement and evaluation procedures, "Before 
the mixed vegetation becomes a jungle ... ". 40 
Such was the state of the art at the close of the 
1960's, and statements such as Tyler's which capsulized the 
problems in evaluation, were not likely to ease the frus-
trations of schoolmen any more than they were likely to 
smooth the way for the evaluator. What was implied was that 
each evaluation would have to be approached in a unique 
fashion, for what would be done -- what would be described 
and judged -- would determine the instruments, the pro-
cesses, the personnel, etc., that were needed. It could 
very well be that no measuring instruments existed to do the 
specific job. If the program under scrutiny were designed 
39 R. Tyler, "Changing Concepts of Educational Evalua-
tion," Perspectives of Curriculum Evaluation, AERO Monograph 
Series on CurriculumEvaluation, No. 1 (Chicago: Rand 
McNally, 1967), pp. 13-18. 
40 Ibi~., p. 18 
to raise the level of comprehension of mathematics in all 
children to a specific level, for example, then standard-
ized tests created to rank students and thus "fail" 15 to 
20 percent of them were not suitable instruments. 
Provus describes the plight of the evaluator whose 
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task it was to assess an ESEA program in a large cityschool 
system, namely Pittsburgh. 41 
Those of us from university research backgrounds 
who started out in September of 1965 to implementthe 
congressional mandate to evaluate ESEA programs did 
so \1'/i th good cheer: "At last," we said, "curriculum 
evaluation has come into its own." We began our 
work by oversimplifying the problem -- by attempting 
to determine whether new programs were better than 
the ones they replaced. We did not then realizethat 
our first problem was to find out what in fact, con-
stituted a new program. We continued our work by 
applying the quasi-experimental designs that had 
served us well in research settings. We soon found 
that these designs were inapplicable. And finallywe 
settled down to grapple with the formulation of bet-
ter statements of program objectives and the design 
of new instruments to measure these objectives --
largely ignoring the constrictive influence our 
activity was having on people responsible for making 
new programs work.42 
What finally had to be done constituted first creat-
ing a model for evaluation that transcended anything origi-
nally thought necessary and then engaging in various types 
41M. Provus, "Evaluation of Ongoing Programs in the 
Public School System," Educational Evaluation: New Roles, 
New Means, Sixty-eighth Yearbook of the NationalSociety for 
the Study of Education, Part II. (Chicago: The National 
Society for the Study of Education, 1969), pp. 242-285. 
42Ibid., p. 243. 
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of investigation, some of which was quasi-experimental but· 
most of which constituted observing processes of education 
as they were conducted and received by the people involved. 
In summary and from the experience he gained, Provus re-
views the state and future of educational evaluation as 
follows: 
There is a need for administrators to better un-
derstand that the installation of school programs, 
whether innovative or not, involves high risk of 
failure. There is a need for evaluators to better 
understand the kind of information administrators 
need if the cost of these risks is to be reduced. 
Both administrators and researchers must see evalua-
tion as a continuous information-management process 
which serves program-improvement as well as program-
assessment purposes. The complexity and concomitant 
high cost of effective evaluation must be recognized 
as a necessary management expense somewhat similar 
to high insurance premiums. Everyone concerned with 
public education must be willing to spend muchlarger 
sums for evaluation if we are to have an adequate 
management system for protecting federal investments 
under the present reform strategy of the Office of 
Education. 
Those involved in public school reform through 
new program development must recognize: 
l. The natural developmental stages of any new pro-
gram 
2. The evaluation activity that is appropriate to 
each stage 
3. The dependence of administrators on information 
obtained through evaluation if they are to make 
sound, defensible decisions. 
If a new brand of evaluation can be developedand 
supported in the years ahead, school programs and 
evaluation reports are going to look very different 
than they do today. Our national interest will even-
tually demand nothing less.43 
43 Ibid., p. 283. 
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Thus Provus implies that educational evaluation is 
not a matter for the professional evaluator alone but for 
the administrator working with the evaluator. Moreover, he 
points out the necessity of taking a realistic view of 
costs, since formal and professional evaluation is a com-
plex process. 
Theoreticians had spoken of the evaluator as though 
he were to work only with those of his own kind, but Provus 
and others who had come to grips with the realities ofeval-
uating large school systems had other views that culminated 
in yet another definition of evaluation. Stufflebeam, Guba, 
Foley, Gephart, Hammond, Merriman, and Provus, whocomprised 
the PDK Committee to \•Trite a book 44 on the subject, now of-
fered the following as a definition of evaluation: "Evalua-
tion is the process of delineating, obtaining, and providing 
useful information for judging decision alternatives." 45 
This definition is reminiscent of that of Hagen and 
Thorndike which stated that evaluation implies judgment, and 
that of Stake which stated that evaluation implies descrip-
tion in addition to judgment. Cronbach's point of view is 
seen in the purpose of " ... providing useful information for 
44 PDK National Study Committee on Evaluation, Educa-
tional Evaluation and Decision Making. (Itasca, Ill.: 
F. E. Peacock, 197~ 
45Ibid., p. XXV. 
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judging decision alternatives." 
Heath's and Sorenson's objections, while not speci-
fically dealt with, seem by the definition to be at least 
kept in mind, for while the decision alternatives are to be 
constructed by the evaluators, the judgment itself is to be 
made by the decision makers in the school system under 
scrutiny. These decision makers are schoolmen. The authors 
of this new point of view explain that 
Increasingly, the practitioner is becoming tired 
of being critici3ed by his supporters and his public 
because he cannot provide evidence that what he has 
chosen to do is reasonable and workable, and by the 
professional evaluator because he did not start his 
evaluation soon enough or conduct it "rigorously" 
enough. Or because he did not ask the ''right" ques-
tions, measure the 11 right" variables, or use the 
"right" instruments. He is tired most of all because 
he is trying to do a job and is not getting the help 
he needs and has a right to expect. 
The authors of this book are attempting to meet 
the problem of providing that help. Evaluation can 
be improved in ways that are responsive to the needs 
of practitioners. Professional evaluators can no 
longer afford to give the practitioner the cavalier, 
arrogant, and condescending treatment that has so of-
ten characterized their relationships in the past. 
Evaluation is, to choose a metaphor, seized with 
a great illness. Just as the patient cannot seek a 
cure until he admits his illness, so the ''ills" of 
evaluation cannot be cured until they are acknowl-
edged.46 
Following this statement, the authors evaluate the 
present state of evaluation and find it wanting in, among 
46 Ibid., p. 4. 
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other things, a lack of guidelines (on the part of theagen-
cies administering federal funds). The book attempts to 
remedy the situation by providing not only guidelines, but 
models for evaluation and approaches to it as well. 
Throughout the book, the authors stress both the 
needs of schoolmen and the necessity of obtaining a realis-
tic and detailed view of the system as it actually is. The 
delineating, obtaining, and providing of information sug-
gested by the definition is not done through one level onl~ 
therefore, as is the case with more traditional approaches. 
Host of these approaches offer summative evaluation of the 
product, and while the information so gained is useful, it 
often shows what was "wrong" with the program after it is 
too late to affect changes necessary for meeting the origin-
al goals of instruction. 
The model offered by Stufflebeam, et al., called the 
C.I.P.P. Model (and originally structured by Stufflebeam 
himself), does evaluate the product, but, in addition, of-
fers formative evaluation at three other levels. Thus, what 
is offered provides for three basic evaluation activities at 
four levels. In other words, it offers the delineating, ob-
taining, and providing of information at context, input, 
process, and product levels as shown in Figure 1. 
Each of the four levels actually is an evaluation in 
and of itself and is specific in its function. Context 
evaluation ultimately produces a rationale upon which the 
Figure 1.--Structure of the C.I.P.P. Model 
Purpose of 
Information Areas of Evaluation 
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Context Input Process Product 
1. Delineating 
2. Obtaining 
3. Providing 
objectives for the learning are predicated and then deter-
mines unmet needs and missed opportunities. Finally it an-
alyzes the factors that have been responsible for the needs' 
being met and the opportunities' being missed. 
Input evaluation implies restrictions put upon the 
system. Every system is restricted in some manner and thus 
limited in its output. If, for example, only licensed phy-
sicians from a particular region of the United States are 
admitted to a program of education, then the output is lim-
ited to learnings by this unique group. Thus input evalua-
tion foretells maximum expectancies for the system or 
systems implied. 
Process evaluation deals with the implementation 
stage of education. It records and analyzes what is happen-
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ing and alerts decision makers to problems and needed changes 
in the process of education as it is taking place. 
Product evaluation is primarily a measurement phase. 
It attempts to measure the effects gained from the process, 
such effects usually being determined in terms of changes 
brought about in the system by means of the process. 
The initial job of the evaluator consists of deter-
mining the kind of information which must be delineated be-
fore the study can begin. To this end, the evaluator works 
with the decision-makers to frame questions that must be 
answered in order that the following may be ascertained: 
definition of the system; decisions to be made; policies for 
the evaluation; assumptions to be made 1n evaluation. Each 
of these categories must ultimately be dealt with across 
context, input, process, and product evaluation. 
Once the questions are framed, the evaluator then 
must seek the answers, some of which he can obtain directly 
from the decision-makers while others of which he must get 
from data. The answers to the questions constitute the de-
lineation phase of the four evaluations and must be com-
pleted before any attempt can be made to enter the obtaining 
phase, for what is to be obtained depends upon what the sys-
tem is composed of and what limitations may be imposed on it 
or on the evaluation because of peculiarities found within it. 
Thus, even in its initial stages, the C.I.P.P. model 
Offers a unique approach that marks it as different from 
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other evaluation models. The C.I.P.P. model suggests atthe 
very beginning that each system is unique and that, there-
fore, one cannot assume that any two systems can becompared 
or even that any two programs within a given system can be 
compared. Implied here is a truism well known to research-
ers but often forgotten by evaluators, namely: no two sets 
of circumstances nor subjects are ever exactly alike and 
therefore criterion measures must be suited to what exists. 
Moreover, it implies that certain features of the systemare 
subject to change even while the evaluation is in progress. 
Should such be the case, then the evaluator must alter the 
model specified for the study. Every evaluation modelmust, 
therefore, have built into it a means for determining such 
changes, informing the decision-makers of them, and re-
structuring those phases of the evaluation that will be af-
fected. 
In the obtaining information stage, particularly, 
such alterations can create problems, especially in those 
areas being investigated by research necessitating experi-
mental design. But experimental design has limited, if im-
portant, use in the total structure of the evaluationmodel. 
Stufflebeam discusses this point in his article "The Use of 
Experimental Design in Educational Evaluation." 47 He sug-
47D. Stufflebeam, "The Use of Experimental Design in 
~ducational Evaluation," Journal of Educational Heasurement, 
III, (Winter, 1971), pp. 267-274. 
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gests that experimental design has its use only at theinput 
and product evaluation levels and then with respect to only 
certain aspects of them and providing that " ... the assump-
tions required by the experimental design can be met ... ••. 48 
Experimental design at the input level can be effi-
catious in answering such a question as "What are the oper-
ating characteristics and effects of competing strategies 
under pilot conditions." 49 Yet, even here, Stufflebeam sug-
gests that an alternative technique exists, namely: 
"Querying ERIC, visitations to sites where the competing 
strategies are operating."SO 
Experimental design has its "strongest" use in an-
sv1ering such questions as "Are objectives being achieved," 
and "Nhat probability statements can be made about the rela-
tionship between procedural specifications and actual 
project attainments?"Sl To the first question, Stufflebeam 
sees an alternative for answering, namely: "Comparison of 
attainment measures with absolute standards."52 To the sec-
ond question, however, he sees no satisfactory alternative 
technique for answering. 
4Brbid., p. 270 
49 rbid. 
50 rbid. 
Slrbid., p. 272 
52 rbid. 
Stufflebeam, in this article, is 
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exploring ways to use experimental design, not to discard · 
it, but even so, he finds the technique of limited useful-
ness. 
~vhat emerges from such an investigation is a clearer 
understanding of how evaluation differs from the more rigor-
ous forms of research. Evaluation is eclectic in its meth-
odology. Research epitomized by experimental design plays 
a role in this methodology, but is not central to it. One 
obvious reason is that such research must be rigid; evalua-
tion must be fluid. Such research is laboratory-oriented; 
evaluation is field-oriented. 
As Provus has pointed out, in the early stages of 
learning how to evaluate school programs, the evaluators, 
who were researchers trained in universities, had attempted 
to carry into their new endeavors the rigors of what they 
had learned in the laboratory. But they soon found that 
compromise had to be made with what they had been taught in 
the laboratory. 
The compromise was occasioned by the results of work-
ing in a living situation where but few if any variables 
could be controlled in the empirical sense. But Provus and 
others who have found themselves in such a situation were 
not the only ones to come face to face with the problems in-
herent in attempting to apply scientific research techniques 
to a world created and sustained by men rather than by na-
ture. The Seventy-first Yearbook of the National Society 
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for the Study of Education53 deals with just such problems. 
and concludes with what should be, but has not been, ob-
vious: Educational research cannot mirror scientific re-
search. Gowin explains it this way: 
Most commonly, criteria for creating, directing, 
and judging educational research come from concepts 
of science (philosophy of science) and the customsof 
research practice. Usually the researcher tries to 
get clear about the procedures of research practice 
before undertaking to use them in an educational set-
ting. The main recommendation of this paper is that 
this familiar pattern be changed. The researcher 
should first try to be clear about the concepts, 
methods, and procedures of educational practice so as 
to be able to select phenomena to study that pass as 
educational phenomena and then adapt, invent, or 
utilize relevant research procedures. The reason for 
this recommendation is simply that many events which 
are educational never get studied now, and many 
events which educational researchers concern them-
selves with now have little or nothing to do with edu-
cation. Further, to follow this recornrnendationwould 
force researchers to argue first about what is andis 
not educational, rather than discussing only what is 
and is not scientific. This kind of discussionwould 
lead to a thorough analysis of educational theories, 
concepts, and practices. 
It is my belief that this analysis would reveal a 
most significant fact about educational phenomena: 
They are man-made (artifactual), not natural. They 
are therefore not likely to yield laws and other 
modes of invariance such as the natural sciences re-
port in that domain. Whatever regularitiesresearch-
ers are to find in educational phenomena will have 
been determined by human beings in a social context. 
Normative judgments (rules, policies, value judgment~ 
ideals which govern action) condition greatly the 
phenomena to be studied. Change a belief system and 
53Philosophical Redirection of Educational Research, 
Seventy-first Yearbook of the National Society for theStudy 
of Education, Part I. (Chicago: The National Society for the 
Study of Education, 1972.) 
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the content of research reports will be very differ~ 
ent. 54 
Not the least of the reasons for the failure of so 
many evaluations has been that those in charge have insist-
ed upon a methodology that was consistent with and limited 
by the requirements of empirical research. Stufflebeam, 
Provus, and others have, through experience, found thatsuch 
an approach to a dynamic, living, system simply does not 
work. They have, by their actions, joined with Gowin'spoint 
ov view. 
The C.I.P.P. model is a complex structure callingfor 
a team of evaluators. It attempts to be adequate to allthe 
needs of an evaluation of a large school system. Yet, the 
framework is simple and applicable to far more limited sys-
terns than those described. This thesis contends that it is 
applicable not only to the compact systems represented by 
postgraduate medical courses, but also to the even shorter 
versions referred to as "continuing education courses.'' 
54D. Gowin, Is Educational Research Distinctive?, 
Seventy-first Yearbook of the National Society for theStudy 
of Education, Part I. (Chicago: The National Society for the 
Study of Education, 1972), pp. 9-10. 
THE NEED FOR EVALUATION IN MEDICAL EDUCATION 
The attempt to apply the C.I.P.P. model or any model 
to the needs of medical evaluation is no idle intellectual 
exercise. Like the public schools, medical schools, spe-
cialty societies, and others who receive federal funds for 
educational purposes receive at the same time, directives 
calling for evaluations of the program so financed. Buteven 
beyond this immediate need for evaluation is another need 
that is rapidly approaching. Medical education ispresently 
undergoing radical change both within and without the med-
ical colleges themselves. As the change becomes a reality, 
evaluation needs are being felt by the profession itself. 
The Flexner Report of 1910 55 occasioned a radical re-
form in medical education that made the university the prime 
agency for the profession's learning and the basic sciences 
the foundation for its practice. Medical research, carried 
on primarily by scientists rather than by physicians, became 
an integral part of the medical schools' product, and knowl-
edge grew at an unexpected rate. Until about 1940, however, 
although medical education in the basic sciences was under 
the control of the scientist who worked within the school 
55A. Flexner, Medical Education in the United States 
and Canada. A Report to the Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching, Bulletin No. 4. (Boston: TheMerry 
Mount Press, 1910.) 
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structure, education in clinical medicine was in the hands· 
of the physician who worked within the hospital structure. 
slowly this system began to change, and scientists became a 
part of the clinical area as did their research. Knowledge 
at all levels of medicine increased and more and more med-
ical school graduates began to specialize, until, by the late 
1960's nearly 90 percent of all students who graduated from 
u.s. medical schools were entering residency programs.56 
The trend in specialization has continued becausethe 
knowledge explosion in medicine has continued. In the 
1970's, therefore, medical education was facing its second 
radical reform. 
The Committee on Goals and Priorities of the National 
Board of Medical Examiners has suggested that in the near 
future medical education and licensure will resemble the 
model in Figure 2. 
According to this model, the M.D. degree would not be 
sufficient to obtain licensure for solo practice, such li-
censure depending upon completion of residency education or 
certification in a specialty. Recertification and relicen-
sure, moreover, would be a continuing legal as well as moral 
need, motivating the practitioner to seek competent continu-
56c. Mueller, and M. Sabshin, "Trends in Graduate 
Education, Licensure, and Certification: A Tracking Study of 
1960 and 1964 U.S. Medical Graduates." Study undertaken 
for the Committee on Goals and Priorities of the National 
Board of Medical Examiners, to be published. 
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Figure 2.--A Future Evaluation System For 
Certification and Licensure* 
EDUCATION: M.D. Degree Completion of 
Graduate 
(Residency) 
Education 
Undergraduate A Graduate B 
EVALUATION: 
LICENSURE: 
General 
Competence 
Permit to 
Practice 
in a 
Supervised 
Setting 
Specialty 
Competence 
Full License 
for 
Independent 
Practice 
Practice C 
Recertification 
of Continued 
Competence 
? Relicensure 
*Adapted from Evaluation in the Continuum of Medical 
Education. Report of the Committee on Goals and Priorities 
of the National Board of Medical Examiners (Philadelphia: 
National Board of Medical Examiners, June, 1973), p. 51. 
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ing education in his specialty. 
Such a model seems to be, at this point in time, a 
realistic outcome of changes that have been occurring in both 
education and licensure during the 1970's. The time-honored 
freestanding internship was scheduled to be discontinued in 
1975, allowing the individual to use his first year follow-
ing graduation from medical school as his first year of res-
idency in a specialty. 57 A new specialty called "Family 
Practice" has developed in order to meet the need for more 
primary-care physicians whose numbers have been severely 
eroded as the general practitioner has begun to disappear 
because of increased specialization. 
New Mexico, Kansas, and Maryland had all, by 1973, 
passed legislation allowing state medical boards to require 
that physicians holding licenses in their respective states 
give evidence of having pursued some form of acceptable con-
tinuing education within a given period of time if the li-
cense is to remain in force. In addition, the specialty 
societies themselves are calling for periodic recertifica-
tion based on acceptable continuing education. There is no 
reason to believe that the trend toward increased special-
ization and .toward relicensure and recertification will re-
verse itself. Indeed, there is every reason to believe just 
57
"Medical Education in the United States 1971-1972." 
Journal~~ American Medical Association, CCXXII (June, 
1972.) 
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the opposite. 
Throughout all these changes is the implied need for 
continual learning on the part of the physician and the ad-
ditionally implied need for methods of evaluation that will 
serve to determine the suitability of the continuing educa-
tion actually offered. Not all courses or programs are of 
equal value. Those charged with determining the worth of 
such programs for purposes of relicensure or recertification 
are aware of that fact. Now at issue is how judgment as to 
the relative worth of any given program can be made realis-
tically. 
Evaluating continuing education programs in medicine 
is not like evaluating school curriculums, although there 
are similarities between the two. For one thing, the time 
element in continuing education is considerably shorter than 
that allowed for even a mini course. For another, the 
heterogeneity of the audience is greater as is the sophisti-
cation of the equipment often required. Possibly the most 
obvious difference lies in the improbability of being able 
to measure learning outcomes by paper-and-pencil achieve-
ment tests. 
Like the public school, however, the various segments 
of medical education require a practical approach to the 
problem of evaluation. Moreover, the problem of defining 
ultimate criteria is crucial and cannot await years of em-
pirical research for its determination. Medical educators 
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know what their goals are, but they do not necessarily know 
how to determine whether they have met these goals. These 
goals deal with the real world, with the capacity of the 
physician to function as a practitioner of modern medicine. 
Therefore, the evaluation models used to determine how well 
such goals are met must also be capable of working in the 
real world. The C.I.P.P. model is designed to do just that. 
CHAPTER II 
DELINEATING INFOID·ffiTION FOR THE TRAINING PROGRAMS 
The programs at issue were courses of train] ng in fam-
ily-planning medical services instituted by medical schools 
through a grant given to The American College of Obstetri-
cians and Gynecologists by the Health Services and Mental 
Health Administration of the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, Public Health Service. By the terms of the 
contract, HSM 110-72-276, (see Appendix A), the College was 
to let subcontracts to five medical schools of its choosing 
for the purpose of developing and delivering continuing edu-
cation programs to physicians as specified. 
The schools were to be chosen not only by virtue of 
the interest they displayed in developing family-planning 
courses and in the facilities they had for delivering pro-
grams, but also on the basis of their geographic location. 
Since the purpose of the funds granted was to afford contin-
uing education in family planning for practicing physicians 
throughout the United States, to facilitate the students' 
attendance it was established that each of the five schools 
should service a particular area of the country. Therefore, 
one school had to be chosen from each of the following re-
gions: West, Southwest, South, Midwest, and East. Thebound-
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aries for these regions, together with the approximateloc~-
tion of the five schools, are shown in Figure 3. 
The contract attempted to afford to each of the 
teaching institutions selected a wide latitude in terms of 
course length, number of students that would be admitted to 
any session, teaching methodology, and emphasis to beplaced 
on any single area of the total curriculum. The curriculum 
itself, although not structured by the College, was to in-
elude seven areas described thusly: 
(1) Personal health and social benefits derived from 
fertility regulation. 
(2) Pertinent reproductive anatomy, physiology and 
biochemistry. 
(3) Methods of contraception (including steriliza-
tion) currently available, and their associated 
indications, contraindications, efficacy, mor-
tality, and morbidity. 
(4) The rational usage of history, physical and lab-
oratory examinations necessary for provision of 
contraceptive services and for infertility diag-
nosis. 
(5) The role of the paraprofessional and related dis-
ciplines necessary for high quality delivery of 
family planning care. 
(6) Emotional and social factors and their relation-
ship to fertility regulation. 
(7) Special considerations appropriate in the provi-
sion of services to adolescents, minority groups 
and the indigent, including information concern-
ing the knowledge, aptitudes and practices (KAP) 
of these groups.l 
The curriculum was also to be presented in didactic and 
1Negotiated Contract HSH 110-72-276, Assisting Five 
Medical Institutions to Develop Training Programs in Family 
Planning Medical Services, Issued by The Health Services and 
Mental Health Administration, Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, 1972, p. 6. 
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Figure 3.--Schools*and Their Regions 
PHYSICIAN EDUCATION PROGRAM SITES 
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clinical settings, as needs dictated. 
The five medical schools selected to present the 
courses in 1973 were those associated with the Universityof 
california at Los Angeles; the University of Chicago; Emory 
university, Atlanta; Louisiana State University, New Or-
leans; and Temple University, Philadelphia. Each of the 
schools entered into contract with the College, thus being 
a subcontractor to the original contract. Each school in 
its contract described, among other things, the curriculum 
it would present and the approximate methodology to be used. 
(See Appendix B.) 
Four of the schools elected a similar strategy con-
cerning the total curriculum, that is, presentation of di-
dactic subjects to all participants, with clinical sessions 
offered on an elective basis. Emory's concept was unique. 
This school planned to use some of the funds for creating a 
film on the philosophy of family planning, contraceptive 
techniques, and sterilization. Other funds were to be used 
primarily for conducting many short-term courses on various 
segments of the total curriculum. For example, nine courses, 
each of which was to last two days, were planned on laparos-
copy. Each course would accommodate three physicians and 
would be held at University Hospital at Jacksonville, Flor-
ida. No course session, therefore, presented the full cur-
riculum to any student. The College accepted Emory's unique 
plan in a spirit of experimentation and agreed to leave mat-
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ters of evaluation primarily in the school's hands. This 
dissertation does not attempt to model Emory's unique ap-
oroach nor does it use any of Emory's students in its re-
~ 
search into possible means for eliciting information that 
will serve as criterion variables. 
The contract HSM 110-72-276 was renewed for the year 
1973-74. At that time Emory declined further involvement 
with the program since some of its staff, including the 
physician who had directed the family-planning course, left 
the school for positions elsewhere. The Medical College of 
Georgia, Augusta, Georgia replaced Emory as one of the sub-
contractors, the other four continuing from the previous 
year. The University of Georgia adapted to its needs a 
model resembling that used by Louisiana State. Thus during 
the second year, all five schools presented what four had 
given during the previous year: variations on the original 
general plan for the curriculum. In other words these 
schools offered to all students the same didactic material 
and clinical sessions on an elective basis. 
Although each of the schools was directed to conduct 
its own evaluation of its course, the College was interested 
in a model for evaluation of all of the programs, a model 
which might transcend those needed for the family-planning 
Programs and might be applicable in general form to other 
continuing education efforts. The author of this disserta-
tion had suggested that the C.I.P.P. approach might lead to 
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such a model and applied some aspects of it to the program~ 
at hand. 
The C.I.P.P. model affords a structure suitable to 
the needs of evaluating postgraduate medical education pri-
marily because it calls for analysis not only of product, 
but also of content and input and process, and, further, 
calls for such analysis along three dimensions required for 
judging decision alternatives: delineating information, ob-
taining information, and providing information. 
The delineation of the four types of evaluation is 
modeled in Figure 4. 
Figure 4.--Information To Be Delineated 
Types of 
Information 
Define System 
or Systems 
Specify 
Decisions 
State Evalua-
tion Policies 
State Evalua-
tion Assump-
tions 
For The Study 
Areas of Evaluation 
Context Input Process Product 
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The step of delineation organizes a basis for model~ 
ing the obtaining and the reporting of information which in 
many other approaches to the problem are actually desig-
nated as evaluation. In the C.I.P.P. approach, the delinea-
tion is treated as an evaluation in and of itself. It deals 
ultimately with the questions that the decision-makers want 
answered, but these questions are framed by the evaluatorin 
terms of the system to be evaluated and the restrictions im-
posed upon both that system and the evaluative techniquesby 
such matters as policy. 
The delineating phase of Context evaluation seeks to 
determine such factors as elements and boundaries of the 
system or systems; antecedents that led to the evaluation; 
names and jobs of the chief decision-makers; possible cri-
terion variables; factors involved in stating evaluation 
policies; and what assumptions may be made. These factors 
must then, in Input evaluation, be judged against limita-
tions necessarily present in any system; for example, they 
must be seen against limitations imposed by policy and al-
tered accordingly. 
Evaluation of the process of delineating information 
may be simple or complex, depending upon the variety of 
sources available to the purpose. Product evaluation in the 
delineation phase should result in a broad description of 
the system or systems and their elements and boundaries; de-
scription of the antecedents that led to the need for eval-
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uation; description of the role of each decision-maker and., 
in accordance with that decision-maker's function, the de-
termination of the stages at which feedback should be given 
to him; formulation of questions to be answered and crite-
rion variables that can be used to answer them; statementof 
policy as it affects obtaining data, and authority to re-
ceive feedback; and, finally, a model of the evaluative 
design for obtaining and for reporting information. 
The model that emerges thus is predicated on the 
practical constraints of the actual situation, rather than 
a theoretical view of what might be done if conditions par-
alelled the evaluator's view of the ideal. It is possible 
that no model will emerge from the delineation phase when 
this nhase of evaluation shows clearly that the restraints 
within the system prevent the obtaining of data necessary 
for making judgments about the system. Thus proper delinea-
tion can prevent an attempt to obtain the unobtainable. 
DELINEATING INFOID1ATION FOR THE EVALUATION 
OF THE FMHLY-PLANNING PROGRA...!I.1S 
Four general areas of information need to be delin-
eated across Context, Input, Process, and Product evalua-
tion. They are definition of the system or systems; types 
of decision needs and persons who should make decisions, 
evaluation policies; and evaluation assumptions. 
In defining the system, Context evaluation calledfor 
determining elements, characteristics, and boundaries within 
it, while Input evaluation suggested determining the limita-
tions implied as to type of students, faculty, institution 
setting, curriculum, time, and cost. The Process by which 
such information could be delineated consisted primarily of 
reviewing the terms of the contract and talking with 
Louise Tyrer, M.D., Project Director, Family Planning Divi-
sion of the College, and William A. Granzig, Ph.D., the then 
Administrator, Department of Physician Education, of the 
College, both of whom could interpret not only details of 
the contract but also aspects of College policy that might 
affect any area of the program. In fact, virtually all of 
Process evaluation in the delineating stage depended upon 
investigating the terms of the contract and eliciting in-
formation from Drs. Tyrer and Granzig. Product evaluationis 
designed to yield a model of the system in terms of what 
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context, Input, and Process evaluation specified. Thus, 
here, it culminates in the description of the total system. 
In the first stage of delineation of information 
concerning elements, characteristics, and boundaries of the 
system, the work had to be done primarily in terms of the 
limitations discovered by Input evaluation, since who ul-
timately would be chosen as students was a matter exclusive-
ly in the province of the participating schools acting under 
the directives and prohibitions of the contract and College 
policy. Moreover, the schools themselves, which constituted 
the setting of the system, had to be chosen in terms of 
restrictions specified by the contract. 
Insofar as the institutions were concerned, a minimum 
of five had to be chosen, each of which was so situated as 
to offer easy access to all areas of the geographic region 
it was to serve. Institutions located in major cities, 
therefore, became prime targets, since large cities usually 
afford bus, rail, and air transportation facilities as well 
as highways that make automobile transportation practical. 
Moreover, if the courses offered were to exceed a time-span 
of a morning or afternoon, then facilities for housing stu-
dents had to be close at hand. Unless the institution had a 
continuing education center with housing facilities, then 
hotels or motels within the immediate vicinity were needed. 
Again, large cities were the most obvious locations for such 
facilities. Both meeting rooms of suitable size fordidactic 
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sessions and hospital facilities for clinical sessions had 
to be in some way provided also. 
Clinical material for instruction for up to 25 stu-
dents was another requirement by the contract; therefore, a 
hospital with large free clinics became a necessary facility 
of the school, and, once more, a large city is the most 
likely location in which to meet such needs. Implied also 
was an institution the facilities of which provided not only 
undergraduate medical education but also intern and resi-
dency programs in obstetrics and gynecology in general and 
family planning in particular. The graduate programs im-
plied a particularly able staff in obstetrics andgynecolog~ 
denoted by both their individual national reputations and 
their academic credentials, particularly evidence of board 
certification. 
The institution which had, in addition to these at-
tributes, training programs for allied health personnel in 
family planning was especially favored for selection, since 
this fact implied some formal program in family planning at 
the clinical level. Again, institutions in large cities 
were most likely to be able to comply. 
Elements of the system included, in addition to the 
facilities cited previously, the physician participants, 
the faculty, and the clinic patients presented or seen dur-
ing the clinic sessions. The physician-students were re-
stricted to medical school graduates licensed to practice 1n 
I 
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the united States, its territories, or its commonwealth. 
Preference was to be given to physicians in family-planning 
?rograms, general practitioners, and university and college 
health physicians. The contract does not prohibit admit-
ting other physicians to the courses but implies that where 
the number of applicants may exceed the number of persons 
who can be accommodated, then preference should be given to 
those whose practice can be categorized as cited. No speci-
fic number of students allowed per course is stated; how-
ever, facilities are called for that will accommodate 25 in 
each course. 
Nothing is directly stated in the contract concerning 
the criteria for selecting faculty. It can rightly be as-
sumed that some faculty would have to be chosen from among 
licensed physicians, since clinical training that could be 
given only by a licensed physician is included in the cur-
riculum that each of the institutions is called upon by con-
tract to present. 
The curriculum as outlined in the contract is broad 
in its implications; however, it calls for training not only 
in medicine but also in psychology and sociology, particu-
larly with respect to sexual practices. One area commonly 
dealt with in some of the subject matter of the curriculum, 
however, was not mentioned in the contract, namely, abortion. 
The teaching institutions selected were made aware of the 
College's position on this subject with respect to family 
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planning. This position states that although abortion ob-. 
viously is one means by which population can be controlled, 
it is not a method of fertility regulation and, therefore, 
not a part of family planning. The funding agency also had 
made that distinction with respect to abortion. Thus there 
was a prohibition against teaching abortion techniques in 
these courses. At the time the courses began, providing 
medical abortion on demand was illegal in most states, al-
though therapeutic abortion was included in the practice 
acts of all of the states. During the two-year period dur-
ing which the courses were conducted, providing medical 
abortion on demand became a legal procedure; however, for 
the reasons stated, the techniques remained outside the prov-
ince of the courses. 
The setting for the didactic sessions of necessity 
had to be a hotel meeting room, facilities in a continuing 
education complex, or classrooms or other adequate space 
within a medical school or hospital. Clinical sessions had 
to be delivered within a hospital or clinic. What might be 
chosen depended upon cost as well as availability, however. 
In fact, what was offered generally depended upon cost as 
did the number of students who could be accommodated in any 
single course. 
The contract awards a total of $283,687 to the Col-
lege for the purpose of presenting, consulting on, and ad-
ministering the courses. The contract also specifies a 
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~r diem for all family-planning and university-health phy~ 
sicians. The College extended this prescription to include 
all students. The per diem agreed upon was $26, and \•las to 
be paid from the $37,800 which each institution received 
from the College for the purpose of presenting its courses 
during one contract year. 
Time for any course is variable according to the con-
tract, depending only upon how long it might take for the 
students to master the prescribed program. Each institution 
chose a different approach, including a different time se-
quence. (See Appendix B.) 
Table 1 summarizes the delineation of information for 
defining the system or systems across Context, Input, and 
Process evaluation. Product evaluation for the delineation 
is incorporated into Chapter III as part of the completed 
model for the obtaining phase. 
Specification of decisions across Context, Input, 
Process, and Product evaluation ultimately leads to a de-
scription of the antecedents that gave rise to the need for 
evaluation; description of the role of each decision-maker 
(who is named) and the stage at which feedback should be 
given to him; and formulation of the questions to be an-
swered as well as criterion variables for these questions. 
Antecedents that led to evaluation were, in this case, sim-
ply the contractual statement calling for such evaluation. 
By contract each school must evaluate its own courses. In 
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Table 1.--Summary of Delineation of Information forDefining 
system or Systems Across Context, Input, and Process Evaluation 
Item 
(Context) 
Students 
Faculty 
Teaching 
Institu-
tion 
Restriction 
(Input) 
1. Licensure: hold license to prac-
tice in United States or Common~ 
wealth 
2. Type of Practice: any type, but 
preference given to generalists, 
family-planning practitioners, 
and those practicing in univer-
sity or college health facilities. 
3. Residence: in geographic area 
prescribed for institution the 
student attends 
4. Cost to student: costs incurred 
beyond per diem of $26 
1. Board certified obstetricians 
and gynecologists 
2. Non-physicians who are special-
ists in psychology, sociology, 
administration of family-plan-
ning clinics, and others con-
cerned with fertility control 
1. Size: facilities for 25 students 
in didactic sessions 
2. Teaching facilities: place for 
didactic sessions; clinical fa-
cilities for teaching medical 
techniques; clinical facilities 
for teaching surgical techniques 
3. Equipment and patients: fully 
furnished room for didactic ses-
sions providing for projectors, 
screen, and other similar teach-
ing aids; fully equipped clinic 
with surgery; patients for pre-
sentation as needed 
4. Family-planning clinic (or coop-
erating family-planning agency) 
for demonstration of practice and 
administration aspects of a fam-
ily-planning service 
Source of 
Restriction 
(Process) 
Implied by 
contract 
Stated in 
contract 
Stated in 
contract 
Stated in 
contract 
Implied in 
contract 
Implied in 
contract 
Stated in 
contract 
Stated in 
contract 
Stated in 
contract 
Stated in 
contract 
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Table 1.--Summary of Delineation of Information forDefining 
system or Systems Across Context, Input, and Process Evaluation 
Item 
(Context) 
curricu-
lum 
Location 
Personnel 
other than 
Faculty 
Restriction 
(Input) 
1. Didactic: medical, psychological, 
and sociological aspects of hu-
man sexuality and fertility con-
trol through contraception 
2. Clinical: any allied material, 
but must offer physician an op-
portunity to learn proper inser-
tion of the IUD 
3. No didactic or clinical content 
on abortion techniques 
1. Easily accessible to all in geo-
graphic area 
2. City of sufficient size to afford 
clinic patients needed 
3. City of sufficient size to afford 
housing for students 
1. Secretarial and clerical person-
nel to handle registration and 
other such tasks of running ses-
sions 
2. Evaluator 
Source of 
Restriction 
(Process) 
Stated in 
contract 
Stated in 
contract 
Stated in 
College 
policy; 
implied in 
federal 
policy 
Implied in 
contract 
Implied in 
contract 
Implied in 
contract 
Implied by 
nature of 
courses as 
provided by 
contract 
Indirectly 
stated by 
requirement 
of evalua-
tion 
5 2 
addition, however, the College wanted to explore the use of 
the questionnaire or any other possible technique as suit-
able means for eliciting certain types of information from 
students after they had ret11rned to practice. 
The reason for the College's added interest in eval-
uation stems from the fact that more and more all specialty 
organizations are forced into the necessity of determining 
what constitutes worthy continuing education. Means of 
judging worth, or evaluation, of such education, therefore, 
is a paramount concern to the College. 
The only limitations for evaluation that the ante-
cedents imposed were that what was judged had to be a part 
of the system under study and that the decision-makers 
specified by the contract had to approve the means. The 
decision-makers at the College level were Drs. Tyrer and 
Granzig. At the school level they were primarily those who 
directed the institution's courses under the dictates of the 
subcontract. 
At the College level, two types of information were 
wanted: (l) information that would determine whether con-
tractual obligations had been met; (2) information that 
would determine whether the courses had been successful. The 
criteria for each type of information is easily determined. 
The capability for obtaining the various types of responses 
that constitute possible criterion variables are, in the 
case of the second type of information, not easily received. 
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For example, the ultimate criterion for the determination o.f 
the success of the courses is that the physicians who took 
them altered their practices to reflect what had beentaught. 
Short of monitoring a physician's practice habits before and 
after the course, one cannot be certain that such has been 
the case. Such action on the part of the evaluator is pre-
cluded not only by certain legal restrictions concerning a 
patient's right to privacy, but also by policy as framed by 
the College and other medical groups. 
Peer review, wherein a physician's peers evaluate 
the records, skills, etc. of a colleague represents such a 
criterion to some degree but was outside the scope of the 
possible evaluative methodology for this program. The best 
means available for obtaining such information seemed to be 
a questionnaire which asked the physician directly about his 
change in practice habits. Even here, certain limitations 
were imposed. The College, by virtue of its own policy, re-
quires that any and all questionnaires dealing with the 
practice habits of physicians be responded to anonymously. 
Moreover, all such instruments sponsored by the College must 
be returned to a member of the College staff who has admin-
istrative status. 
Achievement tests of any kind given during any phase 
of the course was also prohibited by College policy, unless 
they are self-evaluation tests that the physician is free to 
take on his own. Thus, the ordinary paper-and-pencil .i 
II 
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achievement test was prohibited. Such a prohibition wasnot 
considered a difficulty, since achievement tests as a means 
of determining the worth of continuing education leave much 
to be desired. Even should a student show, by his re-
sponses to test items, that he has mastered the content of 
a curriculum, one has no guarantee that he will put into 
practice what he has learned. Thus the ultimate criterion 
against which one wanted to measure the success of these 
courses was not met in such tests. 
Observation of a course in progress and informal 
questioning of students and faculty were other means by 
which the evaluation could take place. That the schools 
themselves might evaluate their success using criterionvar~ 
ables other than change in practice habits was not made pos-
sible by either the contract or College policy. The contract 
does not specify the criteria nor does it specify the meth-
odology to be used for that evaluation. It was to be as-
sumed, therefore, that the evaluation that would be done by 
the teaching institutions themselves would be at the Product 
stage. Moreover, it could further be assumed that such 
evaluation would use data compiled by having the students 
respond to questions not of an achievement type but rather 
of a like or dislike type. Why such would be a fair assump-
tion is predicated upon the fact that most continuing educa-
tion courses are currently evaluated in a like manner. 
The most common type of questionnaire in use consists 
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of items that deal with the student's opinion of how wellan 
instructor taught a course, of how much interest the course 
was to the student, of what practical advantage the student 
felt the content might be to him in his future practice, and 
whether the student felt that there was a lack of some con-
tent that he would have liked to have learned about. 
Such items seldom specify beyond generalities sothat 
should the students respond negatively to questions about 
the worth of the instructor, just what the weakness in the 
presentation might have been cannot be determined. Evalua-
tions based on such questionnaires are not useless. They 
merely are not specific and often miss the more important 
information. 
Table 2 summarizes the delineation of information for 
specifying decisions across Context, Input, and Process 
evaluation. Product evaluation for this delineation is in-
corporated into Chapter III as part of the completed model 
for the obtaining phase. 
Delineating information about evaluation policies 
across Context, Input, Process, and Product evaluation is a 
relatively simple procedure, since not many such policies 
have as yet been constructed by the College and no such pol-
icies are incorporated in the contract nor have they been 
stated by the federal agency funding the program. In terms 
of context evaluation, the only factors involved in stating 
evaluation policies are those involved in doing the evalua-
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Table 2.--Sumrnary of Delineation of Information for Specify-
ing Decisions Across Context 1 Input 1 and Process Evaluation 
Item 
(Context) 
Antecedent that led 
to need for evalua-
tion: 
1. Statement in 
contract 
2. Desire of College 
to determine 
means of evalua-
ting continuing 
education pro-
grams 
Chief decision-makers 
and their roles: 
1. Louise Tyrer 1 M. D ·1 
Project Director 
2. William A. Granzig 1 
Ph.D .1 Project 
Administrator 
3. Directors of the 
Teaching Institu-
tions' programs 
presented under sub-
contracts of the 
College 
4. Faculty and other 
persons involved 
in delivering the 
courses 
Restriction 
(Input) 
No restrictions 
1. No achievement tests 
2. No peer review or 
similar methodology 
3. Questionnaires and 
similar instruments 
must permit the re-
spondent to remain 
anonymous 
4. Observation of courses 
in progress and inter-
viewing techniques 
must preserve respon-
dent's anonymity 
Follow contract and 
College policy 
Follow contract and 
College policy 
Follow contract and 
College policy 
Follow contract and 
College policy 
Source of 
Restriction 
(Process) 
Stated in 
contract 
Statements 
by Drs. 
Tyrer and 
Granzig re 
College 
policy 
Implied by 
contract 
Implied by 
contract 
Implied by 
contract 
Implied by 
contract 
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Table 2.--summary of Delineation of Information for Specify-
ing Decisions Across Context, Input, and Process Evaluation 
Item 
(Context) 
Type of information 
desired (all at Col-
lege level): 
1. Did teaching in-
stitutions meet 
contractual obli-
gations? 
2. Were courses suc-
cessful in improv-
ing family planning 
care? 
Criterion variables: 
1. Adherence to con-
tract directions 
2. Student physicians' 
view of courses: 
a. Were expecta-
tions met? 
b. Were needs met? 
c. Weaknesses 
d. Strengths 
e. What unexpected 
and unintended 
outcomes resulted? 
3. Change in the student-
physicians' practice 
of techniques of fam-
ily planning after 
return to practice 
Restriction 
(Input) 
Investigate course 
contents; selection of 
students; payment of 
per diem, and related 
factors 
How did physicians re-
late to course learn-
ings after they resumed 
their practices? 
College questionnaires; 
evaluations by the 
teaching institutions, 
subcontracts and bud-
gets; informal inter-
views with faculty and 
with students 
College questionnaire; 
evaluations by the 
teaching institutions 
College questionnaire 
Source of 
Restriction 
(Process) 
Drs. Tyrer 
and Granzig 
Drs. Tyrer 
and Granzig 
Statements 
in contract; 
College 
policy 
Teaching 
institu-
tions' 
policy; 
College 
policy 
Statements 
in contract; 
College 
policy 
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tion itself. Since no budget was set aside for evaluation, 
one policy that grew out of the practical necessity thus 
imposed was that at the College level evaluation had to be 
done by someone who was willing to work without payment. At 
the level of the teaching institutions, the same restric-
tion applied, since here, too, evaluation was not a budget 
item. Such sophisticated technology as represented by com-
outers could not be used, since the cost of examining data 
by this means was clearly beyond a ~no budget'' situation. 
Even printing and mailing questionnaires, the cost for which 
could be anticipated to be at least $300, seemed impossible. 
Anything helpful, including evaluations done by the teaching 
institutions, could be made available to the evaluator but 
little except the evaluations of the teaching institutions 
could be anticipated. Data from other studies did notexist, 
since other studies of the type represented by the project 
and its evaluation had not been done. What was called for 
was intensive research and evaluation in several areas. 
Without funds, however, such became impossible. 
One of the most significant pieces of information to 
emerge from this area of the evaluation is that no money had 
been budgeted for any kind of evaluation, even though such 
evaluation had been called for. If the evaluation process 
had begun when it should have, namely, when the proposal for 
the program was first submitted to the funding agency, the 
evaluator would have included his work as a budget item. 
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Evaluation began, however, at the time the first courses 
were presented and most of the money had already been ear-
marked for other expenses. In the normal course of events, 
the delineation phase would have determined the necessary 
budget for what was to come and, should a lack of fundshave 
appeared as a reality, evaluation would have been stopped. 
The delineation phase would thus have shown that the sys-
tern made evaluation impossible. Indeed, such was the case. 
Feedback concerning this oversight was given totheCollege's 
chief decision-maker who then reallocated some funds for 
traveling expenses to permit the evaluator to do some ob-
servation of courses in progress and also to permit onemair 
ing of a questionnaire to student-physicians who had re-
turned to practice after taking their respective courses. 
Practical considerations brought about by oversight thus 
limited the extent and methodology of evaluation. 
The oversight shown in this project is not unusual. 
In fact, it underscores currently common practice concerning 
evaluation. Although most federal funding of education 
specifies that an evaluation of the program be done, fewcofr 
tractors to date have provided for the practical necessities 
needed for the task. The College and the teaching institu-
tions behaved "normally'' in this regard, primarily because 
of a lack of sophistication about evaluation and not because 
of a lack of interest or a lack of regard for what the pro-
cess could do for them. 
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The situation parallels that of experimental design. 
with respect to the collection of research data. The ex-
perimental design must precede the collection of data if 
those data are to be used in a meaningful way and to the ul-
timate good of the research; yet, thousands of research pro-
jects begin with the collection of data and end with an 
experimental design adopted because it fits the data rather 
than because it affords the best means of testing the hypo-
theses or otherwise serving the ends of the original purpose 
of the research. 
To be most useful, evaluation must begin when the 
program or course to be evaluated is initially constructed. 
Where evaluation of on-going programs is called for, suffi-
cient time is required to permit the evaluators to examine 
in detail how and why such programs were constructed asthey 
were. Such, of course, would be the case in an evaluation 
of a school or of a school district which had been in opera-
tion before the need for evaluation arose. In such a case 
the evaluation is conducted by a team, or several teams, 
each specializing in a particular aspect of the problem. 
Long before the evaluation proper begins, one of the teams 
investigates how and why the present curriculum, teaching 
methods, etc. are in operation. Continuing medical educa-
tion offers no such opportunity, since the time of course 
presentations is far too short to permit a detailed exam-
ination of its processes even before an evaluation model can 
. ,I 
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be made. In the case of the program for the College, the 
evaluation had to proceed while the evaluator determinedthe 
hoW and why of the course curriculums. 
Table 3 summarizes the delineation of informationfor 
stating evaluation policies across Context, Input, and Pro-
cess evaluation. Product evaluation for the delineation is 
incorporated into Chapter III as part of the completed model 
for the obtaining phase. 
The last area of delineation of information, that 
dealing with evaluation assumptions, deals primarily with 
what can be said concerning the willingness of the student-
physicians and faculty to state their opinions, either in 
conversation or on a questionnaire, honestly. Under the re-
strictions imposed by the College concerning methodology of 
obtaining information (no achievement test, guarantee of 
anonymity of respondents, etc.) and the limitations imposed 
by the small budget even after adjustments had been made, no 
sophisticated measurement could be made. Sampling was not 
to be done, either. Instead, even in the case of question-
naires, whole populations were to be investigated. 
As a result, only these evaluation assumptions 
emerge: (l) the student-physicians and faculty will respond 
in terms that parallel their feelings and thoughts; (2) those 
asked to respond will not comprise a sample but a population 
or populations to be described simply as all those who re-
sponded to a given set of questions. 
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Table 3.--Summary of Delineation of Information for Stating 
Evaluation Policies 
Item 
(Context) 
No special factors 
involved in stating 
evaluation policies 
Restriction 
(Input) 
Budgetary limitations: 
1. Travel expenses for 
visits to cities 
where courses are in 
progress 
2. $300 for productio~ 
and mailing of ques-
tionnaires 
3. No budget for payment 
to evaluator or con-
sultants on evalua-
tion 
College facilities 
available: 
1. Library 
2. Policy statements 
Source of 
Restriction 
(Process) 
Subcontracts 
Drs. Tyrer 
and Granzig 
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Although the contrary may seem true, in actualitythe 
specific restrictions placed upon evaluating this programdo 
not preclude doing useful evaluation. Indeed, restrictions 
in continuing medical education, as in other fields of ed-
ucation are always present and are the test of the evalua-
tor's skill. The one problem for the evaluation was the 
small budget allowed. This factor, introduced through over-
sight only, is alterable in most cases. Indeed it was al-
terable in this case but not to the fullestextentnecessary. 
The source of this problem can actually be traced to the 
fact that evaluation entered the planning too late. 
The model that must emerge from the delineation of 
information must reflect t~is restriction as well as others 
imposed. This does not mean, however, that other models 
that can be generated from it must be bound by the same bud-
getary restrictions. In fact, one of the most productive 
results of any restricted model can lie in the fact that it 
points out possible problems that can be avoided if early 
considerations are acted upon in time. 
CHAPTER III 
HODEL FOR EVALUATION OF THE FAJ1ILY PLANNING PROGRAMS 
The model for the evaluation of the family-planning 
orograms is the culmination of the delineation of informa-
~ 
tion phase and is directed toward the obtaining and provid-
ing phases. It is a work plan that must be flexible enough 
to respond to new needs and new information that are un-
covered whenever the Context, Input, Process, or Product 
evaluations in the obtaining phase reveal problems in the 
system. What is proposed here, therefore, is an initial de-
sign, viable but not immutable. 
Because change is expected, a mechanism whereby the 
model can be altered without being destroyed must become 
part of the original design. Moreover, it must afford an 
orderly and continuous means for implementing change, afact 
that suggests systematic monitoring of the information ob-
tained and regular feedback of the results to those decision-
makers who have a need to know. 
The strategy for creating the initial model consists 
of doing the Product evaluation in the delineating of in-
formation phase. Context, Input, and Process evaluation in 
this phase have already provided the basic substance and 
limitations of the Product. What remains to be done for 
Product evaluation is to specify details, the integration of 
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which appears as a model. 
Four areas have been evaluated across Context, Input, 
and Process in the delineation phase: definition of the sys-
tern, specification of decisions, statement of evaluation 
policies, and statement of evaluation assumptions (see 
Chapter II). Product evaluation of the delineation of the 
first of these areas, definition of the system, requires a 
realistic look at the five models that emerged as designs 
for each of the original five subcontractors and finding the 
commonalities that exist among them (see Appendix B). The 
five models and their sponsors are summarized as follows: 
1. A tutorial-based individualized program (Emory 
University) 
2. A total immersion experience (Temple University) 
3. A weekend seminar approach with options to re-
turn for clinical experience (Louisiana State 
University) 
4. A series of packaged programs presented in local 
communities (University of Chicago) 
5. A tracking system wherein physicians build their 
own programs according to their needs (University 
of California, Los Angeles) 
Model number 1, the Emory design, was used for only 
the first year. Faculty changes that coincided with the 
program's beginning of the second year, but which were un-
related to the program, made continuation of this model im-
practical at this institution, and, in fact, made continua-
tion of teaching the courses using any model impractical. 
The Medical College of Georgia, which replaced Emory as one 
of the five teaching institutions for the program after the 
first year, elected to follow a design that approximated 1.~  
I ·I~ ~ ~ 
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model number 3, although with some alterations. 
Originally, the College had hoped to be able to com-
pare the five models, seeing them as representing five dif-
ferent treatments of the curriculum. To this end, it orig-
inally contacted the evaluator. The evaluator, however, in 
assessing all aspects of the system including geographic 
location, faculties, and students, pointed out that such a 
comparison was not possible in a statistical sense. Each 
system proved to be unique in most if not all of its ele-
ments. Most importantly, there was no guarantee that the 
student-physicians could be said to be members of the same 
statistical population. Indeed, there seemed to be ample 
reason to suggest otherwise, since, under the terms of the 
contract, each school could service only those physicians 
from within specified and unique geographic boundaries. 
Moreover, although the general curriculum was to be thesame, 
there was no guarantee that differences would be in method-
ology only. On the contrary, early in the planning it 
seemed that content would differ in significant details. 
The faculties, of course, would differ in many respects as 
well. 
The College contented itself, therefore, with viewing 
each teaching institution as singular and with attempting to 
elicit information about certain learnings and points of 
view that might be accepted as common to four models. Model 
l had been seen from the beginning as experimental and so 
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was excluded from considerations that would come later with 
respect to institutions adopting the other four. 
The emphasis on commonalities did not rule out the 
possibility of obtaining data that might suggest significant 
impacts which different surroundings or different faculties, 
etc. might have on students. Indeed, the only thing pre-
eluded by virtue of the fact that unique systems were in-
valved was measuring the effects of the differences experi-
mentally. 
The emphasis in investigation was to center around' 
the student, who, therefore, became the focal point of the 
system within which he was placed. Should an investigation 
be centered around location, facility, or curriculum, then 
the student would assume a different position in the model. 
What is of interest in the model at hand is how all 
other elements of the system impinge upon the student. The 
affect of all other elements depend, in turn, on who the 
student is. 
The physicians who took the courses under study could 
be expected to be unlike most other students who ordinarily 
seek education in a formal setting, although not necessarily 
unlike other physicians who take such courses. In the first 
place, a physician's right to work, that is, his right to 
practice, is determined by a license granted by the state. 
Even if he works in a clinic or some other agency that pays 
him a salary, it is the state that grants him his working 
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privilege. 
During the period in which the family-planning courses 
were given, only three states required re-licensure predi-
cated on proof of acceptable continuing education. Even at 
that time, however, the states were still in the process of 
determining, together with the local medical societies, what 
might constitute acceptable continuing education. The phy-
sician who enrolled in these family-planning courses, there-
fore, had to be considered as doing so in order to meet 
certain personal-professional goals. Indeed, teachers of 
postgraduate medical courses are well aware of this factand 
verbalize it by asking themselves as they design a curricu-
lum, "What will this give the physician that he can take 
back to use in his practice?" This question is important 
because the teacher is aware that should he fail to give the 
student such practical knowledge, the student will not com-
plete the course. This is not to say that everything in the 
curriculum must be practical. Theory which supports good 
practice is always welcome, but theory alone will not satis-
fy these students. 
For these reasons, the educational objectives for any 
postgraduate medical curriculum must be evaluated not only 
before but also during the course presentation to be certain 
that the students' goals and expectations are being met. It 
is almost certain that the objectives will be altered and, 
with them, certain aspects of the curriculum. 
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Moreover, the audience is more likely than not to be 
heterogeneous with respect to educational background, exper-
ience, and attitude. Certainly, all members of a student 
population composed only of physicians will possess an M.D. 
degree granted by a medical college. The curriculumimplied 
by that degree will depend, however, not only on the indi-
vidual medical school involved, but also on the era inwhich 
the degree was granted. Those who graduated from medical 
school before World War II pursued a vastly different 
course of learning from those who graduated within the last 
five years. Whether the student took an externship --
particularly in obstetrics and gynecology in the case ofthe 
family-planning-program courses -- and where he took his in-
ternship, as well as what other professional continuing ed-
ucation he has had and how long ago, will also make a dif-
ference. Some, although not board certified physicians, may 
well have limited their practices to one area of medicine 
and be conversant with the latest methods in it but not in 
others. Those who have spent their professional lives in 
private practice are different from those who have pursued 
careers in institutional medicine. If the individuals in 
the student population practice in different states (which 
certainly was to be the case of those who took the family-
planning-program courses), yet another element contributing 
to the heterogeneity is introduced, since varying state laws 
necessitate differeing medical approaches to a given problem. 
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To help the teaching institutions determine the cha~-
acteristics of their students, Howard Osofsky, M.D., Ph.D., 
of Temple University Medical School created the ''Family 
Planning Program---Needs Assessment", a questionnaire that 
seeks not only such information as age, marital status, type 
of community in which the student practices, religion, reli-
giosity, and type of practice and patients, but also facts 
concerning the areas of family planning in which the student 
wants more education and details on the techniques the stu-
dent currently uses for contraception and the indications 
that seem to him to call for such techniques (seeAppendix C). 
No teaching institution, including Temple University 
Medical School, was obligated to make use of this question-
naire. The College, however, made the questionnaire avail-
able to all of them and urged its use, pointing out that 
valuable information that curriculum planners and teachers 
needed could be elicited through it. It had been thought 
that the questionnaire would be used by all of the teaching 
institutions to determine student expectancies at least. 
Since the questionnaire is lengthy and since the 
courses were short, there is a presumption that the feedback 
would have to be received from the questionnaire before the 
first didactic session in order to provide ample time for 
changes in the curriculum and educational objectives to be 
put into effect. The creation of the curriculum could not 
coincide with the time the questionnaires were received, 
!i 
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since students would presumably elect to take the course, in 
part at least, on the basis of the description of the cur-
riculum and background of those doing the teaching. Thus, 
the mailings sent to possible students as well as announce-
ments placed in local medical journals and other literature 
did have to provide some details on both, just as do an-
nouncements of other postgraduate medical courses with which 
the family-planning-program courses were competing. 
In the early stages of the program's preparation, no 
one could predict the extent of the enrollments. Each in~ 
stitution was charged with teaching at least 50 students in 
a one-year period and there was doubt that enrollments that 
large could be attained. This doubt gave added impetus to 
presenting the curriculum in greater detail in course liter-
ature that was designed to reach potential students. 
The system for each of the five teaching institutions 
and, therefore, for the entire program consisted of three 
classes of elements: persons, curriculum, and environment. 
These classes, in turn, were set within an inner boundary of 
the city in which the courses were held, and an outer bound-
ary of the particular geographic area to be serviced by the 
teaching institution. The class of persons consisted of 
four groups: students, curriculum-makers, faculty, and 
clerks. In some cases curriculum-makers and faculty were 
the same people engaging in different roles. The designa-
tion "clerk" is used here to denote any person who did not 
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belong to the other groups, but who, by virtue of handling 
registration, publicity, the mailing of questionnaires, re-
producing and distributing curriculum materials, making 
housing arrangements, etc. contacted students, curriculum-
makers, and faculty directly or indirectly. 
Since all elements were designed to produce a change 
in the students, these students became the focal point of 
the system and occupy a unique position with respect to all 
other persons and classes. It is the interaction between 
the students and the other elements of the other classes 
that merits the primary attention of the model, therefore. 
The state of other interactions assume significance only in-
sofar as it affects the students. Figure 5 shows diagram-
matically how the classes and elements relate to one another 
within the boundaries of the system. 
The product evaluation (and this part of the model) 
for specifying decisions concerns what kind of information 
will be needed by whom and at what time. Two classes of in-
formation and two classes of decision-makers are involved in 
these courses. The first class of information concerns that 
which is involved in any single course. The second class 
concerns that which the College needed or wanted. Decision-
makers in the first instance consist of personnel involved 
in the course and most particularly the director and faculty. 
In the second instance, Drs. Tyrer and Granzig, representing 
the College, are the sole decision-makers. 
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Figure 5.--Diagram of Classes and Elements of the System 
and Possible Interactions Among Them 
.---------~--------•OUTER BOUNDARY .................... ~ 
(Geographic Area Serviced by Teaching Institution) 
~----------------- INNER BOUNDARY------------------~ (City in which Teaching Institution is Located) 
CURRICULUM 
1. Didactic 
2. Clinical !' 
, 
COURSE PERSONNEL 
1. Curriculum-
makers 
2. Faculty 
3. Clerks 
STUDENTS 
(Class of Persons) 
ENVIRONMENT 
1. IMHEDIATE 
a. Housing for Di-
dactic Sessions 
b. Medical School 
c. Hospital Clinics 
d. Other Agencies 
2. EXTENDED 
a. Hotel 
b. Continuing 
Educational 
Center 
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Time elements involved in providing information dif-
fer widely in the case of the two classes. Personnel pro-
viding the course need daily feedback while the course is in 
operation and regular feedback between the time that the 
course offering is announced and the students arrive at the 
place of presentation. The College required feedback dur-
ing the stages of planning, registration, and presentation 
of the course, and at the end. More importantly, the Col-
lege needed feedback after students returned to their prac-
tices. Thus, at no time did the College require continuous 
monitoring of the courses, while the schools required asys-
tem to provide just that. 
Such information gained from monitoring continuously 
was left to the individual course directors to provide for 
themselves. To this end, the contract specified and pro-
vided funds for a full-time secretary. The schools were not 
compelled to hire a single new person for this purpose. They 
could if they so desired, use the half-time of two people, etc. 
Certain materials had to be made available to the 
College prior to presentation of the course and the public-
ity about it. These included an outline of the curriculum, 
together with broad educational objectives, and a listing of 
the majority of the faculty. Such material was actually a 
part of the subcontract. A copy of mailing pieces to be 
sent to the prospective students, as well as a detailed re-
port on other media to be used for publicity, had also to be 
! 
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sent to the College well in advance of placement or mailing 
dates. Lists of students accepted for the course as desig-
nated by name, address, and type of practice were submitted 
to the College as registration took place. Thus, prior to 
the presentation of the course, the College could audit ad-
herence by the schools to certain terms of the contract, 
namely, whether the intended curriculum and its goals had 
been met and whether the students accepted practiced at that 
time within the geographic area assigned to the school and 
whether the type of practice fell into the preferential cat-
egories. 
Dr. Tyrer, Dr. Granzig, or both were scheduled to at-
tend each presentation by each school, except in the case of 
the Emory courses which were too frequent and too fragmented 
in terms of the total curriculum. Regular visits to Emory 
were scheduled, however. Such site visits constituted the 
most regular and important means of evaluation and concen-
trated on judging the didactic and clinical content of the 
presentations. 
It was anticipated, because of contractual obliga-
tions, that the schools planned means of obtaining feedback 
from students at the end of the course. The thrust here, 
since the feedback was to be obtained before the group had 
disbanded, was to be on whether the students liked the 
course as a whole, the methodology of teaching, and the fac-
ulty. 
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The College, while interested in such information, 
wanted to go further and to discover, if possible, what im-
pact the courses might have had on the practice of the stu-
dents, on the communities the students returned to, etc. To 
this end, the author developed a questionnaire as an instru-
ment of measurement of these questions, following the re-
strictions of the Input evaluation (see Chapter II). She 
also wrote the cover letter to accompany the questionnaire, 
although, in accordance with College policy, it was signed 
by Dr. Granzig (see Appendix D). 
The questionnaire represents, in part, the Product 
evaluation for the delineation of information for specifying 
decisions, and is predicated upon specific questions that 
Drs. Tyrer and Granzig had regarding certain facets of the 
program. The questionnaire is in two parts, both of which 
are designed in some respects to elicit similar information. 
Part I is primarily objective in nature, an ideal form for 
tabulating large amounts of data. Part II consists of open-
ended questions dealing with specific changes in practice 
and judgment of strengths and weaknesses of the course. The 
open-ended questions were chosen in order to avoid a sugges-
tion of any particular response. It was feared that should 
a list of options be given, even though "Other (specify)" 
were one of them, the respondent might, in his zeal to be 
helpful or for some other like reason, choose one or more of 
them, even though none actually applied. 
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The first two items of the questionnaire were intend-
ed merely to determine which of the presentations of any 
particular school were attended by the respondent. All other 
items and questions were intended to answer specific ques-
tions asked by the chief decision-makers, Drs. Tyrer and 
Granzig. 
Most important of all were the questions concerning 
whether, after taking the course, the student altered his 
practice with respect to family planning. Next in order of 
importance concerned whether, after taking the course, the 
student attempted to change attitudes toward or the prac-
tice of family-planning medicine of his colleagues, his 
community, or both. The list of questions to be answered, 
although not in the order of their importance to the chief 
decision-makers, are as follows: 
1. In what state does the respondent practice now 
(after taking the course)? 
2. Is the respondent a licensed physician? 
3. What are the respondent's age and sex? 
4. Is the respondent a certified specialist in ob-
stetrics and gynecology? 
5. What type of practice does the respondent engage 
in? 
6. Would the respondent have taken the course even 
if the per diem had not been offered? 
7. What was-the dollar-cost to the respondent for 
taking the course? 
8. What information did the respondent want to re-
ceive when he elected to take the course? 
9. Were the respondents' felt needs met in the 
course? 
10. Did the respondent attend the entire preentation? 
11. If the respondent did not attend the entire pre-
sentation, why not? 
12. What, if any, unintended learning outcomes did 
the respondent receive? 
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13. Did the respondent's practice change withrespe~t 
to family planning, and, if so, in what ways? 
14. After taking the course, did the respondent seek 
further information in family planning? 
15. After taking the course, did the respondent at-
tempt to influence his colleagues, his community, 
or both in terms of attitude toward or practice 
of family planning? 
16. What did the respondent think were theweaknesses 
of the course he took? 
17. What did the respondent think were the strengths 
of the course he took? 
The reasons behind some of the questions are obvious. 
In many cases, however, the reasons were generated from less 
apparent needs. The first question is a case in point. 
Long before the courses were presented, the chief decision-
makers knew from what states the students came, since such 
information had been supplied to the College along with stu-
dent names. The primary reason for restricting eachschoors 
student body to a specified geographic area had been to en-
sure an even distribution of trained family-planning prac-
titioners throughout the country. Physicians, however, no 
longer tend to remain in one place through the practice 
years. Moreover, preference was given to those engaged pri-
marily in family planning and such persons are most likely 
to work for agencies that do not necessarily continue to 
exist for a long period of time -- and to those in univer-
sity health programs, which are subject to change in person-
nel needs. It was by no means certain, therefore, that those 
who had taken the course would, at the time they responded 
to the questionnaire, still be practicing in the same state. 
Some means of testing mobility was thus wanted. 
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Since all students were supposed to be licensed phy~ 
sicians, question 2 seems superfluous. It was included 
lest inadvertently a questionnaire had been sent to a non-
physician. Nurses and allied health personnel were to be 
permitted to attend the didactic sessions as observers 
should the room be large enough to accommodate them as well 
as the student-physicians. In some cases, the names of the 
observers were also submitted to the College and the possi-
bility existed that such people might also receive a ques-
tionnaire. 
The age and sex of the respondents, specified in ques-
tion 3, was of general interest only, but whether the re-
spondent was a certified specialist in obstetrics and gyne-
cology, asked by question 4, was a further check both onthe 
type of practice of the student and also on the meaning of 
responses to items dealing with what the student wanted to 
know. Although courses sponsored by the College are usually 
designed for the specialist, these were not. Yet, special-
ists in the discipline, seeing the College's name, might as-
sume otherwise. In light of what the specialist could be 
expected to know of the subject at hand before he entered a 
course, such a person would probably want information in 
topics outside the realm of the curriculum to be presented. 
Since the questionnaire was the only approved means of ob-
taining documented data and since it was also to be anon-
ymous, it was necessary to judge responses to i terns about stu-
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dent needs, practice changes, and satisfaction with the 
course in terms of whether or not the respondent had had a 
specialist's training. 
Question 5, aimed primarily at those for whom the cur-
riculum was designed, was asked for much the same reasonsas 
lay behind question 4. What students wanted to know and 
their satisfaction with the course was thought to be a func-
tion of the type of practice in which they engaged. 
Both questions 6 and 7 emerged because of doubtsthat 
the chief decision-makers and others had had concerning the 
need for the courses. No data existed to suggest whether 
courses on family planning were fe~t needs by any sizeable 
segment of the medical profession outside certain specialty 
groups. A very real question of whether physicians would be 
willing to assume dollar-costs for such training arose as a 
result. A per diem was offered as an incentive, although it 
was clear that $26 per day would certainly not be adequate 
compensation in most cases, even though the course were free 
of charge. The cost of travel to and from the place in 
which the course was to be held could be great. Even great-
er could be the cost of maintaining an office during the time 
of the course, while no fees for service could be gained. 
The private practitioner especially would sacrifice income 
in this regard. 
Questions 8 through 12 and 16 and 17 deal with what 
the students wanted and whether the respondent was satis-
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tied with what he received. It was assumed that the teach-
ing techniques would be such as to deliver what the curric-
ulum offered. It was also assumed that unintended learning 
outcomes, especially where the environment encouraged the 
students to fraternize, might occur. What such outcomes 
would be were of great interest to the chiefdecision-makers, 
who wanted to know whether the students would still pursue 
problems of family-planning medicine or whether they would 
talk to one another about other medical subjects while being 
exposed to the curriculum. 
If the student left before the course was over, such 
action would indicate a failure on the part of the curric-
ulum. It was anticipated that the students attending these 
courses would behave in the same manner as physicians at-
tending any postgraduate session, and it is common for the 
physician who is not receiving information that he believes 
to be beneficial to his practice to leave the meeting or 
course. Question ll, therefore, was a reasonable one 1n 
seeking information about the respondent's satisfaction with 
the presentation. 
Questions 13 through 15 were, for the chief decision-
makers, the crucial ones. They deal with whether or not the 
respondent had changed with respect to his interest in, at-
titude toward, and practice of family-planning medicine. 
An attempt to provide all of the information implied 
by the questions was made through construction of the ques-
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tionnaire, "Evaluation of Course on Family Planning Spon- . 
sored by The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecol-
ogists" (see Appendix D). Table 4 shows which items in the 
questionnaire were designed to provide data to answer which 
specific questions. 
The list of questions does not constitute all of the 
information that might have been useful or wanted. Limita-
tions imposed by the allowable costs for the questionnaire 
restricted the length of the instrument and, therefore, the 
number of items. This restriction, in turn, limited the in-
formation that could be gathered and, thus, the questions 
that could be asked. The list that emerged represents what 
the chief decision-makers considered as most significant to 
their purpose. 
The list of questions also implied a check-list for 
use in informal, on-site questioning of students by the eval-
uator. Since the evaluator was not able to attend every 
session of every course, because of budget limitations and 
because frequently sessions were held concurrently in dif- I' 
ferent cities, such informal questioning consisted only of a 
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test of whether significant information could be elicited in 
such a manner. 
Other types of information, gained primarily by means 
of observation, were also wanted. The evaluator attempted 
to gain such information, which was primarily of a process 
nature, by observing certain aspects of the courses in pro-
Table 4.--Items by Question 
Question 
1. In what state does the respondent practice 
now? 
2. Is the respondent a licensed physician? 
3. What are the respondent's age and sex? 
4. Is the respondent a certified specialist 
in obstetrics and gynecology? 
5. What type of practice does the respondent 
engage in? 
6. Would the respondent have taken the course 
even if the per diem had not been offered? 
7. What was the dollar-cost to the respondent 
for taking the course? 
8. What information did the respondent wantto 
receive when he elected to take the course? 
9. Were the respondent's felt needs met in the 
course? 
10. Did the respondent attend the entire pre-
sentation? 
11. If the respondent did not attend the entire 
presentation, why not? 
12. Did the respondent's practice change with 
respect to family planning, and, if so, in 
what ways? 
13. After taking the course, did the respondent 
seek further information in familyplanning? 
14. After taking the course, did the respondent 
attempt to influence his colleagues, his 
community, or both in terms of attitudes to-
ward or practice of family planning? 
15. What did the respondent think were the weak-
nesses of the course? 
16. V.7hat did the respondent think were the 
strengths of the course? 
Item 
Number 
3 
4 
5' 6 
7 
8 
9, 10 
11 
12 
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13, 14, 27, 
28 
15 
16' 17 
18, 19, 20, 
21' 24 
22' 23 
25' 26 
27 
28 
gress with especial care. Observation was not limited to 
special processes but did focus on them. 
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Since the schools had planned for nothing butproduct 
evaluation, such observations of process constituted the on-
ly evaluation of the type that occurred. The evaluator's 
observations were centered primarily on the behavior of the 
students and the faculty, with some attention, where pos-
sible, given to other personnel. 
The evaluator was concerned with three aspects of af-
fective behavior in the students both while presentations 
were being made and afterwards: attending, responding, and 
valuing. Attending was relatively easy to observe, but 
higher order responding and valuing had to depend upon the 
willingness of the faculty to encounter the students in ways 
other than through the lecture. 
Observation of the faculty was confined primarily to 
whether and how they related to the students while lectur-
ing, receiving questions, and during ''coffee breaks" and 
other activities not fundamentally a part of the presenta-
tion. Other personnel were also observed in terms of their 
willingness to relate to the students as individuals. Such 
personnel could not be expected to be present during all 
phases of the course. Indeed many persons who haddealtwith 
such aspects as registration, housing, and transportation 
would never be seen by the evaluator. 
Since, prior to arrival at the place of presentation, 
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the evaluator could not determine what the environment, fac-
ulty, or students would be like except in the most general 
of terms, she did not construct a check-list for the obser-
vations themselves. Instead, she determined the behavioral 
characteristics to look for, being guided by the list of 
questions asked by the chief decision-makers. 
Many of the items in the questionnaire deal with af-
fective behavior and served as a check on the more subjec-
tive observations of the evaluator. For example, if the 
responses to the questionnaire should indicate that the ma-
jority of the curriculum was of little interest to the stu-
dents, the evaluator's observation that students seemed to 
value what was offered could be called into question. One 
problem existed with such cross-checking, however. The eval-
uator would have difficulty in determining whether the ob-
served groups were representative of the responding groups. 
Some information about this question could be obtained by 
noting which of the respondents had attended the session ob-
served by the evaluator, the first two items in thequestion-
naire addressing themselves to such data. 
The chief decision-makers also were to engage in ob-
servation of the courses in progress, but their main atten-
tion was to center on the course content. After each site 
visit, Dr. Granzig was to write a report on the strengths 
and weaknesses of the presentation and to make his findings 
available not only to Dr. Tyrer, but also to the director of 
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the course so evaluated. Dr. Tyrer in turn was alsotogive 
feedback to the director about her impressions of the ses-
sion. 
Neither evaluations were meant to be given in writing 
only. Both chief decision-makers felt that where it would 
be helpful to do so they should give such feedback through 
conversation with the director before the site-visit ended. 
Ideally, feedback should come from two major sources: 
(1) the system itself and (2) College personnel observing 
the system. It was to be expected that the director and 
faculty would informally communicate their view of the ses-
sion's programs to the entire group as the processes oc-
curred. It was also to be expected that some of the students 
might verbalize their views of the process as well. While 
such informal exchange could be helpful and was to be en-
couraged, it could not replace a system of monitoring that 
would determine whether objectives were being met. For such 
a system to be effective, all elements of the system would 
have to have a means of providing feedback and, what is more, 
would have to be encouraged to do so. 
A monitoring system of this type implies personnel to 
direct it, moreover, and since the faculty and director were 
delivering the course content and could not assume further 
obligations while the course was in progress, a clerk logi-
cally would be the one to assume the task. Since it would 
be unreasonable to expect a clerk to be a professional eval-
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uator or systems analyst, the monitoring system developed . 
would have to be a simple, albeit effective, one that could be 
managed without the clerk's having to make judgments. 
The particular problem would involve obtaining feed-
back from the students. It was feared that rather than 
voicing unmet needs or great dissatisfaction, they would 
leave the course. 
THE TEACHING MODELS AND THEIR SYSTE~S 
The original five teaching models reduced to four, 
following the withdrawal of Emory from the program. Emory's 
model was unique and required a different approach to eval-
uation, since what was taught at any one time or to any one 
group was not the total curriculum but bits of it. The 
Emory sessions, therefore, are best thought of as mini-
courses. Moreover, they were primarily tutorial in charac-
teras well as individualized to meet a specific need ofthe 
student. Since the Emory model was primarily tutorial, moni-
taring of the system became a matter of establishing and 
maintaining a working relationship between the student and 
his teacher. No more than three students at a time were 
taught under the terms of the model, except for a three-day 
course in human sexuality which was scheduled for 15 stu-
dents. In the main, the courses sought to teach clinical 
skills, didactic sessions being held to a minimum and con-
fined to the necessary theory that underlies the practice of 
the skill. Thus, for example, the curriculum for the nine 
two-day courses in laparoscopy called for didactic sessions 
consisting only of a discussion of the selection ofpatients, 
follow-up, indications, contraindications, and complica-
tions in the surgical procedure. The bulk of the time was 
devoted to a demonstration of the technique and clinical ex-
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perience in that technique. 
The four other models as designed by the faculties at 
Temple, Louisiana State, Chicago, and the University of Cal-
ifornia, Los Angeles, all endeavored to present the entire 
curriculum, but under different circumstances and with dif-
ferent emphasis. The Temple model presented a total immer-
sian experience; the Louisiana model, a weekend seminar with 
options to return for clinical experiences; the Chicago 
model, a series of packaged programs presented in local com-
munities; and the California model, a tracking system where-
in physicians built their own programs according to their 
needs. 
The Temple model presented one of the longest courses 
in terms of time, the course extending for five full days, 
from Monday through Friday. Housing in the case of this 
model assumed extraordinary significance and permitted the 
total immersion technique. All of the students were housed 
in the place where the didactic sessions were held, namely, 
in Temple's continuing education center "Sugar Loaf" in the 
Germantown area of Philadelphia. The center, once a private 
estate, is set amid the woods of the property and consists 
of two structures: the original mansion and a modern, hotel-
like building behind it. 
Arrangements were made for the students to have all 
three meals of the day together in the dining room and to 
meet inform~lly after dinner in the library where a bartend-
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er dispensed a variety of beverages and "snacks" until 
10:00 P.M. to those who wanted them. The didactic sessions 
were held from 9:00 A.ll. until 12:00 P.M. in the large meet-
ing room on the first floor, after which lunch was served. 
At 1:00 P.M. the students were transported by chartered bus 
to places where clinical sessions were held. They were re-
turned by chartered bus to the continuing education center 
at 5:00 P.M. where they remained. 
The continuing education center is many miles from 
downtown Philadelphia, a fact that discourages a trip into 
town for the evening and thus the students remainedtogether. 
The members of the faculty arranged to be with the students 
after dinner for the purpose of further informal teaching, 
if such was desired, and for fellowship. 
The model called for the presentation of two sessions 
of the course each year. Each session was to accommodate 25 
students. The faculty included not only teachers from 
Temple's medical school, but also those from other medical 
schools both in and outside Pennsylvania, as well as those 
such as Dr. Louis Hellman from H.E.W. in Washington, D.C. 
Philadelphia's location thus also became a significant ad-
vantage, since it is relatively close to Washington, D.C. 
and several New England states and could draw upon a wide 
range of speakers from outside its immediate area. 
Taking advantage of this fact, the curriculum-makers 
enlarged the original view of what should be offered and 
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included legal aspects of family planning, the current sta-
tus of population growth, and the federal government's role 
in family planning. With approximately lS hours of didac-
tic sessions, the inclusions of such material did not neces-
sitate the curtailing of content on the theory and technique 
of practice. 
The clinical training was done in hospitals, clinics, 
and the medical school itself, the students electing to at-
tend whatever sessions they pleased. Since five afternoons 
were devoted to clinical sessions, the students could choose 
from a wide variety of subjects that ranged from teaching 
human sexuality to medical students to observing a vasec-
tomy. 
One problem presented itself with respect to clinical 
sessions. Since the student groups were so large, if the 
majority chose to perfect skills in one technique, thefaci~ 
ities could not accommodate them except as observers. Thus 
the opportunity for developing the psychomotor skills need-
ed for laparoscopy, for example, were limited. Learning had 
largely to be confined to observation. 
Like the Temple model, the California model was de-
signed to present both didactic and clinical sessions in a 
five-day time period, Monday through Friday. Unlike the 
Temple model, however, it called for several presentations 
of the course through the year, since for the clinical ses-
sions in particular it was primarily tutorial in character. 
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ThUS only four physicians were admitted to any one session. 
The time span was divided into a core course presented on 
the morning of the first day and attended by all students 
and elective courses, which were either primarily clinical 
or of such a nature as to call for the student's doing site 
visits. The elective options were presented in the after-
noons and, in some cases in the mornings as well. 
Core courses consisted of didactic sessions on the 
theory underlying sound medical practice, the psychosocial 
aspects of family planning, and a general review of coun-
seling techniques, and also a presentation of how to create 
and manage a family-planning clinic. During the first morn-
ing session, each student was assigned a tutor, a physician 
on the faculty who helped individualize the clinical program 
to meet the student's needs. The student could choose from 
among 13 elective subjects, each of which was presented by 
a specialist in the area and at one of four teaching re-
sources including the school's department of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology; the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at 
Harbour General Hospital; the Department of Population, Fam-
ily, and International Health, U.C.L.A. School of Public 
Health; and Los Angeles Regional Family Planning Council. 
Because the electives were planned to be covered in 1/2 to 
5-day sessions, the student could choose to attend a number 
of them. If, on the other hand, he chose to receive more in-
tensive training in some of them, instruction to meet his 
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needs could be provided and more time would be spent in pur-
suing such studies. 
The student and his tutor filled out a card for elec-
tive subjects that provided a time-table similar to the 
college student's program for the semester. The tutor as-
sumed the responsibility for constructing, with the special-
ists, the exact type of training session needed. 
A student who had recently been hired to administer a 
new family-planning clinic might have a felt need to have 
intensive training in administrative and community organiza-
tion in family-planning, family-planning-program evaluation, 
socio-cultural aspects of family planning, and training and 
utilization of allied health personnel in family-planning, 
but not in other subjects under the model. He could spend 
the 4 1/2 days of clinical training for just this purpose, 
electing not to pursue study in the other areas offered. 
Because the students would be exposed to different 
experiences 1n the clinic areas, interactions among them 
would be at a minimum and not significant to the conduct of 
the course. Thus didactic sessions were held in a meeting 
room of the medical school's hospital and although the stu-
dents gathered together at that time, after lunch on the 
first day when they had met with the tutors, their attention 
was diverted from one another and toward the instructors. 
Housing was arranged in small neighborhood hotels that of-
fered little but sleeping accommodations. Thus fraterniza-
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tion among the students after the day's learningexperience~ 
was not fostered. All sessions began at 8:00 A.M. and con-
tinued until 7:00 P.~1. One evening was reserved for a 
"Togetherness Night", when. students and instructors met for 
dinner. 
The Louisiana model, which, like the Temple model 
also called for presentations to large numbers of students 
(25 each session), solved the problem of clinical training 
by offering it at a later time. This model called for two 
days of didactic sessions, both scheduled from 9:00A.M. to 
approximately 6:00 P.M. The dates selected fell on Satur-
day and Sunday so that the course represented a weekend sem-
inar. 
The weekend seminar approach was elected for two rea-
sons. First, it was thought that physicians would be more 
likely to attend a course scheduled to be held on a weekend, 
since absenting themselves from their offices on these days 
would interfere less with their practice. Second, it was 
thought that spending a weekend in New Orleans might appeal 
to the physicians' spouses and thus be an added incentive to 
the physician's choosing the family-planning course instead 
of some other postgraduate offering. 
Thus, the inner boundary of the model's system as-
sumed particular significance to the development of this 
model, particularly in competing for the physician's time. 
The sessions were held in the Roosevelt Hotel, where thestu-
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dents and their spouses were housed. This hotel offerseasy 
access to the French Quarter and many other points of in-
terest in New Orleans. It also has well known restaurants 
and show lounges of its own. 
To further emphasize the possibility of making the 
weekend a combination of postgraduate study for the physi-
cian and a holiday for him and his spouse, the model called 
for a cocktail party for both students and spouses at 7:00 
P.M. on Saturday and a lunch for both on Sunday. Both 
events were intended as learning experiences in family-
planning also. Informal discussions were designed for the 
cocktail party which was attended by faculty as well as by 
guests. It was intended that at this party faculty might 
receive feedback from students concerning the course and al-
so that the spouses, through these discussions, might gain 
an overview of what was being presented. 
A formal program was planned for the lunch. This 
program, titled "Teen-age Counseling Regarding Family-Plan-
ning and Venereal Disease" consisted of a film and discus-
sion led by Drs. Tyrer and Granzig. The topic was chosen 
not only because it afforded important learning for the phy-
sician, but also because it would be of great interest to 
wives, many of whom had teen-age children. 
Involving the spouse in the content of the course was 
seen as having possible implications for the practice of the 
physicians. The course presented in this model, like most 
!" 
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of the courses, emphasized not only the medical aspects of 
family-planning, but also the psychosocial aspects, a fact 
which, in turn, implies that the physician who practices 
family-planning medicine has to be aware of and active in 
the development of his community's view of the subject. It 
was stressed that the physician should not be. a judge of 
the propriety of such views, however, but a source of infor-
mation upon which such views might be predicated. A spouse 
who was interested in and informed about such areas of 
family-planning practice was seen as a possible asset to the 
physician's successful conduct of his role in this regard. 
Clinical sessions were not scheduled to be held dur-
ing the weekend for two reasons. First, neither patients 
nor clinical facilities were available on weekends. Second, 
since the number of students was large, there was no possi-
bility of providing adequate training in any procedure over 
a two-day time span. The physicians were, therefore, given 
the privilege of returning, at a time convenient to them, 
for particular clinical experiences. The clinical sessions 
were scheduled on weekdays at hospitals and clinics in New 
Orleans and Shreveport. Sessions on the administration of 
family-planning programs, pelvic examinations, insertion of 
intra-uterine devices, and safe-period method of family-
planning were scheduled to be given in one day, and the ses-
sions on the technique of the vas deferens ligation was 
planned as a two-day study. Sessions on Caesarian section, 
' !, 
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hysterectomy, post-partum tubal ligation, and laparoscopic. 
tubal sterilization, open only to qualified obstetricians, 
gynecologists, and surgeons, were three-day sessions. 
Like the Louisiana model, the Chicago model attempted 
to involve spouses in the program. It went even further, 
however, in also involving allied health personnel. The in-
ner boundary of its system, however, differed greatly, since 
it was ever-changing. Although, like New Orleans, Chicago 
offers many facilities for a holiday, they were not of di-
rect concern in this model. What was of concern in terms of 
places for conducting the sessions was the number and types 
of persons who could be accommodated at least cost. Although 
each medical school was charged with the training of 50 phy-
sician-students each year and although the funds available 
could extend only to that number, the didactic sessions did 
not have to exclude any others, providing space was avail-
able. Taking advantage of this fact, the Chicago model pro-
vided for many sessions confined to fewer physicians per 
session so that both spouses and allied health personnel 
could attend the didactic part of the program. 
Instead of presenting each session in the same place, 
different places were selected and included hospitals, 
schools, and other facilities in and around Chicago that of-
fered large meeting rooms and that would be close to those 
persons who were not physicians but who were interested or 
active in delivering family-planning medicine. Such persons 
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included office and hospital nurses, laboratory technicians, 
social workers, counselors, and nurse's aides, as well as 
physicians' spouses. It was reasoned that if the physician 
were to deliver the comprehensive care in family-planning 
that the course implied, he needed persons around him who 
themselves were trained in the philosophy and techniques he 
himself had learned. Thus allied health personnel with 
whom he worked should be admitted to the didactic sessions. 
The spouse, because she was seen in a supportive role, was 
also considered a candidate for such study. 
The inner boundary of this model's system also, 
therefore, became a crucial factor in the delivery of total 
learning, just as it had been in the case of both the Temple 
and Louisiana models. In each case, in fact, the inner 
boundary of the system determined whether major rationales 
and goals could be realized. Attendance of clinical ses-
sions were restricted to physicians and were offered at 
later times as options, just as in the case of the Louisiana 
model. Although all clinical techniques were presented, 
some were open only to those trained in surgery. 
The Georgia model was an adaptation of the Louisiana 
model, although no attempt was made to encourage the spouses 
to attend the meetings. Large numbers of students were 
given a 2 1/2 day didactic session with options for taking 
clinical sessions at a later time in smaller groups. Since 
the University of Georgia was brought into the program dur-
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ing the second year and only after Emory withdrew, the fac~ 
ul ty had little time in which to create its model and, there-
fore, elected to adapt to its own needs, a model that had 
already proved successful. 
Four different models thus actually emerged from the 
individual schools, all of which contained the classes and 
elements of the system shown in Figure 5, but each of which 
showed interactions of varying significance. For example, 
while the inner boundary of the Louisiana model assumed 
especial significance, it assumed virtually no significance 
in the case of the California model. Interaction among stu-
dents assumed a singular significance in the Temple model as 
did the interaction between students and the total environ-
ment. 
Table 5 compares the relative importance of the 
classes and elements within the systems of the four models. 
Figure 6 presents each model's system in terms of the dia-
gram shown in Figure 5, but modified in accordance with the 
unique features imposed by the individuality of each model. 
"System", as used here, means a collection of defined ele-
ments and their interactions taken over a specified interval 
of time. It defines a total course, including boundaries 
and all elements affecting the structuring and delivery of 
the program. "Hodel", here, is an analagous representation 
of a given system. It is isomorphic, with respect to ele-
ments and inter-relationships, to the total course program I 
I 
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Table 5. --Comparison of the Four Teaching Models With Respec:t 
to the Importance to the Student of Classes arid Elements 
Within the System 
Class and Element 
Outer Boundary 
Inner Boundary 
Course Personnel 
1. Curriculum-makers 
2. Faculty as a whole 
3. Clerks 
Curriculum 
1. Didactic 
2. Clinical* 
Environment 
1. Immediate 
a. Course environ-
ment 
b. Medical School 
c. Hospital Clinics* 
d. Other agencies 
Degree of Importance 
Great 
Louisiana 
Temple, 
Chicago, 
California, 
Louisiana 
All schools 
as above 
All schools 
as above 
Temple, 
Chicago, 
California, 
Louisiana 
Temple, 
California 
Temple, 
Chicago 
Temple 
Temple, 
California 
California 
Moderate 
Temple, Chicago, 
California, 
Louisiana 
Chicago, Californi~ 
Temple 
Chicago, Louisiana 
California, 
Louisiana 
Chicago, Louisiana, 
California 
Chicago, Louisiana 
Temple, Louisiana, 
Chicago 
*Refers only to clinical sessions held during time period in 
which didactic sessions were given. Does not imply that the 
clinical curriculum was not important. 
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Table 5. --Comparison of the Four Teaching Models With Respect 
to the Importance to the Student of Classes and Elements 
Within the System 
Class and Element 
Environment (cont'd.) 
2. Extended+ 
a. Hotel 
b. Continuing edu-
cation center 
Degree of Importance 
Great 
Louisiana 
Temple 
Hoderate 
Chicago, California 
+Only Temple had a continuing education center; thus it is not 
inc 1 uded under the designation "Hote 1" , and the other mode 1 s 
are not included under the designation "continuing education 
center". 
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Figure 6.--Diagrarn of Possible Interactions Between 
Students and Classes Within the Systems of the 
Four Models (Outer Boundary Excluded) 
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which it represents. Emphasis here is on the degree·of in-
fluence that each class in the system might have upon the 
situation and where interaction may occur because of the 
construct of the model. Thus, in the California model the 
students could influence the curriculum because they were 
asked to determine a large part of what they would learn. 
Temple students could also influence the curriculum by vir-
tue of the informal discussions they could have with the 
faculty and with each other during the evening sessions in 
the continuing education center's library following dinner. 
THE EVALUATION MODEL 
Any evaluation model must be predicated on the system 
in which it will be used as well as on the restraints im-
posed by policies, budgets, etc. The model presented here 
would not be apt for all of the systems described but should 
be adaptable to any one of them. 
The model assumes a system like that presented in 
Figure 5, that is, a system in which each class of elements 
can and does interact with one another and in which the in-
ner boundary influences the student as well. Since the eval-
uation model is based upon the possible occurrence of these 
interactions, adaptability depends upon selecting the tech-
niques applicable to the interactions that logically can be 
expected to occur because of the system. 
The evaluation model is divided into two considera-
tions at the interaction level: (1) interactions between the 
students and the other classes of the system and between the 
students themselves; (2) interactions between the classes 
themselves exclusive of the students. 
Much of the evaluation of the interaction among the 
classes can and should be done prior to the presentation of 
the course. Interaction between the students and the course 
personnel, particularly the clerks, also begins prior to 
course presentation as does the possible influence of thein-
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ner boundary upon the students. 
Since the personnel who monitor the system and, 
therefore, seek the information that ultimately willprovide 
significant feedback to the decision-maker of the courseare 
clerks in the case of these courses, the methodology must 
be simple in construct. It begins with a well-wrought de-
scription of the system, which must be constructed by the 
administrators andendswith a thorough listing of needs--
intelligence and facilities that must be fed into the sys-
tem if the course is to meet with success. The system and 
lists must of necessity be predicated on certain assump-
tions that may later prove to be unwarranted. If so, ~hen 
a change in needs will be seen and, if the monitoring is 
continuous, will be seen in time to meet. 
In the case of this program, the starting place for 
the evaluation is the outer boundary, that is, the geo-
graphic location from which students could be drawn. Once 
given a specific outer boundary, the chief decision-makers 
needed to know first what medical schools were located with-
in the region and, second, which of them would be willingto 
present the program. A listing of medical colleges in the 
United States provided the College's decision-makers with 
the answer to the first question. Correspondence and con-
versations with the head of the obstetrics and gynecology 
departments of the schools provided the answer to the sec-
ond question. 
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The ultimate choice of an institution depended upon. 
its meeting the criteria selected for the purpose. Such 
criteria consisted primarily of medical elements, although 
access to the school by various means of transportation was 
also a factor. Medical elements included the reputation of 
the department of obstetrics and gynecology and its individ-
ual faculty, whether a family-planning clinic was a part of 
the hospital's facilities or attached to them, and areas of 
research currently being reported by the department's facul-
ty members. 
The final selection of schools was made only after 
site visits and the inner boundary and environment became 
unforeseen criteria. Thus two new factors were added to the 
list of criteria to be considered. 
Table 6 summarizes the initial evaluation to be done 
by the chief decision-makers in order to select appropriate 
institutions. The Product of this evaluation was the choice 
of the institutions themselves and so is not shown on the 
table. 
In the case of the courses themselves, the evaluation 
of the interactions among classes would begin with the cur-
riculum, since it is the curriculum that is specified, at 
least in broad terms, by the contract. Management of the 
curriculum depends upon the students, who are also specified 
in the contract in terms of type of practice. Details of 
the curriculum would be determined by the director and his 
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Table 6.--Summary of Initial Evaluation Concerned in Selec~ 
tion of the Medical Schools 
1. Definition 
of Needs 
2. Definition 
of criteria 
to be used 
in the final 
selection 
3. Determine 
importance 
of system's 
inner bound-
ary and en-
vironment* 
1. Check contract 
2. Check lists of 
medical schools in 
area 
3. Discover by tele-
phone conversa-
tions, which med-
ical schools would 
participate 
1. Check library 
sources 
2. Use telephone and/ 
or correspondence 
1. Find out repu.ta tion 1. 
of Ob.-Gyn. depart-
ments of schools 
Telephone and 
write medical eval-
uators (persons 
who certify insti-
tutions for resi-
2. Research being done 
in departments 
3. Reputation of indi-
vidual faculty mem- 2. 
bers 
dency training ) 
Use library re-
sources for re-
search papers 
Talk to other re-
searchers 
4. Over-view of teach-
ing facilities 3. 
5. Type of family-plan-
ning services being 4. 
given 
Check reports on 
family-planning 
1. Knowledge of phys-
ical access to 
school 
2. Knowledge of what 
site is like 
medical services 
5. Reports on funding 
for family-plan-
ning medical ser-
vices 
1. Transportation 
schedules and man-
uals 
2. Observing when on 
site visit 
3. Discussions with 
tourist centers 
*Added to considerations after first site visit. 
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staff in terms of the needs of the students, therefore, and 
it is the interaction between these two classes that as-
sumes first priority in evaluation. 
Although publicity on the curriculum and major facul-
ty members was scheduled to reach the student before regis-
tration, neither should have been unchangeable. Ideally, 
some information concerning needs and interests relative to 
learnings in family-planning practice by type of practice 
should have been available before the publicity was written, 
but no research was available on such material. Therefore, 
schools had to do. their own research. To this end Dr. Osofsky 
had prepared the questionnaire on the student's needs as-
sessment. Ideally, the student would complete such a ques-
tionnaire and return it with his registration by mail. 
Clerical personnel would then tabulate the data and the di-
rector would alter or extend the curriculum accordingly. 
Such alteration would possibly initiate additions to the 
faculty, one element in course personnel. On the basis of 
this final determination of-the curriculum, elements of the 
environment would be finalized. Again, depending upon the 
availability of certain facilities, alterations in the cur-
riculum might have to be made, which, in turn, might affect 
course personnel. 
If the inner boundary was such as to affect the de-
cision of students to bring their spouses, the curriculum 
might again be affected, with a corresponding effect being 
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transmitted to the course personnel. The extended environ~ 
ment, particularly that concerned with student housing, 
would also be affected. 
All of these changes would occur before the students 
arrived and would constitute both delineation and obtaining 
information over all four phases of evaluation: Context, 
Input, Process, and Product. The monitoring and feedback of 
findings are at the providing-of-information stage. They 
are modeled in Figure 7. 
To simplify matters, such input should be reducible 
to information responding to check-lists. These completed 
check-lists should then form the intelligence needed for the 
clerk to ascertain immediately whether unique situations are 
arising which must be communicated to the director for deci-
sion. A time schedule for completion of check-lists and for 
reporting both problems and progress of the ongoing work 
must also be established. 
When the course itself is ongoing, the clerk should 
monitor interaction phases between classes and elements in 
the classes. Again, check-lists of expected interactions 
should be kept and completed by the clerks. Instruments de-
signed to measure such interactions should be scheduled for 
use by the director and administered and, where possible, 
scored by the.clerks. Feedback of the results then can be 
given to the director. 
The possibility of interactions among classes can be 
Figure 7.--Model for Evaluation of Course 
IW1EDIATE 
ENVIRONMENT 
Prior to Student's Arrival 
INNER BOUNDARY 
EXTENDED 
ENVIRONMENT 
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seen from a review of the system described ln a manner sim-
ilar to that shown in Figure 6. What type of information 
should be sought will depend upon the strength of the pos-
sible interactions. Simple check-lists with room for fur-
ther comment offers one of the most simple yet valuable ways 
in which to gain information needed. For example, such a 
check-list might be passed out to students at the time of 
registration at the site and could concern their housing 
facilities. The information wanted would deal with the sat-
isfaction or dissatisfaction of such facilities. The com-
pleted check-list could then be returned to the clerk inthe 
afternoon or on the next day, etc. A form of written com-
munication concerning the curriculum as it is presented and 
the student's further needs should also be devised. Again, 
a check-list with room for further comments can be used. The 
results of this check-list should be rapidly tabulated and 
also communicated to the director who can then make changes 
in the program if such are indicated. 
Some of the courses were structured to encourage the 
students to communicate verbally their needs and wants to 
the faculty; however, there is always a possibility that 
negative comments will not be given in person. Thus a form 
of written communication, preferably anonymous, is always a 
preferred form. 
Successful monitoring depends upon having trained 
personnel at hand throughout the entire presentation. Clerks 
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can be so trained. They are seldom, however, seen as an in-
tegral part of a continuing education course and thus little 
ongoing evaluation is done. 
!i 
CHAPTER IV 
OBTAINING INFOill·ffiTION ABOUT THE TRAINING PROGRAMS 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine a 
possible model for evaluating the training programs and not 
to do an actual evaluation at the obtaining-of-information 
level. However, it was important to test whether the meth-
ods and instrumentation proposed at the delineating-of-
information level could obtain the information wanted and, 
therefore, the questionnaire designed by the author (see Ap-
pendix D) was sent to physicians who had taken courses at 
Louisiana State, Temple, U.C.L.A., Chicago, and Georgia med-
ical sc~ools. Students who had taken Emory's mini-courses 
were excluded, since the curriculum had differed greatly 
from that offered by the other schools. The author also en-
deavored to test whether observations made by her on site 
visits could be valid. Since the College controlled only 
these forms of evaluation, the others being left in the hands 
of the individual schools, only these two forms were tested 
by the author. 
The College's questionnaire was mailed to 490 physi-
cians who had taken the family-planning course at the schools 
named. The 490 represented the total population of students 
whom the College could verify as being physicians and for 
whom the College could also verify addresses. The schools 
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whose students were surveyed had been under contractual ob-
ligation to enroll a total of 450 physicians during the time 
in which they acted as subcontractors to the College. Some 
of them had been able to increase their student size beyond 
that number, however. Therefore, it was not surprising to 
discover that the schools reported la~ger enrollments than 
the subcontracts called for. 
The percentage of questionnaires returned differed 
from school to school. Table 7 shows the number ofquestion-
naires mailed for each school, the number of respondents, 
and the percentage of returns: 
Table ?.--Questionnaires and Returns by School 
School 
L.S.U. 
Temple 
U.C.L.A. 
Chicago 
Georgia 
Number of 
Questionnaires 
Bailed 
120 
100 
89 
100 
86 
Number 
Returned 
58 
54 
49 
30 
28 
Percentage 
Returned 
48.33 
54.00 
58.33 
30.00 
32.56 
INFOR!-1ATION OBTAINED FROH PART I OF COLLEGE'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
The results are given for all schools in terms of 
sections of the questionnaire. Items 1 and 2 of the ques-
tionnaire dealt with information needed to determine the 
school and exact period of instruction. Item 2 was origi-
nally broken down by months as a clue to whether the student 
was referring to didactic or clinical sessions, since in 
some of the models these dates differed by some months. 
Item 3 was designed to determine whether the physi-
cians who took the courses tended to practice in the same 
region that \<Tas serviced by the school at which they attended 
the family-planning programs. It was known that when they 
were accepted, these physicians lived in the region serviced 
by the school, but there had been a question about whether a 
significant number would still live in that region after a 
year or two. Table 8 shows the states in which the respon-
dents now practice. 
The respondents practice in 38 states and Guam and 
Puerto Rico. Only 12 states were not represented: Colorado, 
Idaho, Maine, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New 
Hampshire, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Utah, and Vermont. 
This is not to sav that students did not come from these 
states originally. With the exception of physicians who had 
taken the program at the University of Chicago, the respon-
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Table 8.--Areas in Which Respondents Practice. 
State or Number of Respondents by School 
other Area 
L.S.U. Temple U.C.L.A. Chicago Georgia 
Alabama 3 7 
Alaska 1 
Arizona 
Arkansas 5 
California 32 1 
Connecticut 1 
Delaware 1 
Florida 4 
Georgia 9 
Hawaii 1 
Illinois 6 
Indiana 2 
Iowa 1 1 
Kansas 1 
Kentucky 1 1 
Louisiana 15 1 
Maryland 6 
Massachusetts 6 
Hichigan 1 5 
Hissouri 1 
Nevada 1 
New Jersey 3 1 
New Nexico 2 
New York 7 1 1 
North Carolina 1 3 
North Dakota 1 1 
Ohio 1 3 
Oklahoma 3 
Oregon 1 
Pennsylvania 24 
South Dakota 1 
Tennessee 3 
Texas 30 1 
Virginia 2 
t'Vashington 6 
West Virginia 1 1 
Wisconsin 1 1 2 
Wyoming 1 
Guam 1 
Puerto Rico 1 
Total 58 54 49 30 28 
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dents tended to remain in the region in which they hadstud-
ied the course. Three Temple, L.S.U., and UC.L.A. respon-
dents reported practicing in areas other than the one 
service~ by their respective schools. Thus, 5.56 percent 
of Temple's respondents, 5.17 percent of L.S.U. 's respon-
dents, and 6.12 percent of U.C.L.A. 's respondents practice 
outside the school's region. Only 1 or 3.60 percent of 
Georgia's respondents practice outside the region. Ten, or 
3.33 percent of Chicago's respondents practice outside the 
region. This percentage, particularly in view of the per-
centages for the other schools, seems very high. Why so 
many of the Chicago students should now practice outside the 
region cannot be answered with data from this questionnaire. 
One hypothesis might be that Chicago encouraged residentsto 
attend the course. If such were the case, it would be rea-
sonable to expect that these people would move to various 
parts of the country later. 
All of the respondents answered "yes" to the question 
in Item 4 asking whether the individual was a licensed phy-
sician. Thus, the data verify the practice status of those 
to whom questionnaires were mailed. Items 5 and 6 asked for 
personal information, the first concerning age and the second 
concerning sex. The percentage of women who took thecourses 
over the entire period during which they were offered wereas 
follows: L.S.U., 6.90; Temple, 18.52; U.C.L.A., 26.53; Chi-
cago, 13.33; Georgia, 7.13. The differences, if seen in terms 
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of regions represented are not surprising. Women physicians 
seem to enjoy more significant positions in the far West 
than in any other area of the country, and are apparently 
more restricted in the South. 
The percentages in the various age categories are 
shown in Table 9. These data also show few surprises ex-
cept that the respondents at Chicago's courses and at Geor-
gia's courses are younger as a group than might be expected 
and suggest the possibility of residents at Chicago and 
either residents or military physicians at Georgia. 
The type of practice in which the respondents engaged 
was of especial interest to the College. Item 7 asked whe-
ther the respondent was certified or studying to become cer-
tified in obstetrics and gynecology at the time he took the 
course. The percentage of respondents answering "yes'' are 
as follows: L.S.U., 5.36; Temple, 57.40; U.C.L.A., 19.21; 
Chicago, 53.33; Georgia, 28.57. The high percentages of 
those certified or studying for certification seen in the 
Temple, Chicago and Georgia respondents are significant and 
must be born in mind when viewing answers to questions con-
cerning expectancies that the respondents had of the course. 
It had not been supposed that the students would include so 
many who were as sophisticated as these respondents would be 
in the subject. These data, when compared with those con-
cerning the age of respondents, seems reasonable. It does 
seem, indeed, as was suggested, that the young age did re-
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Table 9.--Response to Item 5, "What is your age?" 
Percentage by School 
Option ---
L.S.U. Temple U.C.L.A. Chicago Georgia 
a. Under 35 17.24 11.11 26.53 13.33 16.86 
b. 36-45 30.03 37.04 18.36 43.33 39.28 
c. 46-55 31.03 25.92 30.60 26.66 21.43 
d. 56-65 20.69 20.07 24.49 16.66 17.86 
e. Over 65 0 3.70 0 0 3.57 
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fleet the respondents' status as residents or similar stu-
dents. 
The types of practice in which the respondents en-
gaged is shown in Table 10. Originally preference was to be 
given to those engaged in general practice (options "a" and 
"b"), University Health Services (option "d"), and family-
planning agencies (option "e"). Those who elected option 
"f" ("Other"), also specified family-planning agencies. 
The data show that, indeed, the schools did givepref-
erence to the categories of physicians whom it was most cru-
cial to reach, if the respondents can be considered repre-
sentative of the whole population of students accepted to 
the courses. Not all of the schools included the same num-
bers of physicians in each of the categories. For example, 
U.C.L.A. and Georgia show an unusual percentage of respon-
dents who practice in health agencies, while L.S.U. and 
Chicago show a great percentage of respondents in private 
practice. Temple shows a more balanced distribution, al-
though private practice seems to be the place from which it 
drew most of its respondents. 
Item 9 asked whether the respondent had received ape~ 
diem, and 10 inquired whether the respondent would have taken 
the course had a per diem not been offered. A total of 
69.64 percent of L.S.U.'s respondents received it. In the 
case of U.C.L.A. respondents, 71.43 percent received a per 
~ie~, and for Chicago, 23.33 percent. For Georgia, only 50 
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Table 10.--Response to Item 8, "What type of practice doyou 
. ?" 
engage ln. 
Percentage by School* 
Option 
L.S.U. TeP1ple U.C,L.A. Chicago Georgia 
a. Solo Practice 58.92 33.33 22.45 43.33 35.71 
b. Group 22.20 24.07 22.45 30.00 17.86 
c. Academic 0 5.55 8.16 3.33 10.71 
d. University 
Health Service l. 80 18.52 18.37 10.00 0 
e. Community Pro-
gram 5.36 5.55 6.12 13.33 9.17 
f. Health Agency 8.93 12.96 42.86 6.66 39.28 
g. Other (specify) 16.07 14.81 10.20 3.33 14.28 
*Percentages total to more than 100 since respondents checked 
more than one category if appropriate. 
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percent received a per diem. These data further suggest 
that in all cases persons not included in the preferential 
categories were among the resoondents and that in the case 
of the groups from Temple, Chicago, and Georgia they might 
have been those permitted to attend because accommodations 
were large enough to include them. 
Responses to Item 10, which asked "l'7ould you have 
taken the course even if a per diem had not been offered," 
since one of the options was "I did not receive a per diem," 
was addressed to those who answered "yes" to Item 10. Per-
centages of respondents who would have taken the course had 
no per diem been offered were as follows: L.S.U., 65.45; 
Tem?le, 46.29; U.C.L.A., 51.02; Chicago, 40; Georgia, 82.14. 
Since the percentage of responses to the option "I did not 
receive a per diem" did not reflect the answers of "yes" to 
Item 9, one must interpret this item with care. Many re-
spondents who did not receive a per diem according to their 
answers to Item 9, made a judgment and responded "yes" 
rather than "I did not receive a per diem". The item must 
be considered faulty, therefore, and a different way of ob-
taining information on the subject should be found. 
Item 11 asks about the dollar-cost to the individual 
for taking the course. Table 11 shows the responses to it. 
Por the great majority of these respondents, a per diem, if 
Paid, did not compensate for dollar-costs. Host significant 
from the point of view of those who plan postgraduate courses 
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F. gure 11. --Responses to Item 11, "vJhat is your estimate of 
t~e dollar-cost to you for taking the course in terms of time 
lost from practice, travel ex:tJenses, etc.?" 
Percentage by School 
Option 
L.S.U. Temple U.C.L.A. Chicago Georgia 
----- ·---
a. Less than $100 15.81 22.22 39.00 23.33 25.00 
b. $101 - $200 15.55 9.26 6.12 10.00 7.14 
c. $201 - $300 18.18 4.85 10.20 8.66 14.28 
d. $301 - $400 11.90 13.23 8.16 11.00 17.85 
e. $401 - $500 25.45 10.26 6.12 13.33 17.85 
f. Over $500 12.73 38.88 30.61 33.33 17.85 
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is the fact that the physician will absorb a cost of $500 or 
more, if the program seems to present information he wants. 
Items 12 through 15 deal with the expectancies and 
satisfaction that the respondents had with regard to t~e 
program. Item 12 has several subsections, but all deaL with 
areas or techniques about which the physician wanted to know. 
Table 12 shows the percentage of responses that those answer-
ing the questionnaire gave for each of the subsections. The 
data are not surprising. Respondents for all five schools 
indicated a desire for more information on prescribing pills 
and IUD's as contraceptive means. Indeed, these two methods 
were in greatest use throughout the country at the time the 
courses were presented and also were offering many problems 
to the physician. The fact that more respondents fromL.S.U. 
indicated a desire to know more about rhythm as a method is 
understandable, since Louisiana has a relatively large num-
ber of Roman Catholics in its population. As a result, the 
L.s.u. program devoted more time to exploring the rhythm 
method than did the other schools. 
The high percentage of respondents who wanted more in-
formation on laparoscopy (often called "belly-button" sur-
gery) is not surprising either. Although the procedure may 
be done only by surgeons and those who specialize in gyne-
cologic surgery, the fact that more and r.~ore women know about 
and demand this method forces the generalist and others who 
do not perform it to become conversant with its indicatLons, 
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contraindications, and problems. 
Responses "Other (specify)" included reference to 
culdoscopy and other surgical techniques. Such techniques, 
like laparoscopy, are done only by those trained in surgery 
and further trained in these special techniques. Consider-
ing the unexpected large number of specialists in obstetrics 
and gynecology that were in the audience of three schools in 
particular, it is not surprising that such techniques were 
expected to be part of the courses. 
During the presentation of the first sessions of the 
program, the U.S. Supreme Court legalized abortion ondemand, 
and physicians began to desire knowledge about the tech-
niques for it. That does not mean that every physician in-
tended to do abortions, but knowledge about procedures 
became necessary for referrals, counseling, etc. 
The fact that such a high percentage of respondents 
from U.C.L.A. wanted information on met~ods of establishing 
community ?rograms reflects the fact that 48.98 percent of 
them categorized their practice as being in community and 
health agencies (see Table 10). Unexplainable in these 
terms is the fact that 37.04 percent of Temple's respondents 
also wanted such information, since only 18.54 percent of 
them listed their practice as involving community or health 
agencies. However, like respondents for U.C.L.A., more than 
18 percent of Temple respondents listed university health 
services as their area of practice and such services are in 
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an allied field. 
That a high percentage of persons who attended the 
family-planning programs sponsored by the College were in-
terested in future techniques in family planning is not sur-
prising. Such persons were involved in this area of medi-
cine and could be expected to continue this interest. That 
more than 50 percent of all respondents wanted to increase 
their knowledge of how to become sensitive to patients and 
their problems was heartening. 
Item 12 was taken from a portion of the Osofsky ques-
tionnaire (see Appendix C). It was included because none of 
the schools used that questionnaire to determine what changes 
in their curriculum might be advisable, and the College 
wanted to view student satisfaction and practice change a-
gainst the background of expectancies in the particular areas. 
Items 13, 14, and 15 speak to whether or not the stu-
dent's original expectancies were met in the course. Item 
13, which asks "vJere your wants met in this course?" was to 
be answered simply "yes" or "no". The percentage of "yes" 
answers by school were as follows: L.S.U., 94.83; Temple, 
90.74; U.C.L.A., 89.80; Chicago, 86.66; Georgia, 92.86. 
Item 14 suggested that not all student expectations might 
have been met, however. Table 13 shows the percentage ofre-
sponses to the options for this item. Examination of this 
figure suggests what percentage of the course the respondents 
expected to meet their needs and interests if their answer 
,I 
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Table 13. --Responses to Item 14, "Approximately what percent-
age of the course vras devoted to areas that had no bearing on 
your needs or interests?" 
Option Percentage of School 
L.S.U. Temple U.C.L.A. Chicago Georgia 
---
--
a. None 13.79 29.63 16.33 16.33 10.07 
b. Less than 20% 50.84 42.59 59.18 63.33 64.28 
c. 21 - 40% 18.97 14.81 16.33 13.33 21.43 
d. 41 - 60% 6.90 3.70 4.08 0 0 
e. 61 - 80% 3.50 1. 85 2.04 3.33 3.57 
f. Hore than 80% 3.45 3.70 0 0 0 
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to Item 13 was "yes". A review of the data for Item 14 sug-
gests that "yes" answers to Item 13 mean, generally, that 
for many, satisfaction is expressed when only 60 percent of 
the course content deals with felt needs. 
A further test of satisfaction with the course was 
sought with Item 15, which asks "Did you leave before the 
course ended." None responded to option "a" \vhich suggested 
boredom with the presentation. One respondent from U.C.L.A. 
answered "b", which was "Yes, because the course involved 
too much material of no interest to me." This respondent 
was a male in the 56 - 65 age group. He was not certified 
nor was he studying to become certified in obstetrics and 
gynecology and, in fact, had identified himself gratuitously 
as a "general practitioner" in solo practice, working in 
California. He received no per diem but would have attended 
anyway. He reported that the dollar-cost to him was over 
$500. He answered "yes" to Item 13, which asked if his wants 
were met in the course, and said that 41 - 60 percent of 
the course was devoted to areas that had no bearing on his 
needs or interests. In response to Item 27, he said that 
the weakness of the course was that it was "not down to 
earth or practice." In response to Item 28, he said that 
the strengths of the course were "none". The data show some 
definite contradictions in the views this respondent ex-
pressed, but give little clue to what the actual problem 
might have been. Lest the fault lay with the questionnaire, 
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the author checked others whose responses to some of the 
questions in Part II showed similar answers for weakness of 
the course. However, these others also included commentson 
strengths of the course which seemed real and consistent 
with the other responses they had made in both Parts I and 
II. 
The greater percentage of respondents answered "no" 
to the question of whether they left before the end of the 
course. The percentage of respondents by school who gave 
such an answer were as follows: L.S.U., 93.10; Temple, 87.03; 
U.C.L.A., 93.88; Chicago, 66.66; Georgia, 78.57. With the 
exception of the one respondent cited, all others who left 
before the course was ended did so because of prior commit-
ments or an emergency. 
An important part of some of the courses was inter-
action among students and between students and faculty out-
side the classroom. lvhat learnings occurred in such encounters 
was of great interest. Items 16 and 17 address themselves 
to these matters. Item 16 asks whether the respondent re-
ceived help in areas of practice other than that of family 
planning and, if so, what areas. The following percentageof 
responses by school are to "yes" answers: L.S.U., 41.38; 
Temple, 50.00; U.C.L.A., 59.18; Chicago, 60.00; Georgia, 
46.43. Thus, many unintended learning outcomes did occur in 
these courses. 
The type of such learning outcomes for respondents 
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from L.S.U. centered about general surgery and infectious 
diseases, caring for and counseling patients not in family 
planning, general gynecology, psychological aspects of self-
induced abortion, suicide, the role of the nurse in premari-
tal counseling, review of anatomy, fertility evaluation, the 
treatment of venereal diseases, management of the diabetic, 
menopausal symptoms, the management of obstetrical and gyne-
cological emergencies, cryosurgery, and medical economics. 
The two areas most frequently mentioned had to do with coun-
seling and with management of venereal disease. 
For Temple respondents, the following areas were cov-
ered: homosexuality, understanding problems of other physi-
cians (with referrals in mind), sexual problems of college 
students, general areas of student health, more information 
on "everything" in the "night sessions- bull sessions", 
world population problems, sexual dysfunction, abortion, 
hormonal imbalance, alternate life styles, psychosomaticsex-
ual problems, history-taking generally, and sex education at 
the college level. The areas most mentioned were homosexual-
ity, particularly with regard to how the physician could 
best treat both sexual and non-sexual problems of the homo-
sexual, and also how to deal with the sexual problems of 
college students. 
Respondents from U.C.L.A. had unintended learnings in 
the following areas: interpersonal relations in general, 
counseling in general, office practice of gynecology, hor-
,I 
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monal problems., sexual dysfunctions, and free-clinic exper-
iences. The Chicago respondents reported the following: 
helP in understanding people, endocrinology, oncology, and 
pediatrics. Georgia respondents referred to endocrinology, 
surgery of transsexuals, and office gynecology. Almost 50 
percent of the responses to this option for all schools 
dealt with .human sexuality. Thus, much of the discussionac-
tually dealt with the material from the course. 
Table 14 shows the data obtained from Item 17. The 
fact that Temple respondents learned more from other stu-
dents than did respondents from other schools probably re-
fleets the fact that student interaction was encouraged at 
Temple more than at other schools. Both more L.S.U. arid 
Temple students report conversations with faculty and that 
is to be expected, since the two models encouraged such con-
versation. The respondents from U.C.L.A. show lectures 
given in response to student requests. Since the U.C.L.A. 
model was tutorial, such a result was also to be expected. 
The remaining items in Part I deal with changes in 
practice and in learning behavior. With respect to family 
planning, Item 18 asks whether the respondent's practice had 
changed with regard to family planning since the individual 
took the course. Three options are given, "no", "yes", and 
"not sure". The percentage of respondents answering "yes", 
by school, is as follows: L.S.U., 39.65; Temple, 31.49; 
U.C.L.A., 57.14; Chicago, 20.00; Georgia, 32.14. Those an-
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Table 14. --Responses to Item 17, "If you did receive such help, 
hoW did it come about? (Please respond to as many as are ap-
propriate.)" 
Percentage by School 
Option ---------------------- ·------------
L.S.U. Temple U.C.L.A. Chicago Georgia 
a. I did not receive 
such help 29.31 27.77 
b. Through material 
presented as part 
of the course 27.59 44.44 
c. Through conversa-
tions with course 
presenters 34.48 38.88 
d. Through conversa-
tions with others 
taking the course 18.96 29.63 
e. Through a formal 
lecture given by 
a course present-
er in response to 
a request from 
several members 
of the audience 5.17 5.56 
f. Other (Please spec-
ify) 0 3.70 
24.49 
57.14 
32.65 
12.24 
20.41 
12.24 
13.33 21.43 
46.66 42.85 
23.33 21.43 
10.00 14.29 
3.33 10.71 
0 7.14 
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swering "not sure" by school were L.S.U., 17.24; Temple, 
22.22; U.C.L.A., 12.24; Chicago, 26.66; Georgia, 28.57. All 
schools, except Chicago, show more than 30 percent of their 
respondents' being aware of a change in practice due to the 
course, with almost 60 percent of the U.C.L.A. respondents 
so reporting. Whether this large percentage can be at-
tributed to the tutorial system is not apparent nor is the 
reason for such a relatively small percentage of Chicago's 
respondents' reporting change. 
Item 19 asked "If your practice has changed, do you 
attribute that change primarily to what you learned in the 
course?" Options were "no", "yes", and "not sure", and "l'1y 
practice has not changed." Percentages of "yes" answers, by 
school, were as follows: L.S.U., 34.48; Temple, 29.63; 
U.C.L.A., 48.98; Chicago, 16.66; Georgia, 32.14. Percentages 
of "not sure" answers, by school, were L.S.U., 15.51; Tern-
ple, 16.66; U.C.L.A., 18.37; Chicago, 23.33; Georgia, 14.28. 
Percentages of "no" answers by schools are these: L.S.U., 
8.62; Temple, 1.85; U.C.L.A., 2.04; Chicago, 10.00; Georgia, 
3.57. These data also underscore the fact that a large per-
centage of respondents did change their practice as a result 
of the course, except those who attended the program at Chi-
cago. Again, here, more students from U.C.L.A. seem to have 
changed practice habits. 
Item 20 asked "Do you do more family planning now 
than you did before you took the course?" The percentages, 
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by school, who answered "yes" were L.S.U., 50.00; Temple, 
37 _04; U.C.L.A., 38.78; Chicago, 16.66; Georgia, 21.43. 
Thus, the training seems to have increased practice in fam-
ily-planning medicine. The pattern seems to hold here, too, 
more respondents form U.C.L.A. answering "yes" but fewer 
from Chicago giving an affirmative answer. 
Item 21 asks "If you do more family planning now, has 
this fact increased your practice?" Affirmative answers by 
percentage and school are as follows: L.S.U., 18.97; Temple, 
14.81; U.C.L.A., 16.32; Chicago, 10.00; Georgia, 0. Item 22 
asks "Have you taken other courses in any aspect of family 
planning since you took this course?" "Yes" answers by per-
centages and schools were as follows: L.S.U., 3.4; Temple, 
ll.ll; U.C.L.A., 10.20; Chicago, 10.00; Georgia, 3.58. 
Types of further study included special courses in clinics, 
courses at meetings of the Association of Family-planning 
Physicians, special courses in sex education, and courses in 
laparoscopy. 
The last item of Part I asks "Have you increased your 
reading of the medical and other scholarly literature con-
cerning family planning since you took this course?" "Yes" 
answers by percentages and schools weie: L.S.U., 58.62; Tem-
ple, 66.66; U.C.L.A., 64.39; Chicago, 36.66; .Georgia, 64.28. 
RESPONSES TO PART II OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Part II of the questionnaire consists of five open-
ended questions dealing with some aspects of the course that 
items in Part I covered. However, since the questions are 
I 
open-ended, the respondent had an opportunity to express 
himself as he wished rather than as forced by options. 
The first question of Part II, question 24, asks in 
, I 
what ways if at all the respondent has changed his mannerof 
practice since taking the course. The second question, 
question 25, asks in what ways the respondent has helped 
change his community's standards, and question 26 asks in 
what ways the respondent has tried to influence his col-
leagues regarding family planning. Question 27 asks what 
the respondent thought were the weaknesses of the course, 
and question 28 asks what the respondent thought were the 
strengths of the course he took. 
Not all respondents answered all of the questions for 
Part II. Horeover, although some respondents gave essen-
tially the same answers, many gave unique ones. There was 
more than one response by some to a given question. 
For question 24, regarding the ways in which practice 
in family-planning medicine had changed, 19 Louisiana re-
spondents did not answer, while 7 wrote as their answer 
"none". Thus, a total of 26 of the 58 had no specific 
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response. How many if any of the 19 had not changed their 
practice habits cannot be known from the responses to this 
question. Together, these responses account for 44.83 per-
cent of the students. In responding to Item 18, which also 
asked about change of practice habits, 43 percent said they 
had not changed. 
The ways in which the respondents said they had 
changed their practice habits and number of persons mention-
ing them are as follows: difference in prescribing pill, 19; 
more aware and responsive to patient needs, 2; difference in 
prescribing IUD, 3; do more counseling in family planning, 
2; take better or more frequent sexual histories, 5; do more 
laparoscopy, 1; and have more confidence in methods already 
used, 1. 
In response to the question concerning how the physi-
cian had helped change his community's standards, question 
25, 22 did not answer and 23 said "none". Those who did an-
swer gave the following as things they had done: advocated 
family planning in the community, 7; taught paramedical per-
sonnel about family planning, 1; gave time to work infamily-
planning clinics where they had not previously worked, 4; 
provided counseling services free through an agency, 1; be-
came a discussant on a panel assembled to determine what 
services were needed in the community regarding family plan-
ning, 1; and teaching family planning at the local high 
school, 1. 
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Nine did not answer and 22 answered "none" to ques-
tion 26, concerning ways in which the physician tried to in-
fluence his colleagues. Affirmative responses and their 
categories were as follows: speaking at non-physician meet-
ings, 2; trying to influence practice among other physicians 
in community on a personal basis, 13; consulting with local 
physicians in family planning, l; and providing sexual coun-
I I 
seling for other physicians' patients by referral, l. I 
Item 27 asked about the weakness of the course. Thir-
teen Louisiana respondents did not answer the question, and 
19 said there were no weaknesses. Weaknesses that were men-
tioned, together with the number of such mentions, are as 
follows: lectures on nursing care and clinic work not long 
enough, 3; not enough about birth control pills, 3; not 
enough time for questions, 2; no mention of cryotherapy, l; 
could do with less surgical procedures, l; should have had a 
psychiatrist discuss psychological aspects, l; no help given 
with procedure of vasectomy, l; films not good, 3; clinical 
demonstrations should have been held on the same days as di-
dactic sessions, l; certain speakers not dynamic, l; nothing 
on abortion, l; surgical procedures not interesting, l. 
Question 28 asked about the strengths of the course 
and drew no answer from 15 respondents and an answer of 
"none" from 12. Strengths that were mentioned, together 
with the number of such mentions, are as follows: all lee-
tures were well done, 14; panel discussions were excellent, 
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S; teaching on surgical sterilization was good, 1; the ma-
terials handed out to the students to keep were excellent, 
2; the elaborate breakdown on the pills and their differ-
ences, presented by Dr. Dickey, was superb, 4; enough de-
tail was given to help practitioner, 1; the informality of 
the sessions, 1; concerned with real life problems of the 
general practitioner, 2; discussion of the diaphragm and 
foam was good, 1; postcourse training session in laparos-
copy was good, 1. 
Eleven of Temple's respondents did not answer ques-
tion 24 which dealt with manner in which practice had 
changed and 20 answered "none". Thus 31 might be categorized 
as "no" or "not sure" in terms of question 18. This number 
constitutes 57.40 percent of the total and compares with 
46.31 percent who said they did not change in response to 
question 18. 
The categories of responses and number of times each 
was cited are as follows: do more taking of sexual history, 
11; do more counseling, 6; teach family planning to patients, 
2; changed prescription method for pills, 8; provide more 
patients with contraceptive means, 1; evaluate patient's 
psychosocial problems, 1; use better basis for prescribing 
IUD's, 2; more likely to refer for abortion, 1; use more in-
telligent approach to sexual problems, 1; more selective in 
choice of method for family planning for individual patient, 
l; no longer recommend laparoscopy, 1; more sensitive to pa-
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tients, 1; and now do family planning where before I did 
none, 1. 
Eight from Temple did not answer question 25 concern-
ing how they have helped change the community's standards, 
and 29 replied "none". Those who did reply in the affirma-
tive cited the following categories: broadened interest in 
campus program, 1; trained nurse practitioners, nurses, etc. 
in family planning, 3; established family-planning clinic in 
student health service, 2; established sexual counseling at 
university, 2; established community family-planning clinic, 
2; give time to family-planning clinic, 2; upgraded practice 
in Planned Parenthood center of family-planning clinic, 1; 
and changed practice to work full-time in family-planning 
clinic, l. 
Ten of Temple's students did not answer question 26, 
which asked how student attempted to influence colleagues 
concerning fanily planning, and 17 responded "none". An-
swers included the following: encouraged colleagues to take 
the same course, 1; gave formal and informal talks to young 
college girls, 1; talked to individual physicians, 3; spoke 
at local medical meetings on subject of family planning, 5; 
Presented material of the course to hospital staff meeting, 
4; and spoke to students at school of nursing, 1. 
In answer to question 27, 21 found no weaknesses and 
5 did not reply. Weaknesses mentioned were as follows: 
needed "free" afternoon, 1; too much money spent on food 
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seemed wasteful, 1; too much emphasis on out-patient clin-
ics, 1; too oriented to the general practitioner, 8; need 
more on administration of community agencies, 2; too long, 
2; a few speakers deviated from main theme, 1; not enough on 
future contraceptive possibilities, 1; no individual train-
ing on laparoscopy, 2; not enough clinical work, 3; should 
have given audience copies of lectures, 1; needed longer 
training on culdoscopy, 1; discussion of sex mores could 
have been more realistic, 1; and not enough on pills, 1. 
No one suggested that the course had no strengths, 
and only four did not answer question 28, which asked for a 
listing of the strengths of the course. Categories of re-
soonses were as follows: personal attention to subjects, 1; 
good facilities, 4; well organized, 7; excellent presenta-
tion by faculty, 27; group not too large, 1; good location 
(Sugar Loaf), 7; good afternoon workshops, 1; interest of 
staff in helping individuals, 1; informal exchange of ideas, 
10; good choice of subjects, 20; good surgical technique 
series, 1; good psychosocial material, 1; everything excel-
lent, 1; course on sexuality for medical ~tudents, 1; 
Dr. Daley outstanding, 1; good on laparoscopy, 1; and ran on 
time, 1. 
Respondents from U.C.L.A. gave the reply "none" in 
seven cases to question 24, concerning how their practice 
had changed. Three did not respond at all. These 10 cases 
account for 20.41 percent of the respondents. In answering 
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Item 18, 30.62 percent said that they had not changed their 
practice habits. 
Those who did reply, mentioned the following cate-
gories: more basic understanding of administration problems 
in planning and organizing family-planning programs, 3; do 
more sexual counseling, 5; now working toward training nurse 
practitioners, 1; became more interested in emergency medi-
cine than family planning, 1; prescribe IUD and diaphragm 
more frequently, 2; recognize the "gay" as groups of "normal", 
1 and now working part-time in treatment of sexual dysfunc-
tion, 1. 
Five U.C.L.A. respondents did not answer question 25 
concerning ways in which physicians tried to change their 
community's standards, and 18 replied "none". Vl7ays in which 
change had been attempted included the following: administra-
tion of public health district, 3; work in free clinics, 17; 
trying to make inroads into community's understanding of 
family planning, 1; spoke to local, non-physician groups on 
family planning and human sexuality, 4. 
Three did not answer question 26, concerning ways in 
which physicians tried to influence their colleagues, and 16 
replied "none". Ways in which some tried to influence their 
colleagues included the following: assisted others involved 
Personally in community clinic, 14; acted as consultant to 
family-planning nurse practitioner, 1; taught other physi-
cians in family-planning clinic, 9; set up in-service train-
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ing in sexuality at local public health department forstaff 
handling venereal disease, 1. 
Item 27, which asked what weaknesses in the course 
were, drew no response from 13 students and a "none" re-
sponse from 10. Replies included the following: shouldhave 
had options available for administrative part of the course 
for example, clinical aspects, 13; too much talk about color 
of condoms and size, l; too much on diaphragm, 2; too much 
theory, 6; not much that was of use to specialist, 1; need-
ed more opportunity to observe IUD insertions, 4; no tech-
niques on abortion, 2; too short a time, 1; wasted time 
traveling between school and Harbour General Hospital, 1; 
movies took too much time and were repetitious, 2; section 
on administration was weak, 1; should have offered certifi-
cation of attendance, 1; the didactic sessions were weak, 1; 
not what I wanted or needed, 1. 
In response to question 28, concerning the strength 
of the course, only four did not answer and only one wrote 
"none". Five replied "very good in every way". Other cate-
gories of responses included the following: sexual counsel-
ing, films, and lectures, 8; sincerity and dedication of 
instructors, 1; presentation by faculty, 20; teaching has-
pital with its aggressive clinic, 5; good clinical super-
vision on human sexuality, 5; taught me how to be a good 
lecturer, to be aware, and to be patient, 1. 
Six of Chicago's respondents did not answer question 
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2 4 concerning ways in which practice had changed and eight 
d II h II answere no c ange . These 14 represented 46.66 percent of 
the respondents. In response to Item 18, however, 57.34 
gave a negative answer. 
Affirmative replies to question 24 included these 
categories and numbers: listen for "cues" on "routine vis-
its" for need for discussion about family planning, 1; deal 
more with sexual problems, 1; do more sex counseling, 8; 
changed basis for prescription of pill, 8; changed basis for 
prescription of IUD, 1; purchased my own laparoscope and re-
turned to hospital for 5-day clinical training in its use, 
1; take more sexual histories, 1; stopped using saline in-
jections, 1; more receptive to use of IUD, 1; more tolerant 
and understanding attitude toward minor degrees of sexual 
deviation, 1. 
Eleven Chicago respondents did not answer question 
25, which asked in what ways the physicians had attempted to 
change community standards, and 10 replied "none". Cate-
gories of affirmative replies and their numbers included the 
following: became medical director of Planned Parenthood 
group, 3; work with medical students, residents, and in-
I, I' 
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terns on problems in family planning, 1; work as consultant ! 
in family-planning clinic, 1. 
Categories of affirmative replies to question 26, 
concerning how respondents helped to change colleague's 
Practice in family planning included the following: gave 
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report of meeting to hospital staff, 4; and offered to teach 
my colleagues on any area of course, 1. Twelve gave no an-
swer to this question, and 13 responded "none". 
Seventeen of the Chicago respondents did not answer 
question 27 concerning weaknesses of the course, and 7 an-
swered "none". Categories of affirmative answers included 
the following: some talks oriented toward nurses and other 
auxiliary personnel, 1; the course for physicians only had 
to be cancelled, 1; the "health educator specialist" was 
only fair, 1; not enough objective discussion of oral con-
traceptives, 2; too much for non-physicians, 1; and not 
enough time, 2. 
Seventeen did not answer question 28 about the 
strengths of the course, but none suggested that there were 
none. Eight said whole course was well presented, and 3 
pointed out discussions of the pill as a strength. One said 
he appreciated the fact that no fee was c~arged and another 
said he liked the fact that lectures were short and informal. 
Fourteen Georgia respondents gave no answer to ques-
tion 24, concerning type of practice change and 4 answered 
"none". These 18 represent 64.29 percent of the total re-
spondents from Georgia. Almost 64 percent of these respon-
dents answered either "no" or "not sure" to Item 18. 
Affirmative answers included the following categories: 
use more scientific approach 1n choosing contraceptive for 
Patient, 10; spend more time on sexual history-taking, 3; 
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more aware of total family ~lanning, 2; and use laparoscopy 
now, 1. 
Six gave no answer and 11 answered "none" to question 
25 which asked how if at all the physician tried to improve 
community standards in family planning after taking the 
course. Those who said they had tried answered within the 
framework of these categories: expanded my family-practice 
clinic in numbers and quality of care, 9; now v?Ork for 
Planned Parenthood clinic part-time, 1; try to see community 
needs and do something about them, 2. 
Ways in which some of the respondents tried to influ-
ence other physicians concerning family planning (answer to 
question 26) included training hospital nurses in fmaily-
planning work, 1; recommended that two colleagues take the 
course, 1; and spoke on family-planning at hospital staff 
meeting, 4. Ten did not answer the question and nine re-
sponded "none". 
To question 27 concerning the weaknesses of the 
course, five gave no answer and four said there were no 
w·eaknesses. Affirmative replies included the following 
categories: bad movie on laparoscopy, 1; Dr. Bronstein 
talked too much, 2; night session too long, 1; sexual coun-
seling was not good, 2; lack of student participation, 1; 
some of the lecturers could not be understood because 
either they had a foreign accent or spoke too low, 1; din-
ner party and sex discussion were boring, 1; ladies talked 
li ,, 
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too much, especially in the evening, 1; should have been 
more clinical work, 7; presentation too repetitious, 2; 
needed more emphasis on various types of pills and the dos-
age for them, 1. 
Four did not answer question 28 concerning the 
strengths of the course. Affirmative answers included the 
following: all worked hard, 4; knowledgeable s~eakers, es-
pecially Dr. Bronstein, 1; most lectures were fine, 8; cer-
tain lecturers were outstanding, 3; good information on 
contraceptives, 4; Drs. Lippe, Cohen, Freeman, and. 
McDonough were especially good, 3; and good discussion on 
transsexual psychology, 1. 
OBSERVATIONS OF SITE VISITS 
site visits to all of the schools were made, but ob-
servations from only two will be discussed. The reason for 
the limited discussion is that only two of the schools pre-
sented a model that permitted the evaluator to have conver-
sations with students. That does not mean that the evalua-
tor was prevented from speaking to students anywhere, but 
that the schedule was such as to afford her the greatest op-
portunity at L.S.U. and Temple. 
A few observations might be made about all five of 
the schools, however. In all cases, the majority of the 
faculty not only gained the attention of the audience but 
also response by virtue of the fact that speakers were en-
thusiastic and also made it apparent that questions both 
during and after the lecture would be welcomed. The facul-
ties seem dedicated and eager to help those in the audience 
improve their practice and help them solve their individual 
problems. Horeover the faculty addressed the students as 
colleagues, a fact that gained trust from the audience. 
The personal giving of self which faculty displayed 
was far greater than one expects to see. Perhaps the reason 
was that most of those who spoke are not professional teach-
ers, although many of them do teach in the medical schools. 
They still have an enthusiastic and giving approach that 
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typifies the new teacher, rather than the business-like at-
titude of the experienced one. For the groups whom they 
were addressing, this "new teacher" approach was not only 
more appropriate but was needed, since many members of the 
audience were timid about asking questions in the beginning. 
What success each school met with must be attributed first, 
then, to the individual presenters and, secondly, to the 
directors w~o chose them and set the pace for other speakers. 
The L.S.U. program offered three opportunities for 
the evaluator to speak to students. First were the "coffee-
break" periods in the morning and the afternoon sessions. 
Second was the luncheon conference of the first day whereone 
faculty member met with every ten students in a separate room 
for lunch and informal discussion. The third was the lunch 
the second day for physicians and their spouses, where 
tables accommodating eight were set up. 
The evaluator was most interested in physicians whose 
type of practice made them part of the preferential groups. 
When the evaluator identified herself as being with the Col-
lege, the physicians were willing to talk to her about what-
ever she wished. The evaluator usually merely asked what 
the person thought of the course to that point in time or why 
he had elected to take the course in the first place. The 
evaluator was im?ressed with the humility of the general 
practitioners she spoke with and also of the people who 
worked in student health services and family-planning clinics. 
11.1 
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These people expressed, over and over again, their surprise 
that anyone the federal government, the College, the med-
ical school would offer to them a free postgraduate 
course of the magnitude of the family-planning program and 
also that the faculty of ''experts" would take the time to 
speak with them individually about their practice problems. 
They were also surprised that anyone, faculty and evaluator 
in particular, wanted their opinions as to the worth of the 
course. 
Those to whom the evaluator spoke were enthusiastic 
about the course and wanted to take advantage of everything 
offered. Their enthusiasm and humility were borne out in 
little notes that were appended to many of the College's 
questionnaires. These notes were expressions of thanks for 
the opportunity of attending the course. Such notes were 
received from a proportion of respondents from all schools, 
L.S.U. and Temple students predominating. All of the notes 
were received from persons whose practices had put them into 
the preferential categories. 
The extraordinary availability of the L.S.U. faculty 
during and after course presentations was unusual. They 
made time for conversations where no planned time had been 
included and attempted to get to all students. 
The model of Temple made such availability mandatory, 
since members of the faculty met with the students after 
dinner in the library of Sugar Loaf every evening. Here in-
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formal discussion of anything the students wanted to talk 
about was encouraged. Small groups would get together to 
discuss common problems in medicine. At one such evening 
session five women physicians who were in the student health 
service at five different women's colleges and who had sim-
ilar problems in establishing sex counseling and family-
planning programs as well as programs for detection and 
treatment of venereal disease received very direct help from 
one of the faculty members. The discussion was, in fact, a 
seminar on various aspects of university health service, 
with special emphasis on sexual problems of students. 
The responses to the questionnaire reflect the amount 
and depth of such unintended learnings at the five schools. 
If Temple seems to show a greater amount and wider diversity 
of such learnings, then it is due to the model which provid-
ed for time for it. 
CHAPTER V 
• 
CONCLUSION 
That the C.I.P.P. model for evaluation can be applied 
to continuing medical education there is no doubt. That it 
should be so applied is obvious from the results of both the 
delineation-of-information and the obtaining-of-information 
stages presented in this thesis. Both stages revealed faults 
and oversights in the over-all conduct of the program as well 
as strengths and successes. 
The C.I.P.P. cal~s for evaluation to begin at the plan-
ning stage of the program to be judged. Thus this model in 
actuality calls for evaluation of the plan long before im-
plementation occurs. If evaluation is initiated at this 
stage of development, then oversights come to light early 
enough to be corrected, and changes can be effected before 
commitments to a plan of action have been made. Indeed, 
evaluation begun early enough can predict weaknesses in a 
plan that make implementation of its basic structure unwise. 
In essence, the delineation-of information-stage of evalua-
tion over Context, Input, and Process levels results in a 
model, the Product evaluation, that should make apparent, 
(1) the feasibility of putting the program into operation at 
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all, and (2) the probability of reaching the basic objec-
tives of that program by the means under consideration. 
In the case of the family-planning program, one gross 
oversight and one weakness were brought to light by the de-
lineation-of-information stage alone. The oversight was 
that no budget had been estimated for evaluation either at 
the College level or school level. The weakness, which 
stemmed in part from this oversight, was that no common 
measurable criteria and no plan to obtain them had been de-
vised by the schools for evaluation at their level. Basic 
to these problems was the fact that the systems in which 
the program would operate had not been fully defined or 
modeled, and definition and modeling of the system is one of 
the first products of the delineation-of-information stage 
in the C.I.P.P. model. Once the system is defined, then 
means for monitoring the process it implies can be discovered. 
The monitoring, in turn, can detect any flaws that my be pre-
venting the final objectives from being met. Such monitoring 
and the means to achieve it imply both personnel and method-
ology, including instrumentation, which must be planned for 
and budgeted for in advance. 
The question arises as to just how serious the lack of 
evaluation at the delineation-of-information stage was to 
the success of the program in each of the schools. The 
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results of the College's questionnaire give a partial answer. 
The program had as its main goal the raising of the 
standards of excellence in family-planning medicine for worn-
an throughout the United States. Although family-planning 
must be seen as a concern to both men and women, at this 
point in time, both societal dictates and available medical 
means for regulating the size of families still assign the 
chief responsibility in the matter to women. Therefore, it 
was care of women that had to be emphasized in the program. 
Five groups of physicians deliver the majority of fam-
ily-planning care to women: the specialist in obstetrics 
and gynecology, the internist, the pediatrician who treats 
sexually active minor females, the general practitioner, 
and the specialist in family medicine. Because of his in-
itial training and his continuing medical education, the 
physician certified in obstetrics and gynecology was assumed 
to be meeting acceptable standards of excellence in family-
planning medicine. The certified internist and pediatrician 
could also be assumed to have, through their continuing medi-
cal education, a high degree of competence in the area. 
Family practice, a relatively new specialty the initiation 
of which coincided with the exploding demand by the public 
for acceptable family-planning medicine, includes special 
training in the area and so many family medicine specialists 
likewise were seen as delivering acceptable care in this 
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field. The general practitioners, particularly those who 
had been out of school for more than ten years, were candi-
dates for intensive re-training in the field, especially 
since many of them work in family-planning centers and univ-
ersity health services where there is great demand for such 
care. The target group for the program's training, there-
fore, was the generalist or the person who restricted his 
practice to obstetrics and gynecology but who was not certi-
fied in the specialty. 
It was not assumed that the target group necessarily 
delivered care of poor quality. What the College was aware 
of was that since family-planning medicine had changed so 
drastically over the past ten years, the generalist, who is 
forced to survey the entire field of medicine, often has dif-
ficulty in finding any means of continuing education that pro-
vides intensive training designed to meet his needs in any 
given area. Such physicians can, therefore, find themselves 
at a disadvantage when seeking to up-date their practice 
habits in any single area. 
Although the program was under the auspices of the 
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the 
content was not designed for certified specialists or Fellows 
of the College, an unusual circumstance for this group. The 
curriculum was constructed to cover a wide variety of sub-
jects over a broad spectrum. Lest through oversight or 
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the task was wanting. 
Fearing that what did happen might happen, the author, 
in constructing the College questionnaire, included not on-
,ly a section on student expectations of the course, but 
also an item whose sole purpose was to determine whether 
the student was a certified specialist in obstetrics and 
gynecology. It had been reasonable to suppose that Fellows 
of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
would have been attracted to any course sponsored by their 
association. Moreover, it was reasonable to suspect that 
residents or other students preparing for certification in 
obstetrics and gynecology would be attracted to any course 
taught by the instructors in the department of obstetrics 
and gynecology of the medical school and hospitals that were 
supervising their training. Thus, another group of persons 
sophisticated in the areas being taught might be added to 
the class of individuals within the system. 
When evaluating the effect of the course, it became 
mandatory to view results against the background of the in-
dividual, particularly with regard to the amount of training 
he had had in the content. Moreover, it became essential to 
judge these same results against the type of practice. Cer-
tainly one who worked full-time as a director of a family-
planning clinic could be expected to want information about 
organizing, evaluating, and administering such an installa~ 
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lation, while a generalist in private practice would con-
sider training in that area to be a waste of time. Thus, 
whether one'~ main criterion for success of the courses were 
the degree to which the students were satisfied with the 
presentation, the degree to which what they learned had al-
tered their practice, or a combination of the two, accurate 
judgment necessitates knowing about the student's work situ-
ation. To improve the probability of achieving success in 
terms of such criteria, the various work situations ought to 
be exposed prior to presentation so that, where necessary, 
content and emphasis can be altered. Since the intelligence 
at hand via the Osofsky questionnaire was not used for its 
intended purpose, no alteration of objectives and, therefore, 
no alteration of content or methodology was made at any of 
the schools. The evaluation of the meaning of the data 
elicited by the College's questionnaire had to be done in 
light of who the students were, therefore. 
The final evaluation of the presentations as made by 
each of the five medical schools under consideration must be 
done primarily in terms of two criteria: (1) whether, after 
taking the course, the student changed his practice habits 
with respect to family planning; (2) whether the student 
liked the presentation as a whole. If the students changed 
their practice habits, at least in part, then the objectives 
of the course presenters were met (the assumption here being 
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failure to judge what the generalist wanted and needed some 
aspect had been omitted or slighted, a way was needed to 
determine early whether the offerings coincided with the 
students' expectations for the courses. In preparing the 
~needs assessment'' questionnaire Osofsky had sought to deal 
with this problem. He had not included however, a way to 
determine whether any student was certified in obstetrics 
and gynecology, probably because he assumed that only a 
small number, if any at all, of such persons would elect 
to take the courses. 
Even though the question was not asked directly, a 
review of the needs checked could have served as a clue to 
the fact that the individual was more sophisticated in the 
subject matter than the course had expected him to be. Un-
fortunately, none of the schools used the questionnaire for 
this purpose. When the schools did use the questionnaire--
and only U.C.L.A. was consistent 1n such use--it was a means 
of describing the students after the fact, that is, as part 
of the summary statistics. 
Such misuse of instrumentation emphasized the need for 
modeling the systems and the evaluation of the process prior 
to the beginning of teaching. It also emphasized the need 
for persons to be assigned evaluation roles at the planning 
stage, for most of the reason for not doing even somewhat 
obvious and simple monitoring was that personnel to perform 
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that the change was in the direction of meeting higher medi-
cal standards). If the students liked the course, then the 
probability of their pursuing further continuing education 
in family planning through formal courses, increased read-
ing, or both is greater (the assumption here also being 
that further learning will continue to change practice 
habits in the direction of meeting higher medical standards). 
In the second instance yet another dimension is added to the 
success of any continuing education course. If students 
like what they receive--and "like" includes the belief that 
the course met felt needs, that it was "interesting" to the 
student, and so methodology and speakerswere pleasing,etc.--
then the sponsors of the offering are being held in high es-
teem. Further continuing education efforts produced by them, 
then, are likely to draw even larger audiences later. This 
factor, while not essential in the case of the courses under 
study is often important to groups who attempt to reach the 
same audience on a yearly basis. 
In assessing the results of the presentations in terms 
of the two criteria stated, the author is mindful that the 
College questionnaires which were returned and on .·which she 
must base her conclusions do not represent a random sample 
of students. Therefore, anything that is said must refer 
not to the population of students as a whole for any school, 
but to the population defined as students who returned the 
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questionnaire, or respondents. 
In all cases the responses to items dealing with the 
criteria were to be looked at in terms of whether the physi-
cian was a specialist. This fact is essential in judging 
the success or failure of any of the presentations. 
On the face of it, the results concerning whether the 
respondent's practice had changed were disappointing in the 
case of the Temple, Chicago, and Georgia data. However, if 
one bears in mind that 57.40 percent of Temple respondents 
were specialists or studying to be specialists in obstetrics 
and gynecology, and 53.33 percent of Chicago's respondents 
and 28.57 percent of Georgia's respondents were in the same 
category, one judges otherwise. Only 5.36percent of L.S.U.'s 
respondents were specialists. In the case of L.S.U., 39.65 
percent of the respondents said that their practice had 
changed and in the case of U.C.L.A., 57.14 percent of the 
respondents said that their practice had changed. 
The practice of specialists would not be expected to 
change as a result of the curriculum presented, since this 
curriculum was, for them, elementary. For generalists, 
whether in private practice or the institutional medicine 
represented by a university health service or a family-plan-
ning agency, much of the curriculum would contain new infor-
mation. Moreover, it would-be informative pertaining to the 
most significant aspects of their daily practice of family-
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planning medicine: contraceptive care that is not surgical 
in nature. The truth of this fact is born out in the data 
concerning areas in which the respondents wanted training. 
The specialist wanted clinical experience primarily in sur-
gical procedures. The generalist wanted training in contra-
ceptive means that could be managed by office visits. 
It would seem that each school was successful in achie-
ving what it intended to achieve with respect to the pref-
erential groups as specified by contract. In terms of the 
respondents, only L.S.U. managed to limit its students al-
most exlusively to such persons, with Chicago and Temple 
both drawing heavily from physician populations for which 
the course was not originally intended. 
Under the terms of the model, Chicago also included 
a large population of students from outside the ranks of 
physicians. Perhaps a larger population of students from 
such ranks were drawn than at first had been intended or 
realized. The percentage of physicians who responded to 
the questionnaire among the Chicago group-was atypically 
small when compared with the percentage of respondents from 
the other schools. Only 30 percent of Chicago physicians 
responded while 48-58 percent of physicians from L.S.U., 
Temple, and U.C.L.A. responded. Like these schools, Chicago 
managed a two-year program. Georgia, which managed only a 
one-year program, accounted for more respondents than did 
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Chicago. The reason for the discrepancy is not clear. It 
could depend upon the fact that even fewer physicians than 
had been reported were among the Chicago students. 
Whether the students liked the course or not depended 
upon whether the course offered them information they wanted 
and needed. Generalists tended to find no fault with the 
courses. Specialists, on the other hand, tended either not 
to respond to the open-ended questions regarding strengths 
and weaknesses of the course or else find more weaknesses 
than strengths in the presentations. 
In any event, a great problem in all of the schools, 
exept L.S.U., was that the audiences held too many students 
for whom the courses had not been designed. This same prob-
lem recurs in many continuing education courses in medicine. 
No course can be all things to all men. For maximum effec-
tiveness both curriculum and methodolgy must be aimed at the 
student. That means that the content must be presented by 
means of methodology that the student's previous academic 
and experiential learning permit him to understand. If 
either is too sophisticated, the students will be confused 
and learning will suffer. If either is too elementary, 
then students will be bored and, again, learning will suffeL 
Research ne-eds to be done on methodology for continuing 
education in medicine. It also needs to be done on finding 
ways to determine the level of medical knowledge and exper-
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tise possessed by any given group of students taking a par-
ticular continuing education course. Perhaps the best place 
to start is by excluding some groups altogether from some 
courses. 
This method of exclusion is used in the case of clini-
cal training in various types of surgery. It has not been 
used in the case of training by didactic means, however. 
The assumption in continuing medical education has been that 
any physician can learn from any curriculum that is primar-
ily didactic in nature. While it is true that any physician 
can learn something, it is also true that efficiency demands 
meeting educational objectives constructed not only in terms 
of curriculum but also in terms of student behaviors. 
Teaching that helps students meet these behaviors demands, 
in turn, that the students' readiness for the learning be 
assessed. In the case of the practicing physician, just 
what this assessment should consist of is not known. 
Analysis of skills by level is needed. 
A quick and not altogether unsatisfactory assessment 
can be begun by looking at the type of practice, previous 
training, and felt needs of the student. This kind of 
assessment can be done course by course and student-body by 
student-body. However, such assessment relies on personal 
and, therefore, biased judgment of an evaluator. A better 
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means needs to be found to either replace or supplement 
this kind of judgment. Since continuing education is fated 
to occuply an even more prominent role in the total train-
ing of physicians, research into such areas has both prac-
tical and urgent aspects. 
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ARTICLE 1 - DESCRIPTION At-.'D SCOPE OF WORK 
A. The purpose of this contract is fourfold: 
1. To select and provide technical assistance to at least five 
medical institutions providing education in Obstetrics and 
Gynecology in order to develop training programs in family 
planning medical services as outlined below. 
2. To develop curricula for fa~ily planning physician training 
programs in conjunction with the five selected medical 
institutions and obtain A~erican College of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology (ACOG) approval of such curricula. The approved 
curricula shall encompass all pertinent and necessary facets 
of family planning interconceptional care necessary for the 
Training of physicians in each of the following categories: 
a. 
b. 
The undergraduate medical student. 
·The intern and resident physician in specialties 
other than Obstetrics and.Gynecology .. 
c: The resident physician in Obstetrics and Gynecology •. 
d. Physicians in FP programs and the graduate general practice 
physician. 
e. University and college health, service physicians. 
3. To distribute the ACOG approved curricula to the following 
professi.onals: 
a, Deans of all medical schools in the Unit.ed States. 
b. Directors of all Obstetrics and Gynecology training programs 
in the United States. 
c. Dir~ctors of all Family Practice training programs in the 
United States. 
d. Presidents of the American Academy of General Practice and 
the American Academy of Pediatrics. 
4. To provide clinical skill development workshops for physicians 
in FP programs, general practice physicians, and university and 
college health service physicians through the five selected 
medical institutions. These workshops shall include didactic 
4nd clinical training in contraceptive technology. Upon comple-
tion of a workshop, each physician should be able to participate 
in the clinical operation of Family Planning Clinics or be able 
to.deliver comprehensive family planning services within the 
general office practice of medicine. 
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B. In performance of this contract the contractor, subject to the 
approval of the Project Officer, specifically shall: 
1. Select five medical institutions providing education in 
obstetrics and gynecology within the United States 
interested in developing a more standardized approach to 
family planning services training in undergraduate, intern 
and residency programs, as well as in developing a continuing 
educational effort for practicing gener.al physicians. The 
following factors should be considered in the selection of 
such institutions: 
a. The geographic location of each institution. The five 
institutions should be selected such that one is located 
·in each of the following five general areas of the 
United States: 
(1) West 
(2) ·. Southwest 
(3) South 
(4) Midwest 
(5)· East 
b: The institution,selected must have.access to s~fficient clini-
cal material to provide clinical instruction· for up to 25 
pa~ticipants who are physicians in family planning programs, 
general practice or university health services. Priority is 
to be given to attendants by physicians in the following order: 
c. 
· .. 
d.· 
Physicians in NCFPS funded family planning programs, 
physicians in other family planning programs, physicians 
in general practice and university health services. 
(Specifically, the contractor shall insure sufficient 
clinical material for all participants to become pro-
ficient in.the use of the IUD. If sufficient clinical 
material is not available during the family planning 
course, ·definitive arrangements will be made for sub-
sequent supervised clinical experience to insure the 
participants ultimate proficiency.) 
The institution must have a genuine interest in developing 
postgraduate training courses.· 
The institution must be willing to alter medical student, 
intern and residency training programs where deemed 
appropriate by the contractor and be willing to utilize 
new methodology in the teaching of family planning materials. 
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e. The institution, preferably, will have programs to 
train, involve and upgrade the utilization of allied 
. health personnel in family planning services. 
f, The institutio~ should be located so as to provide 
.access to large numbers of physicians in FP programs, 
general practice and university health service. 
Provide each of the five medical institutions identified all 
technical assistance necessary to_provide clinical skill 
. development workshops for physicians in FP programs, general 
practice and university health service. Technical assistance 
offered will include, but not be limited to, the following items: 
a. Development of curricula for the workshops •. 
b. Design of workshops • 
• c.. Identification of instructo.-s/teachers who are members of 
AGOG and others with proven expertise in the material to be 
eovered. · (It is anticip-ated that the contractor will pro-
vide such expertise through their regional organizations.) 
d. Development and implementation of the program as cited in 
Part· 5 below. 
3. Develop curricula in conjunction with the five medical institu-
tions selected under Part B,l. 
a. Such curricula shall be developed for each of the following 
participant groups: 
(1)' Medical students: 
(2) 
This curriculum should be directed at medical students 
well versed in the basic sciences and preferably during 
their clinical training in obstetrics and gynecology. 
Family planning clinical experience should be as 
extensive in range and quantity of services as allowed 
by the individual medical institution. 
In.terns and residents not in specific Obstetrics and 
Gynecology training programs: 
This curriculum should be directed toward those interns 
in general rotating internships and residents in general 
practice residencies: however, should, where appropriate, 
involve interested interns and residents in other 
specialties outside Obstetrics and Gynecology. Clinical 
experience should prov-ide proficiency in all non-surgical 
family planning methodology. 
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(3) Residents in Obstetrics and Gynecology; 
This curriculum should take cognizance of general 
training currently received in Obstetrics and 
·Gynecology and specifically deal with the provision 
of training material and methodologies tu fill any 
gaps. in current ):raining. Specifically training 
to this group of trainees should deal with the 
appropriate, developing, expanded role of allied 
health personnel in the operation of family planning 
programs. It should further insure the emphasis of 
comprehensive interconceptional care as a part of·the 
practice of Obstetrics and Gynecology. 
(4) Physicians in FP Programs, General Practice an4 
University Health Service: 
This curriculum should be peveloped to provide such 
extensive training as to allow each-participant to 
become proficient in the delivery of comprehensive 
fa~ily pla:~ning medical services. 
b •. Such curricula shall include, but not be limited to, the 
following subject matter: 
(1) .Personal health and social benefits derived from 
fertility regulation. 
(2) Pertinent reproductive anatomy, physiology and 
biochemistry. 
(3) Methods of contraception (including sterilization) 
currently available, and their associated indications, 
contraindications, efficacy, mortality, and morbidity. 
(4) The rational usage of history, physical and laboratory 
examinations necessary for provision of contraceptive 
services and for infertility diagnosis. 
,(5) The role of the-paraprofessional and related disciplines 
necessary for high quality delivery of family planning 
care. 
(6) Emotional and social factors and their relationship to 
fertility regulation. 
(7) Special considerations appropria(e in the provision of 
services to adolescents, minority groups and the indigent, 
including information concerning the knowledge, aptitudes 
and practices (KAP) of these groups • 
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(8) General orientation to sexuality c.nd sex education. 
c. Such curricula should specify training standards to be 
applied in ~he teaching of the material specified above, 
These standards should include but not be limited to: 
(1) Didactic and clinical settings for transmission of 
the material at each level to be taught (i.e., 
undergraduate, graduate, specialty training, and 
practicing general practitioners.) 
(2) Length of time necessary for mastery of the material 
at each level to be taught, including proficiency in the 
use of the intrauterine device. 
(3) · Integration with other related rna terial con tined in 
ongoing medical school and residency training. 
d. It is understood that the American College of Obstetrics 
· · and .. Gynecology .is not in a position to impiement tb.e 
·developed curricura for medical students, interns and residents 
both within and without specific Obstetrics and Gynecology 
training programs. These training programs are under the 
direction of individuals outside of any specific control 
by ACOG; however, these individuals are more sensitive 
to the reco~endations of ACOG than they are to any other 
professional organization. It is , therefore, expected 
that the contractor will attempt to influence such 
training programs by direct negotiations between the 
contractor and the Association of Professors of Gynecology 
and Obstetrics and by the distribution of an ACOG approved 
curriculum for each classification of trainee t~ individuals 
responsibJe for such training programs. 
Further, the contractor shall report to the Project Officer 
from time to time as to any specific in.fluence on or changes 
brought about in ~nstitutional training of medical students, 
interns and residents as a result cf the contractor's efforts 
under this contract. At a minimum such changes shall be record-
ed in the final report under this contract. 
e. Following the coordinated development and testing of curricula 
for all four groups of trainees indicated under Part 3a the 
contractor shall extract from the various curricula those 
components and m~thodologies deemed most successful and 
collate in such a way as to provide a standardized curriculum 
for each of the four trainee groups. The resultant compiled 
·curricula will be presented to ACOG for approval. 
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4. Print and distribute the ACOG approved curricula to the following: 
a. Deans of all medical schools in the United States. 
b. Directors of all Obstetrics and Gynecology training 
prog·rams in the United States. 
c. Directors of all Family Practice training prograns in the 
United States. 
d. Presidents of the American Academy of General Practice 
and the American Academy of Pediatrics. 
5. Provide admbistrative support for Clinical. Skill De>elopment 
Workships for general·practice and university health·service 
physicians. Under the direction of the contractor 1~ clinical 
skill development workshops shall be presented through the 
five medical institutions selected under Part B,l. Fach work-shop 
shall have the capacity to provide training for up tc cS general 
practice and university health service-physicians. 1he administra-
_tion of each workshop by the. contractor will include all. administra-
tive details, including but not limited to t~e follo~ng: 
a.. Development of curricula in cooperation with eacln. of the 
five medical institutions selected unde~ Part B,l. Such 
curricula should include all material which is relevant to 
a currently practicing FP physician or health ser1ice physician, 
including such extensive clinical experience as to provide pro-
ficiency in all non-surgical family planning methodology for 
all participants. 
b. Provision for course credit for physicians who pzrticipate 
in the. workshop from the American Academy of Gen£ral Practice. 
c, Provision for administration, publicity, space, Tisits to 
clinics, instructors, materials and supplies. 
d. ·Provision for per diem for FP program physicians. and univer-
sity health service. physician participants. (This is antici-
pated to be an essential component if they are t~ be attracted 
to this program.) 
e., Provision for all didactic and clinical skill de"t'elopment 
material presented in the workshop. 
f. 
. g. 
Provision for participants representative of appropriate 
geographic areas, as well as from physicians in F? programs, 
general practice and university health services. 
Provision for·cvaluation ·of all I"IOt-l:shops concluctec.l • 
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ARTICLE II - ARTICLES OR SERVICES' TO BE FURmSHED AND DH]VERY T.IHE 
The contractor shall submit to the Project Officer, Natio~•l Center for 
Family Planning Services, Health Services and Hental Health Administration, 
DllEH Region VI, 1114 Com:Jercc Street, Dallas, Texas 75202. and to the 
Alternate Project Officer, National Center ·for Family Pla<ning Services, 
Health Services and ~!ental Health Administration, 5600 Fhhers Lane, 
Room.l2A-53, Rockville, Maryland 20852, the following itens in the 
quantities and during the time periods listed below: 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY DEL[VERY 
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1 Progress Report - including a 
description of problems 
encountered and possible 
solutions to such problems. 
5 copies August 31, 1972, 
and every 2 months 
thereafter. 
·2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Identification ·and selection 
of five medical institutions. 
Develop curricula for the 
four participant groups out-
lined under Article I,B.,,3., a. 
Administrate at least one 
tlinical Skill Development 
Workshop through each of the 
medical institutions. 
Recommended, ACOG approved, 
standardized cur~icula for 
each of ~he four groups 
outlined under Article I, 
B. ,3. ,a. 
Distribution of ACOG approved 
curricula as under Article I, 
B., 4. 
Administrate at least one 
additional Clinical Skill 
Development lvorkshop through 
each medi.cal institution. 
Final Report to cover all 
aspects of the contract in 
d·etail. 
By August 31, 1972 
By December. 31; 1972 
5 workshops By March 31, 1973 
20 By May 31, 1973 
By June 30, 1973 
5 l<:orkshops By June 30, 1973 
20 copies By June 30, 1973 
ARTICLE III - DESIG:-lATiml OF PROJECT OFFICER 
Dr. Ronald Elson is hereby· 
designated as Project Officer for this contract.· TI1e Project Officer or his 
authorized representative's responsibility will be to coordinate with the ~on­
tractor in administering the technical aspects of this contract. The Project 
Officer is 'not authorized to make any changes which affect the contract amount, 
terms, or conditions. The Contracting Officer is the only party authorized to 
bind the Government, 
ARTICLE IV - DESIGliATION OF PROJECT DIRECTOR 
Work and services ~hall be conducted under the direction of Dr. Louise B. Tyrer. 
Xhe Government reserves the right to approve an~ necessary successor to the 
designated Project Director. 
ARTICLE V - REVIEW AtiD APPROVAL 
Review and approval of the "~>'ork hereunder shall be performed, by the Contracting 
Officer or his duly authorized ·representative. 
ARTiq.r; VI - NOTICE TO GOVER.'<}fENT OF DELAYS 
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Whenever the Contractor has knowledge that any actual or potential situation is 
delaying or threatens to delay the timely performance of this contract, the 
Contractor shall, within ten (10) days, give notice thereof, including all relevant 
information wit~ respect thereto, to the Contracting Officer. 
ARTICLE VII - PROCUREHENT OF ALL HATERIAL, DATA, AND SERVICES 
.. Except as otherwise provided herein, pro'curement of all material, data, and 
. services. necessary for performance under the terms of this contract shall be the 
responsibility of the Contractor. 
ARTICLE VIII - COMPETITION IN SUBCONTRACTING 
The Contractor agrees to select subcontractors on a competitive basis to the 
maximum practical extent consistent with the objectives and requirements of this 
contract. 
ARTICLE IX - CONSULT&~T SERVICES 
Except as otherwise expressly provided elsewhere in this contract, and notwith-
standing the provisions of the clause of this contract entitled "Subcontracting", 
the prior written approval of the Contracting Officer shall b; required: 
(a) Whenever any employee of the contractor is to be reimbursed 
as a "consulta-nt" under this contract; and 
(b) For the utilization of the services of any consultant under 
. this contract exceeding the daily rate set forth elsewhere in 
·,this contract or, if no amount is set forth, $100.00, exclusive 
of travel costs, or where the services of any consultant under 
this contract will exceed ten days in any calendar year. • 
Whenever Contracting Officer approval is required, the contractor will obtain 
and furnish to the Contracting Officer information concerning the need for 
such consultant services and the reasonableness of the fees to be paid, 
including,-but not limited to, whether fees to be paid to any consultant 
exceed the lowest fee charged by such consultant to others for performing 
consultant services of a similar nature. 
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ARTICLE X - NOTICE OF HAXIHUX PERlHSSIBLE ESCALATIO~ IN J.JAGE AND PRICE STA:-..'DARDS 
The Contractor is advised of standards established under Executive Orders 11615, 
11627, and 11640 setting maximum permissible percentages of escalation in 
wage rates and price increases. Such standards call for wage rate increases 
of no more than 5.5 percent per annum unless specific exceptions have been 
granted by the Pay Board. The price standard established by the Price 
Commission has the objective of holding economy-wide price increases to 2.5 
percent per annum (3 percent per annum in the case of small business firms). 
To achieve this. target, firms are allol.'ed to increase prices to reflect 
allowable costs incurred since the last price increase or since Jan~ary 1, 
1971, whicheyer was later, and such costs as firms· are continuing to incur; 
adjusted to· reflect productivity gains. These price· increases may.not 
result in profit margins on sales which exceed the firm's profit margins 
for the highest 2 of the last 3 fiscal years ending before August 15, 1971. 
Average productivity gains are estimated to be 3 percent or higher for the 
economy annually for 1972 and 1973. 
ARTICLE XI - IDENTIFICATION OF DATA 
The Contractor shall identify the technical data delivered to the Government 
pursuant to the requirements of this contract with the n~ber of this contract, 
and the name and address of the contractor or subcontractor who ·generated the 
data. 
ARTICLE XII - DEVELOPMENT ~~'D USE OF FOR~S 
Any forms which may be developed.by the Contractor for use in the performance of 
this contract shall be submitted to the Project Officer for review and approval 
prior to their use. The Project Officer shall be responsible for obtaining 
·clearance from the Office of Hanagement and Budget, if required, prior to his 
approval for use by the Contractor. 
ARTICLE XIII - PUBLICITY AND PUBLICATIONS 
A. The Contractor agrees that it will acknowledge Health Services and Hental 
Health Administration, Department of Health, Educatio~, and Welfare support 
whenever projects funded in whole or in part by this ~ontract are publicized 
in an1 news media. 
B, The Contractor shall include in any publication resulting from the work 
performed under this contract an acknowledgement substantially as follows: 
"The Project upon which this publication is based was performed pursuant to 
Contract No. HSH 110-72-276 with th~ Health Services ~d Xental Health 
Administration, D~partment of Health, Education, and Velfare." 
ARTICLE XIV - COHPENSATIO~ 
A. The tbtal cost to the Government for the performance of this contract 
shall not exceed $283,687.00. Th~ Contractor agrees to use 
its best efforts to perform all work and obligations under this contract 
within the total cost set forth herein, subject to the clause of the 
General Provisions entitled "Limitation of Cost." 
B. For the· performance of this contract, the Gover~~ent shall reimburse 
the Contractor the cost therof (hereinafter referred to as "allowable 
cost") determined by the Contracting Officer to be allowable in accordance 
with the clause of the General Provisions entitled "Allowable 
Cost and Payment," and the provisions below: 
1. Purchase Orders and Subcontracts 
a. The following shall requir~ prior written approval of the 
Contracting Officer: 
(1} 
'(2} 
· purchase· or rental ·of items of nonexpendable property having 
uni·t value exceeding $100.00 (For the purpose of this 
contract, nonexpendable property means property or equipment 
having a normal life expectancy of one year or more.) and 
purchase orders or subcontracts for any of the work con-
templated under this contract exceeding · $1,000.00. •. 
b. The Contractor shall give ?dvance notification to the Contracting 
Officer of all proposed purchase orders -or subcontracts which 
require prior approval in accordance with the clause of the 
General Provisions entitled "Subcontracts." The advance 
notification shall include: 
(1} a description of the supplies or services to be called for 
by the s~bcontract; 
(2} identification of the proposed subcontractor and an 
explanation of why and how the proposed subcontractor was 
selected, 'including the degree of competition obtained; 
(3} the proposed subcontract price, together with the 
Contractor's cost or price analysis thereof; and 
(4) identification of the type of subcontract to be used. 
,:., .. 
· 2. .Consultants· 
· . 
. a, Any fee or other payment to consultants requires prior written 
authorization by the Contracting Officer. 
3. Salaries and Wages 
a. Salaries and wages of employees directly employed in performing 
the work required by this· contract. 
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b. Actual cost of fringe benefits. 
4.~ 
Tr~vel and subsistence expenses exclusively in direct performance of 
this contract. 
a. The Contractor shall be. reimbursed for actual transportation 
costs and travel allowances (per diem) of personnel, authorized 
to travel under this· contract, in accordance with the established· 
policy of the contractor. Such transportaticn cost shall not be 
reimbursed in an amount greater than the cost of first class rail 
or of economy air travel, unless economy air travel and economy 
air travel space are not available and the ccntractor certifies 
to the facts in the voucher or other documents submitted for 
reimbursement. Travel allowances (per diem) shall be reimbursed 
in accordance with the contractors established policy, but in ' 
no event sh?ll such allowances exceed $26.00 per day. 
b. ·The Contractor shall .be "reimbursed for the cost of travel per-
formed by its personnel in their privately-o•~ed-automobiles 
at the rate of ten cents per mile, not to exceed the cost by the 
inost direct economy air rQute between the poi;::~ts so traveled. 
If more than one person travels in such autorrobile, no additional 
~harge will be.made by the Contractor for su~h travel between such 
points. 
c. Travel for gene~al scientific meetings and foreign travel requires 
p~ior written authorization by the Contracting Officer. 
5. Rental, Rearrangement and Alteration of Facilities. 
a. Rental or lease of facilities including offic~ space requires 
prior written authoriza~ion by the Contracti~g Officer. 
b. ~earrangement, alteration, or relocation of f~cilities requires 
prior written authorization by the Contracting Officer. 
6. Overtime 
a. Overtime, shift or other incentive premium re:quires prior written 
authorization by the Contracting Officer • 
. 7. Indirect Costs 
a.. Indirect ·costs shall be determined in accordance with Clause 27 
of the General Provisions of this contract. ~!eanwhile, indirect 
costs under this contract shall be provisionally reimbursed in 
an amount equal to 17.66% of total direct sanaries and wages 
chargeable to this contract. 
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C. Except as herein above authorized, the Contractor· sha]l not inGur costs unless 
the prior written authorization of the Contracting Offficer has been obtained 
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as required herein, Incurrence with the intent of claiming reimbursement as 
direct costs shall therefore be at the Contractor's ·own risk, when without 
such prior authorization. 
ARTICLE XV - SUBMISSIO~ OF I~~OICES A~ PLAC& OF PAY}!ENT 
Once. each month the Contractor may submit to the Government an invoice for 
the alloHable cost to the Contractor for the performance of the work here-
under. The Government shall make provisional payment of all invoices sub-
mitted hereunder pending the completion of a final audit of the Contractor's 
cost reGards. Invoices shall be submitted in accordance with Billing 
Instructions, a topy of which is attached hereto and made a part hereof. 
Prior to the payment of invoices under this contract, the Contractor shall 
place on, or attach to, each invoice submitted the following certification: 
"I hereby ce~tify that amounts invoiced herein do not exceed the lower of 
(i) the contract price, or (ii) maximum levels established in accordance 
with Executive Order 11640, January 26,.1972". 
The Contractor agrees to. insert the substance of this clause including this 
paragraph. (c); in all subcontracts for supplies or services issue·d under 
this contract. 
To expedite payment" o£ invoices or vouchers under this contract, the invoices 
or vouchers (except CO~WLETION I~~OICE OR VOUCHER) shall be sent directly to 
tbe Paying Offi<;e for Payment as follows: 
PAYING OFFICE 
DHEW-'HSHHA-ACCT/FIN. Room 16-36 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 
Where applicable, invoices or vouchers shall be sent througn the ~ognizant 
DCAA auditor, 
THE CO}ITLETION INVOICE OR VOUCHER will be forwarded to the aforementioned Paying 
Office through the Health Services and Mental Health Administration, 5600 
Fishers Lane~ Rockville, ~laryland 20852, marked for the attention of the 
Contracting Officer, Room 16A40. 
--~ 
ARTICLE XVI - PRICE REDUCTION FOR DEFECTIVE COST OR PRICIXG DATA 
The Price Reduction for Defective Cost or Pricing Data Clause is attached and 
incorporated herein as Annex 1. 
ARTICLE XVII - SUBCONTRACTOR COST ~~ PRICING DATA 
The Subcontractor Cost and Pricing Data Clause is attached and incorporated 
· herein as Annex 2, 
I 
'I 
ARTICLE XVIII - AUDIT AND RECORDS ,',1 
The Audit and Records Clause is attached and incorporated herein as Annex 3. 
ARTICLE XIX - FORHALIZATION 
This instrument reflects the entire agreement between the Government and 
the Contractor. This is the understanding of the parties respec~ing the 
rights and duties of the contract and formalizes the Government's Notice 
.of A~o.·ard dated June 26, 1972 and the Contractor's acceptance thereof 
dated June 30, 1972, 
I 
... 
APPENDIX B 
PHYSICIAN EDUCATION PROGRAM IN' FAMILY PLANNING 
A,C,O,G. - H,E,W, 
SUBCONTRACTOR CONTRACT 
Agreement of Contract 
This agreement entered into as of August 31, 1972 including all attach-
ments and conditions annexed hereto (which are expressly made part hereof), 
shall govern certain activities of the Physician Education Program· in Family 
Planning under H,E,W, Contract# HSM 110-72-276 during the period June 1, 1972 
until May 31, 1973, to be carried out by the Louisiana State University and 
Agricultural and Mechanical College hereinafter referred to as the "Subcon-
tractor", on behalf of the American College of Obstetricians ·and Gynecologists, 
hereinafter referred to as the "Contractor". 
The Contractor and Subcontractor agree as follows: 
I. WORK TO 
performed in 
the approved 
BE PE~FOR~ED~· All. actiiities authorized by this agreement will b~ 
accordance with the approved work program as in attachment 'A', 
budget, the contract conditions and relevant HEW guide! ines.· 
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2. COMPLIANCE \~ITH APPROVED PROGRAM. All activities authorized by this agree-
ment will be performed in accordance with the approved work program as in 
attachment 'B', "the approved budget, the contract conditions and relevant HEW 
directives. 
3. REPORTS RECORDS & EVALUATION. The Contracto"r shall supervise, evaluate, 
and provide gui~ance and dlrection to the Subcontractor in the conduct of ac-
tivities delegated under this contract. The Subcontractor agrees to submit to 
the Contractor such reports as may be required by HEW directives or by the Con-
tractor. 
The subcontractor also agrees to prepare and retain, and permit the Con-
tractor to inspect as it deems necessary those records that are required by 
HEW directives. The Subcontractor further agrees that the Contractor may 
carry out monitoring and evaluation activities and w.ill effectively ensure the 
cooperation of the Subcontractor's employees and board members in such efforts. 
-. 
4. COHPLIANCE WITH LOCAL LAWS. The Subcontractor shall comply with all appl i-
cable laws, ord!nances, and codes of the state and local governments. 
5. .SCHEDULE OF PAYMENT. Subject to receipt of funds from HEW, the Contractor 
agrees to reimburse the Subcontractor for authorized expenditures. The Subcon-
tractor shall submit quarterly financial reports to support•payment under 
Contractor's accounting procedures established or-approved by the Contractor's 
accountant. Within J.Q days the Contractor will" approve or disapprove payments 
of the statement and \~iII make paymerits equal in the amount of such approved 
expenditures to the Subcontractor. 
I 
-2-
6. TERMINATION, The contractor may, by g1v1ng reasonable written notice 
specifying the effective date terminate this contract in whole ~r in part for 
cause, which shall include: (I) failure, for any reason, of the Subcontractor 
to fulfill in a timely and proper manner, its obligations under this contract, 
including compl lance with the approved program and attached conditions, with 
statutes and Executive Orders, and with such HEW directives as may become gen-
. erally uppl icable at any time; (2) submission by the Subcontractor to the 
Contractor of reports that are incorrect or incomplete in at· material respect; 
(3) ineffective or improper use of funds provided under this contract; and (4) 
suspension or termination by HEW of the contract to the Contractor under which 
this contract is made or the portion' thereof delegated by this contract. The 
Contractor may also assign and transfer this contract to another Contractor if 
required to do so by HEW directive. 
If the Subcontractor is unable or umoJilling to comply with such additional 
conditions as may be la1·.fully applied by HEW to the Contracto'r, the Subcontrac-
tor shall terminate the contract by giving reasonable written notice to the 
Contractor signifying the effective date thereof. In such cases adequate ar-
. rangements have·been made for the transfer of the delegated"activities to 
another Subcontractor. 
In the event of any termination; all property and finished or unfinished 
documents, data, studies, and reports purchased or prepared by the Subcontrac-
tor under this contract shall be disposed of according to HEW directives, and 
the Contractor shall be entitled to compensation for any unrein1bursed expenses 
reasonably and necessarily incurred in satisfactory performance of the contract. 
Notwithstanding the above, the Subcontractor shall not be rei ieved of 1 iabil ity 
to the Contractor for damages sustained by the Contractor by virtue of any 
breach of the contract by the Subcontractor and the Contractor may withhold any 
reimbursement to the Subcontractor for the purpose of set-off until such time 
as the exact amount of damages due the Contractor from the Subcontractor is 
agree upon or otherwise determined. 
], NON-FEDERAL SHARE. The Subcontractor is under no obi igation to use match-
ing funds, but may do so voluntarily, 
8. REVIEW OF NEW DIRECTIVES. The Contractor will submit promptly to the Sub-
contractor for comment those proposed additional directives that it received 
from HEW for comment. 
In witness whereof, the Coritractor and the Subcontractor have executed 
this agreement as of the date first above written. 
~_p PPJhaOfJP 
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Richard P. Dickey, M.D., P~.D. 
Project Director and Gynecol_ogy 
-~~ 
M.D. Woodin, President ·· 
louisiana State University Sy~tem The American College of Obstetricians 
and Gynecologists 
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POST GP.fiDU/\TE T~/\IIIING 1:1 rl\l':li.Y Pl/\W!IUG 1\ETHODS 
IHTRODUCTIO!l: The L,S,U." Troining Pro9rprn Plun is prcdicuted on the idcn 
tl1at physicians differ in their level of training, in their previous cxperi-
ence in fDmily plonning, ilnd in their interest in ir.1pr<' ing family plDnning 
skills cspeciDily v:.hen such tr<Jir:ling will involve time spent av:Dy from D 
llusy practice; Therefore our progrorn is designed uround a two cloy core 
course 1~ith thC', option of continuing in one or ~ore of ejght cl inicol. trDin-
lng courses, from one to three cloys in length, An·important component of the 
program is pre truining evilluotion in which the individual physi~ian 1 s cur-
r~nt sldlis and.knol·;lcdge arc detC>rmined olongY.,i.th.·l·.is "Specific ricedsfor· 
·. 
furthe?r trCiining, The O;ltional courses neeo not be.confined to the? immediate 
tirnc period follm·ring the core program, Therctorc a physician w11o takes the 
core prograrn rnay decide to return at a later· time? to take clinical trDining 
in one or more areas which because of lack of time or prekno~ledge he did 
not contr:;1plate enroll ir.g in 1-1hen he att~ndcd 'the original traiQing session. 
In every case the c111phasis will l>e twofold, To increase physicians' overall 
· kno1·1lcdg" of f<1mily planning and reproductive phys'iol,ogy, To give physicians 
'needed clinicnl skills in fan1ily planning n1cthods, 
PJ:OGRA!I Plflrl 
8 \·.~C'I:s before~ Hail out brochure on cou1·se.to all eligible phy!>iciDns 
In thc:-Targel region. Selection of o;>tional trai~ing areas con be ~lilde at 
th.i !• l ir,J(', 
~ ~C'eks before - Questionnire sent to all participating physlcions 
_designed to cv<duJte their level of truinin9, pres.ent l:nOI'ilcdse of fnmily 
planning and specific needs in the area of ~cv~loping new skills. 
2 I~N~I:s br.·fore ~ Rc•nindcr of cour!>e <1nd f inill del.'! fl s sent to pDrtici-
pt!nls:-Progror,J~~·r.iil!S 'sent to <"nahle those ~,ho Hish to do so to begin 
rl'ilding, !lny cn.1ngcs in thr: ort ionnl courses selected by the pMticipants 
bec.Dusc of ),,c.k or pre-rc<]uisite skills on their purt or over cnrolln\Cnt in 
sp ~ci r j c il r Cil s \'li l l II e !Oil cl e· il t l hi s t i lolC. 
CORE Pf\OGf\/tJI- L.S.U. and Family lle<Jith Tr<lining Facilities; Ucw Orlcuns 
,Saturdily 
8:30 n,m,: 
9:00 v,m.: 
9:30a.m:: 
I 0:15 a.m.: 
II :OO a.m.: 
11 :30 a.m.: 
12:15. p.m.: 
Continental Greakfast- Registration 
I.Jelcome - Agc>ndil Briefing 
The Po?Uliltion Problem 
Review of Reproductive Physiology 
Coffee Breilk 
The Origins and Behaviorill Aspects of Human Sexuality 
Luncheon Seminars 
A. F<1rnily Planning in General Practice 
8. Family Planning in Student Health 
C. Family Planning in l:edicill Specialties· 
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D. F<Jmil}' Planning in Public Hc<Jlth and Family Heillth Clinics 
1:30 p.m.: Cornparison of Fertility Control lkthods, Safety, Effectiveness 
2:00p.m.: The Pill and Other Stcriod Mctuods 
3:00 p.m.: Hcch,lnical 11ethods - Condom, Diaphrilgrn, "Foam 
3:30.p,rn.: I,U,D, .... 
/1:00 p.~l.: ·Safe Perio:d Method 
/1:30 ·p.m.:· ·coffee· Brcuk' 
5:00p.m.: Management of Contraceptive Problems- Panel 
7:00p.m.: Cocktails- Meet Faculty- Informal Discusslo~- Objectives of 
family Planning· Wives Invited, 
8:00 p.m.: 
Sundvy 
8:30 a,m,: 
9:00 '!•rn•: 
Free Night - Enjoy Ne1~ Or! cans 
Continental Breakfast 
Uti 1 izat ion of Para Professional /1edical Personn'-!1 In 
:Family Planning 
10:00 a.m.: Techniques of Patient Education 
10:115 a.m.: lnfertil ity Evaluation 
II :30 a.m.: Post Abortion Problems 
12:00 noon: Lunch- Teenage Coun~el ing Regarding Filmily Planning and 
· · Vencrcill Disease- Hives Invited 
2:00 p,n1,: 
2:'30 p.rn.: 
3:15 p.rn.: 
· lt:OO p,on,: 
4:30 p.m.: 
$:00 p.m.: 
Stcril ization Procedures - An Overview 
Abdominal and Vaginal Tubal'Ligation 
Lupuroscopic Tubal Ligation 
Vas Deferens Ligation 
Questio~ Period and Hrap Up 
Prcvic1~ of Opti~nal Courses 
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~ (;::r,L !•r.or:f'.tli\5 M llondby through Fr I d.:~y 
I, Ar~inlstration of Fumily Planning ProgrJm 
One D<~y Fomlly Health, Inc., flew Orlcnns 
2; Pelvic Exam· Pap Smear Technique - Usc of Dlnphrag~ 
One Day Family Planning Clinics, t:c\·1 OrlciJOS 
·3. Practice in Insertion of Intra Uterine Device 
One Duy. Family Planning Clinics, Nc\'1 Orlc~'ls 
4, Safe Period 1-:cthod ·of Family Planning 
. One Duy Charity Hospital and Fanlily·Plonning Clinic, Nc1~ Orlcilns 
5. · T~chnic;ue of Vos Deferens LigJtlon 
T~10 Doys Family Planning Clinic, Ncv1 Or! cons 
6, Caesarian Section Hys terce tomy~·: 
Three Da;•s . Ch.:l r 1 t ~· Hosp i tvl, Ne-w Or1cc1nS 
7,. Post Partwn Tubal Lig<ltions·.': 
Three Da)'S Eur'l '!\, L'on.g ·Hosp i'tal, 'so ton 1\ovgc; Confedcra'te lkmor·ial 
Jlo.spi tal,· Shreveport, Lo, 
8, luparoscoplc Tubal Steri llzutl.on··~. 
Three Days Earl K. Long Hospltnl, Baton Rouge; Charity Hospltnl, 
· Ne1~ Orl cans; Confederat-e lkmorial Hospital, Shreveport 
Times may be extend~d or courses repeated by arrangement, 
*Only qualified O~stetricians, Gvnecoloaists or Suraeons may cnrole.in these, 
POST Tnf\ Ill p:G 
2 month fo 11 o~·:uo - Qucs t I orw ire to de term! ne ho11' the nc11 kno1vl edge and ski 11 s ~le~n\;(riw\7C"bccn imp1e•ncntcd in pri:lcticc. Physlcivns rc•nindc:d at this time 
that they nwy return for addition<Jl optional prograr,l·\'Jhich they .may_ desire, 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY BUDGET. 
ACOG- HEW Physicians .Education P~sram 
Person.ne 1 
Salaries $ 6,500 
455 Fringe Benefits 
·$ 6,955 
·Honorariums for Instructional 
. staff 
Travel (project meeting, etc.) 
. . . 
Consumables (suppl ies,,postagc; 
phone) 
Misce\lancous expense 
Seminar (meeting site, facil-
. ities, etc) 
Educational Media 
Trainees (per diem allowance) 
Indirect Costs@ 8% total direct cost 
$ 6, 955 
$ 12,045 
2,000 
.2,500 
'2,000 
3,000 
6,500 
SUD-TOTAL $ 35,000 
2,800 
TOTAL . $ 37,800 
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The Dl::Pl\H'.l.'}IEN'l' .OF 013S'J.'E'J.'JUCS 1\ND GY!\ECOLOGY of 'l'EI·lPLB U~IVEJ~S.I'l'Y 
l!El\L'l'll SCIE~lCES .CENTER agrees to the follO\"ing 
1. To provide two clinical skill development seminars fo= 
physicians in family planning program, general practice, 
. C' 
_and university· and college health service~ 'l'hesc seminars 
... 
shall include didactic and clinical. training in 6ontraccp-
tive techn~logy. Upon completiDn of a seminar, each 
phys_ic5.an should be «ble to part:i..cipatc. in the clinical 
operation of Family Planning Clinics or be able to deliver 
comperhensivc family planning services within' the general 
.qffice_ practice. of medicine. 
2. ~·o develop curricula that will encompass a'll pertinent 
and necessary facets ~f family pla~ning interconceptional 
cq.re necessary for the training of physicianHn. each of 
the following categories. 
A. Medical students: 
This curriculum shoul.d be directed at meaicnl. students 
well versed in the basic sciences and preferably dur-
ing their clinical traini~g in obstetrics nnd gynecol-
ogy. Family planning clinical experience should be 4S 
extensive-in r~nge a6d quantity of services as allowed 
'by th~ individual medical institution. 
a. Interns and residents not in ~pecific Obstetric and 
Gynecology training programs: 
This curricultlm should be directed tO\,•ard ·those interns 
in general rotatin-g internships and residents in 
. . (~ 
9ene';al practice rcsidenci,e[/ {fowever, ~should,· where 
nppropriatc, involve interested intrirns and residcnta 
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in other specialties outsid'e Obstetrics and Gynecology. 
Clinical experience should provide proficiency in all 
non-si.1rgical family planning methodology. 
C. Residents in Obstetrics and Gynecology: 
This curriculum should take cognizance of general 
training currently re?eived in Obstetrics and Gynecology 
and specifically c1eal \':i th. ·the provision of trilining 
material an.d methodologies to fill any gaps in current 
training. Specifically, training to this group of 
trainees should deal with the appropriate, developing, 
expanded role of allied health personnel. in the opera-
tion of f.amily planning programs·. · It should further 
insure the emphasis of comprehensive. interconceptional 
c;:are a..s a ·part of the practice of Obstetrics· and 
Gynecology. 
D. Physicians in Family Planning Programs, G.eneral Practice 
and University Healt~ Services: 
Th~s ·curriculum should· be developed to provide such 
extensive training as to allmv each pnrticipant to 
become proficient in the delivery of comprehensive 
family planning medical services.· 
The curriculuril shall include, .but not be. limited to, the 
fo\10\.,.ing subject matter: 
A. Personal health and social benefits derived from· 
-~ ~ertilfty regulation. 
I 
.B •. Pertinent reproductive anu.tomy, physiology and 
biochemistry. 
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C. Methods of.con~raccption· (including sterilization) 
currently available, and ~heir associated indicati~ns, 
.c6ntraindic~tions, efficacy, mortality and morbidity. 
D. The rational usage of history, physical and laboratory 
examinations necessary for provision of c~ntra~cptivc 
services and for infertility diagnosis. 
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E. 'J.'he role of the paraprofessional a~d related disciplines 
necessary for high quality delivery of family planning 
care. 
. . 
F. · Emotiolial and social factors and their relationship ~·o 
fertility reguLat~on. 
G. Special 'considerations appropriate i.n the .provision of 
~ervices to adolescents, minority groups and the indi-
gent, including information concerning the knol.,ledge, 
aptitudes and practices (la\P) of the$e ;:·~oups. 
H. Gel)eral orientation to sexuality and sex education. 
4. Such curricula should specify training stanaards to be' 
aoolied in the teaching of the material specified above. 
!l.'hese standards should include but not be limited to : 
(1) Didactic and clinical settings. for transmission ot tne 
material at each level to be taught (i.e., under-
graduate, graduate, specialty-trainind, and,practi~inq 
general practitioners). 
(2) Length of time necessary for mastery of the material 
at each level to be taught, including proficiency· in 
the use of the intrauterine device. 
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(3) Intcgratio~ with other related material continued in 
ongoing medical school and. residency training· .. 
The lll'.!:JUC!L'1 COJJLBGE OF 0!3STETRICiliNS liND GYNECOLOGISTS 
agrees to support this progrnm for the fiscal year July 1, 1972, 
th~·ough June 30, 1973, in the amotmt of $37,800 .• 00, The CoJ.lege 
also agrees to provide teclJnical assistance, 
Temple University Health Sciences CenteF, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology • 
. · f~~· ~--£>-
---~-----------~--~-------------------~-Michael Newton, 1-l.D., FACOG, 
Director, 
lunerican College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
MONDAY 
TUESDAY 
WEDNESDAY 
THUHSDAY 
FRIDAY 
l.>IIYSICII\N EDUCI\'riON PROGRhll SEMINI\HS 
TE11PLE UNIVERSITY 
February 10-13, 1973 
~pril 29- May 4,_1973 
INTRODUCTIO~ TO FAMILY PLANNING 
Dr. Bowers, ACOG District III Chairman 
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Dr. Barnes, Vice President, Rockefeller Fdtn. 
PANEL ON ·FNHLY PLANNING 
Dr. Gray, Psychology·Dept. 
Dr. Daly, Ob-Gyn Dept. 
Dr. Winn, Psychology Dept. 
PANEL DISCUSSION: ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES & 
COi'lPLICATIO:,.s (1/2 hr.) 
Dr. Garcia 
Dr •. l'lallace 
. Dr. Celebre 
·Dr. Huggins 
TOTAL ASPEC'l.'S OF VASEC'rO!,lY (1 hr.) 
Urol~gy Dept., Temple University 
IUD: INSEHTION AND CON'l.'RAINDICATIONS 
Dr. ~ndros, · Jefferson llospi tal , 
Dr. Raja, Temple Univ. Dept. of Ob-Gyn 
Dr. Lundy, Temple? Univ. o"ept. of Ob-Gyn 
PHOBLEMS. OF FhlliLY PLANNING A'l' VARIOUS 
LEVELS 
1. University - student 
2. Hospital - Dr. Schulman 
·3. Co~nunity - Dr. Batts 
4. Private Practice - Dr. Guraby 
GOVERNNENT' S ROLE IN FMHLY PLANNING 
(Talk by Dr. Hellman) 
COl\lPLICATIONS OF Fht1ILY PLANNING 1-lETIJODS 
Dr. Myron - Complications 
Dr. Siegel - P6pulation Council 
ONE-HOUR 1\'Rl\P-UP / EVALUATION 
FINAL EVJ\LUJ\'l.'ION 
--------~-------------------------------------------------------C.LINICJ\L P.XPElUENCB SCllEDULED TO !-lEET NBP.DS 
O-FIND:i:V1i)uALs 
P1'::!1SONNP.L 
1. Departmental Physicians and ~d~inistration 
2, Clerk Typist 
Fringe .Benefits 
TRAVEL 
1~ . Dr~ Osofsky to'Denver 
2. lO speakers 
OT!IER 
1. Trainee per diem 
2. Conference Rooms & Misc. 
3. ,Suppli~s & Hisc. 
4: Trans~ortation 
5, Use of other clinics 
6. Printing & Misc. 
7, Honorariums 
1\SSESSt-mNT 
350.00 
1500.00 
.6500 •• co 
. 2000.00 
150.0. 00 
1500~00 
.. 500. 00 
625.00 
1250.00 
TOTAL 
40.00'· 
15,000,00 
4,500.00 
2,535.00 
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1,850.00 
13,875.00 
37,760.00 
37,800.00 
PirYSIC:.UU'J EDUC/1TION PROGRA'1 IN FA.'1ILY PLAl\NlNG' 
SUBCONTR/1CTOR CON.'i'RACT 
A~reemcnt of Contract 
TI1is hgrecmcnt ent~~e~ into a~ of No~emb~r 1! 1972 including 
all attachm8nts and conol"Clons annexed hereto (Hlnch arc ex;)ress-
ly made part hereof), shall govern certain activities of the 
Physician l:ducation ?ro~;raril· in rar~ily Planning tmdcr-H.E.I-1. 
Contract ii HSK llQ-72-276. during ·the pel..'iod JUlie 1, 1.972 
-until-·Xay 31, 1973, "to be ·carried out by·: 
, ~'he Univcrsi ty of California at Los Angeles 
hereinafter referred to as the "Subcontractor",. on behalf of ?he 
American Collcp;e 0f Obstctric:ians and Gyn<.;)cologists, hereinafter 
refel:'l.'ed to as the 11 Contractor 11 , • • • 
The Contractor· and Subcontractor ugree as follows: 
L '1-lORK TO l3E PERFOR!1ED. All activities authorlzea >yy tnls 
agreement Wlll be performed in c1ccordance 11ith the approved 
work program as in atta.chment 1A1 , the approved budget, the 
c.ontract conditions and relevant ·HE_I-l guidelines, 
2. COMPLIANCY: \VITI! APPROVED PROGRAM. All activities authorized 
·by tlns ar,recm-::nt 1nll be perfoni\ed in accordance Hith the 
approved work program as in at.tachment '13 1 , ·the· appr.ovcd · 
budget, the contx•act conditions and relevant HEY/ directives, 
3 • REPORTS, HECORDS & EVALUATION. Th.e Contractor shall supcr-
Vi"sc, evaluate, and pl'OVlde guidance· and direct·ion to the 
. Subcontractor in the conduct of activities delegated uncle~ 
this con tl.'act, The Subcontractor agrees to submit to the 
Contractor such reports as may be requil"ed by HE\-! directives 
or by the Contractor. 
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The Subcontractor,also agrees to Dreuare and retain, and per-
mit the Contractor io in~pect as lt ~eems necessary those 
records that arc required by HEW directives. The Subcontractor 
further ar,~ces that the Contractor may carry out monitorinc 
and evaluation activities and will effecti~ely ensure the co-
operation of the Subcor.tractOl' 1s employees and board .members 
in such efforts •. 
4. 'COHPLIN-lCl~ \·liTH LOCAL l_.A\·!S. 'l'hc Subcontractor shall comply 
W1th all applic~Gle laws, ordinances, and codes of the state 
and local governments. 
S. SCHEDULE OF PfiY~lF.NT. Subject to l'eceipt of funds from liEI'l, 
the Con".:ractor agPces to reimburse the Subcontractor f?r' 
authorized cxpcndi tures, The Subcontract·o.- shall s~mlt 
quurtcvly financial reports to Guppol't puymcnt under 
Contructor' s accou;,ting procedures ustu.blished or upproved 
by the Contractor's accow1tant. Within 10 days the 
Contractor Hill u?prove or disapprove pay1nonts of the state.:. 
ment and Hill make payj;lents equal in the amount of such 
approved expenditures to the Subcontractor. In no event 
hol·lcVel' 1 will the SubcontractoP receive reimbursc1r.cnt fo~ 
personnel costs exceeding$ 5079.00 or for ~on-personnel 
costs exceeding $30,155~00 except as it has received prior 
written uuthorizatior~ from the Contractor, Hhich is incor-
poruted into ruld shall be attached to this contract. 
6. TBRNINIITION. 'I'he Contractol' may 1 by gi'ving reasonable writ-· 
ten notJ.ce specifying the effective date terminate this 
contract in whole or in part for cause, Hhich shall include: 
(1) failure, for any reason 1 of the Subcontractor to fulf<ill 
in a timely and proper manner, its obligations under this 
contract, including compliance with the approved progru.m and 
attached conditions, with statutes and Exccu~ive Orders, and 
with' such HEW directives as may beco;ae r,ene?:>~ly applicable 
at .any time; (2) subrr.issio11 by the Subcontrc.ator to the 
Contractor· of rcp·orts that arc incorrect 01· incomplete in 
any material respect; (3) ineffective or improper usc of 
funds provided under this contract;· and (4) suspension or 
. termination by HE\-.' of the .contract to the Contractor under 
which this contract is made or th~ .portion thereof delegated 
by this contract. The Contractor may also assir,n and trans-
fer this contract to another Contractor if required to do so 
by HEW directive. 
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If the Subcont~ctor is unable or unwilling to compl~ with 
such additional conditions as may be· la11fully applic d by llEH 
to the Contractor, the Subcontractor shall. tcl'minate the · 
contract.by givin~ reasonable written notice to the Contractor 
signifying the effective date thereof. In such cases adequate 
. arrangements have been made for the tl'ansfcr of the delegated 
activities to another Subcontractor. 
In the event of any termination, all property and finished or 
unfinished documents, data, studies, and reports purchased or 
prepared bX the Subcontractor under this contract shall be 
disposed of according to !lEVI directives, and the SubconLTu.ctor 
shall be entitled to compensation for any unrcimbursed ex-
penses reasonably and necessarily incurred in sc1tisfactory 
performance of the contract. :·lotwi ths tanding the above, the 
Subcontractor shall not be relieved of liability to the 
·Contractor for damar,cs sustained by the Contractor by virtue 
of any breach of the contract by 'the Subcontractor al1d the 
Contractor may withhold any reimbursement to the Subcor~t:cactor 
for the purposd of set-off until such ~i~e as the exact runount 
of damages due the Contractor from the Subcontractor is agreed 
upon or otherwise determined. 
7. NON-FEDERAL S!IIIRI:. The Subcontractor is under no' obligation 
to usc matcn.lng fund:;, but m<.~y do so voluntarily, 
• 
-3-
8. REVHiV OF NEl-l DIJ\I:CTIVT.:S. 'l'he Contractor w:i,)l submit 
pPomptly to the Subcor.·trac-top for comment those pr.oposcd 
additional directives that it receives from HH/ for com-
ment. 
In witness Hhereof, the Contractor and the Subcontractor 
have executed this agreement as of the date. first above 
written. 
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THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY 
. OF CALIFOHNIA h~ /r_~ r-.~ BY,~ ,/~J. 
B~ ·= J> ;(l._:r::er; rc 
Posit.l.on: 1 
Marie S. Carl 
Cont·i·act and Grant Officer 
Pos:~.t.l.on: 
' :I 
I i 
ACOG-HEi~ PHYSICIAI'l ED\iCA'TIO:\ Pi:lOG:U\}! 
(Tentative} 
f ~ r 
CLINICAL S:·aLL DEVELOP~lC:NT ss:m:ARS 
I _ OHJEC'fiVES (based on AGOG proposal .:md nn.rrnrivc) 
li 
A· ProvidP. an under:;ta<ldin;;· of "ia:nily health" in bro<:~d p.(!rspcctivc. 
n. Pro'li~c new and/or improved clinical and non-clinical skill~ to 
prac~icin& physicians,. the u~ed for which is sclf•a5scsscd. 
C. '£o incrc<tse expos\lre of students and reside:\ ts ·to f<1r.1ily plann int:, 
110pulation .:md huwan sexuality. 
D. To provide nn·undcrstanding of ~1c role of non-physici~n person~~] 
:~ntl of th.e; intcrDct.ion o£. the. phys·ician.s 1~ith them in the dclivcn 
of family planning services. 
E. 'l'o evaluate the i1~pact of the progr<J.;a ori subsequent kno1ded;;c, L~tti­
tudes1,and professional behavior in fao;~ily planning. 
A.· ·~ 
l, One 1u~ek (~!o11day thru Friuay);Four physicians. 
2. Nonthly (c.u. last \~cck of· ~nch month, 2nd ~Yeek, ct·c,) 
D. Teach~~~ R~sourccs 
l. Department of Oil~CYN,UCL/\ School of Hedicinc. 
2. Dcpnrt101cnt of OB-CYN, Harbor Gcr.cr.al Hospital. 
3. Department of Population, Family apd Inte~national Health, UCLA 
School of Puplic Health. 
''•· · L?s /mge::.cs l~cgioiial 'Fomily Planninn Council. 
· C. Content 
l. "Core Curricuh•m" 
a, Or:icnt::~ti.on session. (No:1cl:.y A.H.): An ovcrvi~l1 of. faO':lily 
planning (i.e., there arc he<.lth ir.sucs, socio-culturill i.:;r.ue:.;, 
dcu1ozr<1phic etc; vh;:;t is l-'amil:r l'lanning?; whac is the role of 
. the physici.·m?) 
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(1) E:oc.l of ~l.1y (5-7 p.m?, 6-!l p.m.?) 
(2) . i:'rclim:in:~ry rcaJ.i.n;; (s) · 
(3) Subj cc ts 
n) 7cnporary·contrnccption 
,b) l'c.rmnncnt ccnt.rnccption 
c) llur.~an Se .;u<Jlity ::mel counsclin:; 
d) .Trainin~ and utilization of allied heal~1 personnel 
and l:'amily flnnnin(;. 
c) Fn;nily f.lnnnin<:; Au minis tra d.ol\, Cocununity Oq;anizn tion 
·outreach/ evaluation. · · 
2, Elective Courses 
a,·. }lalf. clny to five· days in lcn.gth, 
b, Offered by one of the four teaching resources. 
c, Subjects 
(1) .Family ·nan.ning l•inong Youth • 
. {2) Clinical Contraccptio·n, 
<a> ·Mole Stcrili~ation. 
·(4)" Female Sterilization. 
(5) Sexual Counseling, 
(6) Family Pln.{ning Counseling, 
(7) Problem Prcgn.'lncy Counseling. 
(8) · Admiuistrntion and Community Oq:;anization in Fatnily P1.:~nni -::;; 
·(9) Trnining and Utilization of Para-piofessional Personnel in 
)."mnily Planning. 
(10) Fa1ilily Planning Program Evaluation. 
(11) Socio-cultural Aspects of Family.Planning. 
(12) Natural Ncthocls of Family Planninz, 
(13) Infertility. 
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Hl PP.OCE!Jtl~J·: • 
A. llccruitr.Ji!Rt 
1, Uiotorical~ d~mozra~hic, education-traiping i~f0r~ation. 
2. "Hini-:tAI'" rczardi.n?, f.1r.1ily pl;mnin;;, 'popu1.a tion, sexuality; e~pcciall:; pro [css:i.oual bchovior ancl e:\pr.ricnccs. 
3. S~lf o~sess~~n~ o~ llC~fls -
---------
a) 7 Dricf course dcacriptioris; fill in own schedule. 
b) ? check list of areas of intercst1 assign advisor to h~lp 
• \dth course :;clection.s and to .be :;uidc -·advocate durinri the. 
cours!! ·,.,ec~. 
1,, llhich month desired. 
5. .InformatiQn' r~ga,rdinc .housing,· food, transportatfon, Los 1\nr:Clcs 
etc, · 
6. Notity i·egonling p·cr d;te.ro, ~26.00·pcr cloy; trnn?portation [lOt 
provided, 
. . 
C. Respond to r~cistronts regarding course ·available in month desired, 
other months ~voilable if registration filled, etc. 
·1. Instruct to or.rivc :.>u?clay P.H. before course stnrts, 
D. Arrange housinc, ·in-city tranaport«tion, other •:nousekcepin~" 
n. Registrntion with hospitnl adn1inistration regarding mal-practicq 
covcrar;e. 
F. Course week (sec II, Model), 
G, Pont-course 
1. Evnluat~0n of trainee by instructors. 
2. Evnluntion of procrom .:md experien.ces by trainee. 
· 3. A'ward ccr,tificatc of cornplc:tion of course, 
. 4. Six to twelve month follo·.oJ-up rcc;ardinr; family plnnning, knocdetlgc:, 
Attitudes and professional behavior, . 
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Salaries 
Irv.in"Cushner, M.D •. · 
K. Hay/Sccy 
M •. W.ill.iams/Admin. 
'l'ra.inee-Per diem: 
Intercity Transporta~ion: 
Recruitment: 
Printing 
Mailing . 
Re.production :' 
Travel: 
· Indirect Cost 
Budr;ct 
Percent 
2.5 
s 
20 
Amt. 
129'1 
337 
2070 
Fringe 
19'1 
40 
344 
1!501 57 8 
.... 
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TOTAL 
I" I· 
5079.0\) ·:1 
'I 
ill 
6500,00 
12,903.00 
1000.00 
sooo.oo 
I 
I'· II 
11!1 
·'i' 1000.00 
::I 1000.00 
I 
I 
2318 • 00 ! : 
37,800.00 
CONTRACT 
Between 
The Americ:an College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
and 
The University of Chicago 
This contract is entered into this 6th day_of August, 1973, 
effective as of July 1, 1973, between The Ame.rican College of Qb-
stctricians and Gyne.cologists (called 11 the College 11 ) and The Uni-
ver.sity of Chicago (c.alled 11 tl;e University"). 
The College has been awarded a contract No. HSM-110-73-440 
(called the· ·"Prime Contract") by the Heal"th Services and Mental 
Health Administration of the United States Department of Health, 
Education, and Helfare ·(called HEt'l") to support a project entitled 
"Physiqian Education Program in Family Planning". The University 
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of Chicago Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology has the capability 
to perform certain aspects of physicians' postgraduate training in 
f~mily planning methods and_has agreed to perform the activities 
described in Attachment ·;.;. hereto. "The College desires to contract 
with the University to perform this work in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of this agreement and shall reimburse the Uni-
versity for such work. 
NOvl, THEREFORE, the College and the University do mutually · 
agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE I - DESCRIPTION A-ND SCOPE OP NOR!< 
The work to be performed and the services to be provided 
by the University are as described in Attachment A,. "ACOG-HEW 
Physicians Postgraduate Training in Family Planning Methods", which 
is hereby incorporated in and made a part of this contract. 
ARTICLE.II- PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE 
The University shall be reimbursed for work'" performed between 
July 1, 1973, and June 30, 1974. The peri?d may be extended by 
written agreement between the College and the University. 
ARTICLE III - COMPENSATION 
The actual cost t,o the College shall not exceed $37,800 for • 
both direct and indirect costs. The University will be reimbursed 
for all costs (direct and indirect)· incurred in the performance of 
the work· described in ARTICLE I. The estimated cost for the per-
formance of this work is detailed in Attachment B, "Estimated Bud-
get", which is hereby incorporated in and made a part of this 
contract. 
Indirect costs shall be reimbursed·at the rate of ten percent 
of total direct costs. Should HEW authorize· the College to reim-
burse the University at the normal rate_negotiated by the·university 
for· use on grants and contracts _\vi th the Federal Government, then 
the applicable rate shall be _used and the bu~get adjusted accordingly. 
Allowable costs shall 'be.those established by the Office of' 
Management and B·udget' s Circular A-21 (Revised) , and Attachments, 
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dated September 2, 1970, together with subsequent. changes thereto. 
ARTICLE IV - REHlBURSE!'<1ENT 
The University shall submit monthly invoices for allowable 
costs. The College shall promptly pay such invoices, subject to 
audit and adjustment following examination by either party. Any. 
underpayment or overpayment shall be adjusted at the time of the 
. next payment follovling notification of the underpayment or overpay-
ment, and agreement .as ·to the amount of the adjustment. 
ARTICLE V - TERMINATION 
Either party may terminate this contract by providing written 
notice to be effective. at least thirty days after receipt by the 
other party. The Unive·rsity after receiving or. giving ~uch notice 
shall immediately Cease work and ·Shall not incur further COStS 
except· for c~mmitments which have already been made. The University 
will exercise its best efforts to cancel or reduce such comm{tments, 
but will be reimbursed for costs associated with any ·outstanding 
commitments after these efforts. The College. will reimburse the 
University for any invoices outstanding and· any necessary close-
out costs. Determination of the acceptability and amount of close-
out costs shall be a matter for mutual agreement between the College 
and the University. 
ARTICLE VI - COST SHARING 
The University is not obligated to match any funds provided 
under this contract, but may do so voluntarily:. 
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ARTICLE VII - AUTI!ORD\ED REPRESENTATIVES 
1) For the Colleqe 
A. Louise n. ·Tyrer I rm I FACOGshall be responsible for 
scientific and technical matters relating to this contract. 
B. -'-C~._L-'-e_o_n_a_r_d_B_e_d_s_a_u_l____ shall be responsible for 
business and financial matters relating to this contract, and shall 
be "the representative of the College authorized ·to act in 1natters 
which affect the contract amount, terms, or conditions. 
2) For the University 
A. Dr. Frederick P. Zuspan shall be responsi~le for 
scientific and technical matters relating to this contract. 
B. Mr. Cedric L. Chernick shall ~e responsible for busi-
ness and financial matters relating to this pontr-act, and shall be 
the represeili:cttive of. the University authorized to act in matters 
which affect the contract amount, terms., or conditions. 
IN WITNESS \'/HEREOF 1 the College and :the University have 
executed this agreement ·as of-the date first above written. 
THE.~~RICAN COLLEGE OF 
OBSTETlUCIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS 
M~chael lle\'lton, HD, FACOG 
Director 
T_HE . UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
Cedric L. Chernick 
Assistant.Vice-President 
for programs and Projects 
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MIDWEST PHYSICIANS EDUCATION PROGRAM IN FAMILY PLANNING 
For Family Practice Physicians 
and Specialists Other Than Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
Sponsored by The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
and The University of Chicago Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology 
Faculty 
The lecturers listed below are faculty memoers of the Department 
of Obstetrics and Gynecology, The University of Chicago, unless 
otherwise indicated: 
Maysoon Al-Naqeeb, M. D., Assistant Professor 
James L: Burks, M.D., Associate Professor and Director, Outpatient 
Department, The Chicago Lying-in Hospital 
Luis A. Cibils, M.D., Mary Campau Ryerson Professor and Chief, 
Se~tion of Maternal and Fetal Medicine 
W. Paul DmoNski, M. D., Ph. D., Assistant Professor, Michael Ree 
Hospital and Medical· Center 
Uwe E. Freese,~. D., Prof~~sor 
Janis A. tumpel, M.D., Assistant Professor 
Philip M. Hauser, Ph. D., Professor, Department of Sociology, 
The University of Chicago 
A. H. Ho~seinian, M. D., Assistant Pr6fessor 
Moon H. Kim, M.D., Assistant Professor and Chief, Section of 
Endocrinology and Infertility 
E. Spencer.Parsons, Dean, Rockefeller Memorial Chapel, The University 
of Chicago 
Antonio Scommegna, M. ·D., Professor and Chairman, Department of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology~ Michael Reese Hospital 
Kay Sleeper, R. N., Program Coordinator, Drexel Family Planning 
Clinic, The University of Chicago 
J.oseph R. Swartwout, M.· D., Associate Professor and Coordinator, 
Biomedical Center for Population Research 
Frederick P.· Zuspan, 1'-1. D., Joseph Bolivar DeLee Professor and 
. Chairman, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and 
Chief of Staff, The Chicago Lying~in Hospital · 
Program 
CORE. CURRICULUM 
Thursdaz. 
8:30 to 9:00 p, m. Registration 
9:00 to 
9:15 to 
9:15 
10:00 
Friday Morning 
Moderator: Dr. Zuspan 
Introduction and Welcome - Dr. Zuspan 
Our Growing Numbers - Profess6r Hauser 
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10:00 to 10:45 
.Psychosocial and Religious Aspects of Family Planning 
and Human·Sexuality - Reverend Parsons 
10:45 to 11:00 
\ Coffee Break 
·ll: 00 to 11:45 Goals of Family Planning - Dr. Swartwout 
a. Maternal and Child Health 
b. Population Control 
12:00 to 1:30 Luncheon Seminars 
a. Famil~ Plannihg in General Practice - Dr. Freese 
b. Family Planning in Student Health Clinic - Dr. Burks 
c. Family Planning in an Indigent Population 
- Dr. Swartwout 
d.· Problems Encountered in Family Planning Counseling 
- Dr. Zuspan 
1:30 to 2:15 
2:15 to 3:00 
. 3:00 to 3:30 
3:30 to 4:15 
4:15 to 5:00 
9:00 to 10:45 
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Friday Afternoon 
Moderator: Dr. Freese 
Steroid Contraception - Dr. Kim 
Mechanical Methods: Condom, Diaphragm, Foam, I. U. D. 
- Dr. Burks 
Coffee Break 
Safe Period Method - Dr. Hosseinian 
Morning-After Pill and Long-Acting Hormones 
- Dr. Dmowski 
. Saturday Morning 
Moder~tor: Dr. Cibils 
Panel. - Surgical Techniqu~s of Contraception 
Selection of the Patient - Dr. Gumpel 
Non-Laparoscopic Surgical Techniques - Dr. Freese 
Laparoscopic Techniques - Dr. Cibils 
Cesarean Section Hysterectomy - Dr. Burks 
10:45 to 11:00 Coffee Break 
11~00 to 11~45 Complications of Contraception - Dr. Zuspan 
11:45 to 1:00 Lunch 
1:00 to 1:45 
1:45 to 3:15 
3:15 to 3:30 
3:30 to 4:30 
''Saturday Afternoon 
Moderator: Dr. Scommegna 
Future Methods of Contraception - Dr. Scommegna 
Panel - Case Presentations. Which Method is Best 
for-My Patient? - Drs. Burks, Cibils, .Freese, Kim, 
.and Zuspan · 
Coffee Break 
General Question~ and Answers - Drs. Burks, Cibils, 
Freese, Kim, Scommegna, and Zuspan 
The Core Curriculum of the program is app~oved for sixteen (16) hours 
of crcdi~ by the American Academy of Family Physicians. 
ELECTIVE CURRICULU~ 
(to B~ Arranged on an I~dividual Basis) . 
A. Administration of Family Planning Programs. 
Drexel Clinic, Community Reproductive Health Center, 
The University of Chicago - Drs. Burks and Swartwout 
B. Administration and Function of Student Health Gynecology Clinic.· 
Drexel Clinic.and The Chicago Lying-in Hospital -Dr. Burks 
C. Mechanical Contraception: Diaphragm, I. U. D. Insertion, etc. 
Drexel Clinic and The Chicago Lying-in Hospital - Dr. Burks 
D. The·Role of the Nurse·and Paraprofessional in Family P1anning. 
Drexel Clinic - Mrs. Sleeper 
E. Family Planning for Teenagers. 
~he Chicago Lying-in Hospital - Dr. Al-Naqeeb 
F. Endocri~ological Problems After F~mily Planning Therapy. 
The Chicago Lying-in Hospital - Dr. Kim 
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SEMINAR ON FAMILY PLANNING 
For Fa~ily Practice Physicians 
and Specialists Other Than Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
Sponsored by The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologiits 
and The University of Chicago Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology 
Long Beach Country Club,"Michigan City, Indiana 
< 
6:00 to 6:30 p. m. 
6 :"30 to 7:30 P• m. 
7:30 to 7:35 p,· m. 
7:35 to 7:50 p. m. 
7:50 to 8:05 p. m. 
8:05 to 8:20 p. m. 
8:20 to. 8:35 p. m. 
8:35 to 9:00 p. m. 
October 9, 1973 
.... 
Cocktails· 
Dinner 
Introduction - The Population Explosion 
Frederick P. Zuspan, M .. D. 
o·ral Contraceptives 
Frederick P. Zuspan, M. D. 
The Role of the l. U. D. 
James L. Burks, M. D. 
Laparoscopy and Sterilization 
Luis A. Cibils, M. D. 
New Developments irr Contraceptive Methods 
Antonio Scommegna, M. D. 
Questions and.Answers 
. Drs, Zuspan (Moderator), Burks, 
Cibils,·a~d Scommegna · 
I' • 
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SEMINAR ON POPULATION· CONTROL 
For Family Practice Physicians 
. and Specialists Other Than Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
Sponsored by The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
and The University of Chicago Department of Obstetrics and Gyn~cology 
6:0b to 6:30 ~· m. 
6:30"to 7:30 p. m. 
7:30 to 8:30 p. m. 
8:30 to 8:35 B, m. 
8:35 to 9:05 a. m. 
9:05 to 10:00 a, m. 
Saturday; Novemb"er· 3," 1973 
Cocktans 
Dinner 
Guest Lecture - Human Sexuality 
Kermit H. Krantz, M. D., University of Kansas 
·Sunday, November 4, 1973 
Introduction 
Frederick P •. Zuspan·, M. D. 
Socioeconomic Aspects of Population Control 
Joseph R. Swartwout, M. D. 
Why Should You Need "Birth Control Pills"? 
·-,Kermit H. Krantz, l>L D. 
10:00 to 10:15 a. m. ·coffee Break 
1n:l5 to 10:45 a. m. Laparoscopic Sterilization 
Luis A. Cibils, M. D. 
10:45 to 11:15 a. m. 
11:15 to 11:45 a. m. 
11:45 to 12:15 noon 
Other Surg{cai Methods of Contraception. 
Uwe E. Freese, M .. D. 
The Intrauterine Device 
James L. ~urks, M. D. 
Panel .Discuss io·ns -. Questions and Answers 
Drs. ~urks, Cibils, Free~e, Krantz, 
Swartwout, and Zuspan (Moderator) 
I 
I .. 
Tho afternoon portion of the program will be supported by sources 
other than the ACOG-HEW contract. 
1~15 to l:lO p. m. 
2:10 to 2:40 p. m. 
2:40 to 3!15 p. m. 
3:15 to 4:00 p. m. 
Medical Approach to Abortion (Prostaglandins, Salting out) 
William E. Brenner, M. D. 
University of North Carolina 
Surgical Approach.to Abort~on 
Frederick P. Zuspan, M. D. 
Co.ffee Break 
Panel Discussions - Questions and Answers 
The Future of Contraceptive Methods 
Drs. Brenner, Cibils, and Zuspan 
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ACOG-HE1~ PIIYSic:TANS POSTGRADUATE TRAINH!G 
IN REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE 
ESTHIATED BUDGET. 
July 1, 1973, through June 3~, 1974 
1. Salaries and WaA~s 
a. ~1·o grar.1 (;o.orclina tor 
2. Fringe Benefits 
a:--13.5% of 1. a. 
3. · ~ies and ~fatcrials . 
a. Self-instructional audiovisual material. 
(TV tapes, "films, a~d rental of s~ny 
. video tape unit) · . · ' 
b. Educational mat~rials (books,· journals) 
c.· Pbstagc and publicity 
d. Handouts, brochures 
.c. Photoduplication, multilith, printing 
f. Slides · · 
g. Miscellaneous office supplies 
. Total Expendables 
4. Travel 
a:-:-T'wo 2-day ~·lid,,·cst .Conferences 
460 attendees @ $20/Jay 
b. Two·l-day local Outreach Seminars 
· 100 attendees @ $10/dav 
c. Faculty staff travel to related conferences 
and meetinrrs 
d. Trav_el expens~s for guest speakers 
Total Travel 
*s. Other Costs 
a. Honoraria for lectures and guest speakers 
b. Rental of Center for Continuing Education and 
associated costs for two 2-day Conferences 
c. Rental and associated costs for three Seminars 
fo~ non-08/GYN physicians and residents 
Total Other Cost.'> 
6. Total Direct Costs (1. thro~gh 5.) 
7. Indirect Costs (65% of .Salaries and 1\'agcs) 
8. Total Costs 
* Associated costs do not include refreshments wl~ich are bc.ing paid by the 
Department of Obstetrics nnd Gynecology. 
.ACOG 
funded 
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$ 8,000 
$ i,oso 
3,500 
500 
1,500 
800 
500 
780 
200 
$ 7,780 
9,200 
1,000 
600 
400 
$11, zoo 
2,000 
54 0 
·z,ooo 
r:4,540 
t·32,600 
$ 5,200 
s 37~800 
NARRATIVE FOR 
PHYSIC!&~ EDUCATION PROGRA.l1 IN FANILY PLANNBG 
THE PURPOSE• OF THIS CONTRACT IS: 
I. To provide two clinical.skill development seminars for physicians 
·in family planning programs, general ptactice, university-and col-
lege health services at the Medical College of Georgia. These 
seminars shall include didactic and clinical training in contracep-
tive· technology. It is anticipated that upon completion of a seminar 
"the physician should be able to partitipate in the clint_cal operati_on 
of family planning clinics or be able to deliver comprehensive· family 
planning services within· the general office practice of medicine. 
A • . Specific skills and knowledge will include: 
1. The pelvic examination. 
2. Selection of the appropriate oral contraceptive •. 
3, Selection and insertion of· the appropriate intrauterine 
device. 
4. Counseling alten1atives to contraception. 
5, Selection of other methods of contraception • 
. 6. The breast examination. 
7. Understanding of comprehensive family·planning services. 
8, A better understanding of human sexuality. 
9. A better understanding of contraceptive method failure. 
B. Electives will be offered the trainee in the following areas: 
1. IUD insertion 
2. Vasectomy 
3. Laparoscopy. 
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4, Counseling in family planning for sterilization and/or 
problcu1 pregnancy. 
5, Hanqging the adolescent in family plan;.ing. 
6. The use of outreach workers in family planning, 
7. Administration of family planning clinics. 
B. Human sexuality. 
C, Each clinical skill seminar will be a 3-day program; 2 days 
of core material and a day for electives. Opportunity to meet 
with the experts can be included as luncheon conferen.ces to be 
held in the new student· center which ·can easily accommodate the 
large group. This will provide the opportunity for further 
knowledge. A dinner program is. also arranged on at least one 
night and this could have an educational program attached. 
Each program will accomodate approximately 35 physicians. The 
2-day clinical skill seminar Hill incl~de: 
1. Discussion of methods of contraception to include the 
pills, intrauterine devices, sterilization and other 
methods of contraception. Discussion will include basic 
reproductive endocrinology; clinical aspects; past, 
present ~nd future methods. 
2, Counseling in family planning. 
3. Physical examination and laboratory tests. 
4. Human sexuality; identification of problems and resources; 
and management of some sexual problems. 
D. The local resources that will be used for the above program 
are the .follo\Jing: 
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The }ledical Col~ ·of Georgia 
a) The Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology will 
participate in the educational training of the 
physician through presentation of diuactic material 
and assistance in development of skills in a clinic 
setting. Faculty and residents will partake in the 
program. 
b) The Section of Haternal Health and Family Planning,•will 
fully participate ii:J. the program, This means any 
memoer of. the staff of the following projects can be 
.called on to participate: 
l) The Maternal and Infant Care Project. 
2) The Farnil~ Planning Project, 
3) The Laparoscopy Project. 
4) The Community Education in Family Planning 
Project. 
c) . The Out-patient Facility is a new facility which the 
department occupied in the s·econd week of October, 
This facility has 16 large examining rooms; a present 
volume of 16,000 visits per annum; a special area for 
laparoscopy patients and examining areas large enough 
to·be used comfortably for physicians to be trained. 
d) The Center for Population Studies, an inter-departmental 
group,will provide input into the educational program,-
especially in the area of basic reproductive endocrinology. 
Many cooperative·prograrns already exis~ include inter-
' 
departmental conferences in the area of population, 
The center· is directed by Dr. Virendra Hahesh, Chair-
man ·of The Department of Endocrinology. The partie!-
pation of Dr. Robert Greenblatt and Dr. Hahesh in our 
2-day seminar "Current Concepts in Family Planning" 
was another Center contribution. 
e) The Division of Continuing Education has a very active 
program for physicians in the southeastern United States. 
Attached is a copy of a recent seminar in family plab.n-
ing coordinated by the section of Haternal Health and 
Family Planning. Full cooperation by the.Division of 
Continuing Education is anticipated. The division 
.handles all aclministrative detail of the plannlng, 
development and .implementation of each continuing 
education program. They are also ;Lnvolved in the 
· distribu.tion of materials and evaluation for each pro-
gram. The Medical School has a strong commitment to 
continuing education programs. 
f) The Television and Audio Visual Haterials Division, 
under the direction.of Dr. James Sutherland, has 
promised cooperation. in the development of materials 
a~d utilization of media to enhance the family plann-
ing education program. 
g) The Learning Haterials Divisi.on, in the Department of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology and under the leadership of 
Dr. Preston Lea Wilds and Dr. V!,rginia Zachert, has 
/ 
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producedmany learning materials, particularly pro-
·grammed instructions which ·can be used for physician 
training. The Gynny Models ( there are two in the 
department ) are already being used for instruction 
in pelvic examination and also in laparoscopy. APGO 
learning materials are presently being studied by Dr. 
Wilds and these will be considere.d for .incorporation 
into the program •. · 
h) The Laparoscopy Training Program is a grant from the 
Statevlide Fam~ly Planning Program as a center for 
training physicians in the State of Georgia and for 
the provision of pateint service·in laparoscopic 
sterilization to the residents of the State of Georgia, 
This program will be utilized for elective training of 
physicians who request such a program and who have the 
appropriate background .• 
i) · The Department of Urologl. will train physicians select-
ing the elective in vasectomy, as well as provide didac-
tic learning experiences. 
-. 
2. The Richmond County Health Department 
a) The Family Planning Project, in conjunction with the 
Medical College of Georgia, serves approximately 5,000 
active patients per year. The clinics are held at the 
Health Department and operated by residents of. the 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology four afternoons 
and one·.weni.ng eaci1 .week. 
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b) The Hobile ~ascctomy Unit is located in Ri~hmond County · 
and is operated by residents of the Department of 
Urology, Dr, Roy Witherington, Chairman of the Depart-
ment of Urology, has promised cooperation in training 
.those physicians who desire vasectomy specialization 
depending upon their surgical skills. 
c) The Hobile Unit of the Family Planning Program visits 
17 different sites in Richmond County and is a complete 
mobile unit which provides well baby care and family 
planning. This self-contained Winnebago can be demon-
s"trated for physicfans who are des·irous of using such 
an approach in their programs, 
' 
·d) Administrative S~ills in Family Planning may be selected 
as an elective \vith members of the Health Department 
cooperating in this program. 
e) The Mobile Unit visits .sites in rural countles auu 
approaches to rural farnily.planning care can be-de-
scribed "for those: who request it. 
f) The Venereal Disease Program can provide further input 
into" the" comprehensive approach to family planning 
provided in the seminars. 
3, Planned Parenthood of East Central Geor~ 
a) The Women's Health Center is located at the Planned 
Parenthood facility and provides comprehensive family 
planning. It oper!ltes one evening each week. By the 
first o£.1974, the clinic should be.expandi~ ~two 
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or.three·evening clinics each week, The Planned Parent-
hood Board has promised cooperation with the training 
progr~m so that physicians can be trained at this site, 
This will be an.excellent site for training on request 
throughout.the year. Special clinics for the trainee 
can be arranged in advance upon request. 
b) The Outreach Family Planning Program utilizing low income 
people trained as family planning counselors. Informa-
tion about the training program and family planning 
··counselor activi~y can be .provided for the train~s. 
This may be useful in the physician's community, 
c) The Community Education in FM1ily Planning Program 
is a multimedia approach to bringing about changes in 
behavior and attitudes.among peopl~ in the community 
regarding family planning and related areas. Informa-
tion, materials and techniques can be describ~d to the 
participating physicians for use in their own commuRities. 
Materials will be available at later .dates and may. be 
useful for the trainee physician to use in stimulating 
. . 
family planning activities in the trainee's community. 
Planned Parenthood has. developed a Center for Family 
Planning Education materials which would be accessible 
to the trainees. 
II. To develop curriculae that will encompass all pertinent and necessary 
facets of fM1ily planning, necessary for the training of physicians in 
each of the·following categories: 
I 
' I 
l 
l 
l 
A. Medical Students · 
This curriculum w:i.ll be directed· at medical students· well versed 
in the basic sciences ( Phase II ·) and preferably during their 
clinical training in Obstetrics and Gynecology·( Phase III), 
Family Planning clinical experiences will be as extensive in · 
range and quantity of services as allo1-1ed, 
1. Students in the Phase II curriculum who have completed the 
block of "Reproductive Endocrinology" and "Reproductive, 
Physiology" have requested special training in fami~y 
pla~Jning·. They. are t9 be ut.ilized after training for .... 
counseling in the hospital and the local school system, 
The group will be provided additional educational materials 
and knowledge to develop skills in family planning. 
2. The cuni<:ulurit of Phase. II students in the "Reproductive 
Endocrinology" section will be enhanced by special lectures 
in the area of non~surgical me.thods of contraception and 
t~exuality. 
3. Didactic and seminar information in family planning as well 
as additional experiences in the clinical aspects of family 
planning will be provided. 
4, A program to supplement the Phase II and Phase III medical 
student curriculum will include five consultants during the 
fiscal year in the area of non-surgical methods of contra-
ception. These consultants with special expertise in· family 
planning.will provide a lecture and·seminar for the medical 
students ani:l.also·participate in a conference; either in 
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B. 
conjunction ·with the Center for. Population Studies or in 
an interdepartmental conference in Family Planning, 
Interns and Residents not in the Obstetrics and Gynecology 
training prograin: 
1. Additional lectures and conferences will be directed 
t01mrd those interns in general rotating internships and 
residents in general practice residencies. 
2. Clinical experience will provide proficiency in all non-
surgical family planning methodology. 
3. Opportunities for clinical training and work experience 
.... 
in family planning clinics Wl.l.l pe pla.nned • 
4. Interdepartmental conferences with Pediatric.s 1 Hedicine, 
Endocrinology, Psychiatry and Family Practice will bring 
educational materials in tne area of comprehensive family 
planning to these physicians. 
5. Special programs through the Center for Population Studies 
6. 
at the Hedical College of Georgia will also enhance this 
aspect of the education. The Center for Population Studies 
is an interdepartmental cooperative venture to enhance 
studies ~~ the area of population, Hembers of the Center 
hold weekly seminars and provide input into lectures in 
the. ba.sic sciences in "Reproductive Endocrinology" and 
"Reproductive Physiology" ( see attachments ) • 
Additional family planning education and training to 
Family Practice Residents who rotate through Ob-Gyn and to 
Physician Assistants who are being trained with them will be 
provided. 
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The curriculum \·lill · ta!<e cognlzancc or general training currently 
being received and specifically deal with filling gaps in the 
.current training. Specificall~ training for this group of train-
ees will deal with; 
1. The expanded role of allied health personnel in the opera-
tion.of family planning programs, 
2; Empliasis on comprehensive interconceptional care as part 
C?:!: the practice of obstetrics and gynecology, 
3. Reasons ~or contraceptive failure, 
4. Human Sexuality, 
D. Physicians in Family Planning Programs, Gene·ral and University 
Health Service, 
This curriculum \Jill be developed to provide such extensive 
training as to allow each participant to become proficient in 
the delivery of comprehensive family planning se.rvices, This 
will include '~ork >1ith physician assistants as well. Family. 
Planning for the Hedical College Health Service is done by the 
residents and faculty of the Department of Ob-Gyn. 
III. The curricultun wilf'include but will not be limited to the follmdng_ 
subject ma_tters: 
A. · Personal health and social benefits derived from fertility 
regulation. 
B." Pertinent reproductive anatomy, physiology and biochemistry. 
c. Methods of contraception· including sterilization, ( Sterili-· 
zationprocedures currently.available and their.associated 
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indications, contra-indications, mortality and morbidity. ) 
D. The rational use of history, physical and .tiworatory examina-
tions necessary for providing contraceptive services and infer-
tility diagnosis. 
E. The role of the parap·rofessional and relatecf disciplines neces-
sary for high quality delivery of family planning care. 
F. Emotional and social factors and their relationship t.o fertility 
regul.ation, 
G. Special considerations appropriate. to the.provision of services 
to adolescents, minority groups and the indigent including infer-
mation ·concerning the knowledge, attitudes and practices of these 
groups. 
H. General orientation to sexuality ana sex education. 
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BUDGET 
I 6 Hos·, Year 2 Personnel Annual· 1973 - 1974 197" - 1975 
Administrative Assist'lnt 8,054.00 4,027.00 8,496.97 
.... 
Fringe @ 17% 1,'369.18 684.59 1,444.84 
Overhead @ 45% 3,221.60 1:81?.15 3,823.64 
Secretary - 1/2 time 3,000.00 '1,500.00 3,000.00 
Consultants ( 12 X $400 ) 4,800.00 4,800.00 4, tlOO. 00 
Subtotal $20,444.78 $12,823.74 $21,565.45 
T~aining·per diem. 
@ $26 X 12 10,146.00 10,14'6,00 10,146.00 
Continuing Education Costs 1,500.00 1,500.00 , 1,500.00 
(I Equipment 1,000.00 1,000.00 500.00 Travel, materials 
4,8i3.51 and supplies 5,049.24 4,088.55 
Regional Training Center 
( commi,tted ) 7,281.02 7,281.02 - 0 -
$37,800.00 $37,800.00 
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PHYSICIAN EDUCATION PROGRAM IN FAHILY PLAt'lNING 
SUBCONTRACTOR CONTRACT 
Agreemcrit of Contract 
This agreement entered into as of August 31, 1972, including all attaclnnents 
and conditions annexed hereto (1,•hich arc expressly made part hereof), shall 
e"vern certain activities of the Physician Education Program in Family Planning 
unuer D.l!.E.H. Contract No. llS!l 110-72-276 during the period Jun·e 1, 1972 
untD. Ha)' 31, 1973, to he car:r:(~d out by Emory UnivcrsHy hereinafter referred 
to as the Subcontractor, on behalf of The American College of Obstetricians and 
Gynecologists, hereinafter referred to as the Contractor. 
'.rhe Contrac t.or and Subcontractor agree as follows: .... 
l. HOr~Is___:!:.Q__llE PER.FQ.T'~~~· All activities authorized by this ar,reemcnt 1~ill be 
·performed in accordance with the approved \·lork program as in attachment • A i 
the ap~roved budget identified as Attachment 'B', the D.H.E.W; contract 
conditions and relevant D.H.E.W •. guidelines. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
fQtH~LIJ\B~!L'Ilfill__6PPROY.ill2._~]3.0GIWL All activities authorized by this. agreement 
will be performed in accordance with the approved work program as in 
Attachment. 'A', the approved budget, the contract conditions and relev.11H: 
D.U.E.W. directives. 
REPORTS Imcorms AND EVALUATION. The Contra·ctor shall supervise, evaluate, 
and provide guidance and direction to the ~ubcontractor in tbe conduct ot 
activitie~· delegated under this contract. The Subcontractor agrees to submit 
to the Contractol· such reports as may be ~utually agreed upon by the parties 
hereto. 
'.rhe Subcontractor also agrees to prepare and retain, and permit the Contfactor 
to inspect as it deems necess,uy those records that are requj.red by D .ll. E. h'. 
directives. The Subcontractor further agrees that the Contractor may can-y 
out monitoring and evaluation activities and will effectively ensure the co-
operation of the Subcontroctor' s employees and board members in such efforts· 
. -, 
CO:·rl'LTANCE \HT!l LOCAL LAH~. The Subcontractor shnll comply \~ith all applicable 
lows, ordinances, and codes of the state and local gov~rnments. 
SC:liEDULE OF l'AYHEt;'f, Subject to receipt of funds from D.II.E.H., the Contractor 
ogrccs to rcimburs;:;- the Subcontractor for authorized expenditures. The 
Subcontractor shall submit quarterly financ_ial ·reports to support payment 
under Contractor's accounting procedures established or v.ppt·ovcd by the 
C6ntractor's accountant, Within 10 days the Contractor will opprove or dis-
approVe payments of the stotcment and will make payments equal in the amount 
of such approved expenditures to the Subcontractor. 
,I ,,, 
'I! 
6, · ,TElUH'!!~J;.IO:\, The Contractot· may, by p,ivinp, r"casonablc written notice 
spccHyin;:; the effective <late terminate this contract in whole or in part 
.for cause, which sk•ll include: (1) failure, f.or nny reason, of the Sub-
contractor tg fulfill in a timely nnd proper ni;nner, its obligations under 
tl1is contract, includinp, compliance with the a~provcd program and attached 
conditions, 1Jith statutes and Executive Orders, nne! with such D.ll.E.W. 
directives ns t<,ay bcco:;1e p,encrnlly npplicnble at nny time; (2) submission 
by the Subcontractor to the Contractor of reports that arc incorrect of 
incomplete in nny respect; (3) ineffective or .imprOj)Cr USC of funds provided 
under this contract; and (4) suspension or termination by D.ll.E.W. of tl1e 
contract to the Contractor under which this contract is made or the portion 
thereof delognte~ by this contract.· The Contractor may also assign and 
transfer this contract to another Contracto~ if required to do so by D.li.E.W, 
directive. 
If the Subcontractor is unable or unwilling to comply with. such additional 
conditio!ls as may be lawf1..1lly applied by D.ll.E,\\1 , to tlH! Cont-.ractor, the 
Subcont~actor shall terminate the contra~t by giving reasonable written notice 
to "the Coi1t:J:actor signifying the effective date· thereof·. · In such cases 
adequate arrangements will be made for the transfer of the.dcle~ated activities. 
to. another Subcontractor. · · 
· In the event of any termination. all property .and finished or unfinished 
documents, ~ata, studies,· and re~orts puJ:chased or prepared by the Subcontractor 
under this contract shall be disposed of according to D.I!.E.W. directives, and 
the Subcontractor shall be entitled to compensation for any unreimburse<l ex-
penses reasonable and necessarily incurred in satisfactory performance of tl1e 
contract. Not11ithoutstanding ·the above, the Subcontractor shall not be relieved 
of liability to the Contractor for damages sustained by the Contractor by 
virtue of nny breach of the contract by the Subcontracto~ and the Contractor 
may vithhold any ·reimbursement to the Suhcontrac.):or for the purpose of set-
off until such time as the exact amount of damages due the Contractor from the 
Subcontractor is agreed upon or otherwise determined, 
7. l\ON-FEDEPv\L SliARE. The Subcontractor is under no obligation to use matching 
fu;;-d;;-:-but tnayci(;" so. voluntarily. 
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8, CQ;.fPENSJ\TION. Total cost of performance to Contractor will not exceed the estima::.:.c.. 
budget of $37,800 ,except as this agreement may be subsequently 1nodified. 
9. PERIOD OF l'ERFOHl-!11:\CE. This contract shall commence on ~ugust 31. 1972 and shall 
tcr;,-;:lnat;-;n-Hay 31, 1973. 
10. _BEVIEH OF t\EH DinECTIVES. The Contractor '~ill submit p1·omptly to the Subcontracto;:-
for comment those proposed additional directives that it receives from D,ll,E.l~. 
for· comment. 
. I 
1 
.In witness whereof, the Contractor and the S\lbcontractor have executed 
this agreement as of the date first abpve written. 
EHORY UNIVERSITY 
. 1/. . ).1 Ill u 
DY :~1'-- .;;_ AM,~_ ~A 
llugh E. llilliarcl \ 
Vice President for Finance and. 
Treasurer 
.• 
AHERICAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS 
AND GYNECOLOGISTS 
BY: 
Position 
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ui.:.t-'iliii•';Li'>i OF GY!IECOLOGY A!:D OllSHi'fUCS QF 
GlORY UHIVEr\SllY SC/IOOL OF l·:EDICIN£ 
Obicctivcs_ 
{l) To mot'ivutc physicians to serve pt~tient's needs in fumily planning 
including the special needs of teenagers, the unmarried, etc, 
(2) To increase the skj11s of physicians in: 
(11) contraceptive tc~hnology · · · . 
(b) sterilization procedures, tubal ligation, 
. including lupuroscopy, \'ilsectomy 
(3) To milkc physicians co:nfOt'table with their Ovlll sexuality and that of 
their patients • 
. :ra t'!]cts 
{l) The physician in private practice 
(2) The physician in health departments, voluntary agencies •. 
(3) The physician .in training:· medical students, interns, and residents. 
Please !{ote: Funding for medi.cal students is covet·ed by a grant from 
the K?ycs Foundation. 
Needs Assessed bx: 
(1) Survey of Region IV, D!IEH in December, 1971 and January, 1972. 
(2) Seventy-two pct·sonu1 intcr.viel'tS in 1\pl'il and Nay, 1972. 
(3) Personal contact in preparation of state training proposals with tne 
eight Southeastern states of DHE\-1 Region lV. 
Courses 
Under the terms 6f this contract, the following courses will be.presentcct: 
*Nine t1·1o-day cout·ses for 3 physicians (22 hours) ( througli Plilnned Parenthood 
of Atlanta). · · 
Curriculum: Philosophy of far.tily planning 
Contraceptive. Technology: indications· for each method 
contraindications 
side-effects 
cljnical·cxpcricncc 
Techniques of interviel'ling 
Interpersonal relationships 
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*Four h/0-dily cou1·ses in Tubul L·'i_gation (lilparos~opy· technique) for 
three ph.)•sicians · 
Curriculum: selection of piltients, coun~elling 
indic<:tions, contraindicut·ions, complications 
·technique dcnlOn~.triltion 
clinicill experience 
*Ten half-day cour-ses in Vuscctomy for one phys'ician 
Curricl!lllli1: selection of: patients, fo1lo1·r~up " 
indications, contraindicutions, complications 
tcchwique ue111onstriltion · 
clinical experience 
*Nine t\'10-day cou1·ses in'"Tubal Ligation (Lapuroscopy) for three physicians 
(University Hospital, Jacksonville, Floridu) 
Cul'r·icu·lum: selection of patients 
indi~ations, contraindi~ations, comp1icatjons 
technique 
clinical experience 
*Three three-day C?urses in Human Scxua 11 ty for 15 physi ci'ans 
Please Note: No additional cost for conducting 5-8 courses/ycur for medical 
students and House Staff, 
In addition 0c propose to provide orientation to family planninif for 
physicians by n1euns of a fillil. A 16 111m film in three segments (12Ml5 minutes) 
is to be planned and developed,· Content will. include: 
'(a) philosophy of family planning, mot·ivationa1 aspects 
{b) contraceptive technology · 
{c) sterilization 
Funds and contruct time permitting, 24 prints for distribution to students, 
House Stuff und physiciuns 1'/ill be made, and printed matel'ials to uccompuny 
atld supplcuH:nt the film will also be provided. · 
*Proceedings of "Family Planning In The South" conference. -4,500 copies to 
be printed and distributed •. 
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Emnry-Pl.1r,:o, 
SUK'•l/\RY Parcnlliooc Emorv Contt·actr.cl ~:.0!'~ 
----
Total Number of Courses: 35 17 9 9 
Total Numhcr of Participants: 121 67 27 27 
·Total Ouys. of Traininq: 58 22 ·1..3 
Fivr.-e1-nht cou1'scs in "lluman Scxunlity" fo:r _unspecified numher of medical 
students and residents not included. 
Evalut~tion 
I'm cvilluntion Hi11 be mndc of each course durinq and immr.diatcly after by 
the Pilrticinants. 
/\n evaluation will b·c made of the participants six-tvtclv_e vtccl:.s after the 
course. 
lB 
jl 
I 
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. EMORY UNIVERSITY FAMILY PLIINtiiNG PROGRAM 
'fRIIINIIIG PROPOSAL FOR THE PHYSIC IAN EDUCIITI ON PROGf\A/1 
1;. Personnel 
One part·tlmc secretary for·six months 
II, 'frav!.!l 
(a) ~taff out-of-town · 
(b) Per diem allowances for course parti~lpants 
. 'fOIAI. 
IIJ, .consultints and Contracts 
(a) · Sub·contr.:tct to University Hospital In 
Jacksonville, Florida 
(Sec Attachments A & 0) · 
{b) Usc of Plvnned Porenthood clinic facllltlcs 
und physicians 
(c) Consultants' fees 
'fOTAI. 
IV, Educational Supplies and printing 
V. froductlon of Family Planning Orientation film 
Sub-Total 
.VI. Indirect Costs'(? 8~ 
$1,712 
1,700 
5,7~8 
.. $6,000 
500 
$10,145 
$~5,000 
2,800 
$)7,ll00 
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UUlJL;LT JUSTIFIC/\1lU1i 
I. Personne 1 
One p<~rt-time secretary will be needed for approximately u six-month 
period to assist in preparing course materials and handling mail-outs. 
II. Travel 
(a) 
(b) 
Staff out~of-town travel is requested to provide educationul 
opportunities for the present staff l·ihOivill conduct the physiciuns' 
courses. Approximutcly four staff members ~till attend scminurs 
which Hill be related to physicians' courses that they Hill later 
teach. This money ~li11 al:;o be used to travel to Florida to 
observe the training courses to be held there. (See III part (a) ) 
Per diem maximum allowances of $26.00 per day per course partiCipant 
arc tequcstcd. 
III •. Consultants and Contracts 
{a) A sub-contract for nine two-day courses in tubal 1igutions for three 
pl~sicians is· requested to be given to University Hospital in 
.Jacksonville, Florida,· The SG,OOO requested is for the -following 
items: · . _ 
(b) 
(c) 
·~~1 ~ Pei· diem «llowances for course 
Consultant fees 
Anesthesiogist services 
. ($200 per day, 18 days) 
participants $1,400 
1,000 
3,600 
Use of Planned Patenthood Clinic facilities and physic1an~ is 
needed to conduct tile nine t.\'lo"day cow·ses in cl i ni cul procedures · 
for three physicians bec«use Plannco Parenthood has eveninf} clinic 
sessions. Course participants 1vill be in class during the dvy. 
The charge for both the clinic facilities and physicians is $405 
per course. 
Co~sultants fees.are requested to pay a private physitian to conduct 
the t\•/0 half-day courses in vasectomy. 
IV, Educationul suppl ics money 1·1il be used to prepl!re course materials, to 
rent f~lms, and to buy consumable supplies. Approximutely $4,000 of the 
requested money \'/ill be used to print 4,500 copies of "Family Plunning 
In The South" conference proceedings. These booklets l'lill be distributed 
to all course participnnts and to all /\COG members. · 
V, Funds are requested for the deve 1 opmen t of un ot·i entn ti on to family p 1 illln i ng 
film for physici«ns as. explained on poge 2 of tire proposal. T1·:enty-four 
prints arc to be made to be d·istributed to others involved in physician 
training, including other /\COG sub-contractors, funds ilnd cont1·uct-time 
permitting. 
VI. Emory University ·requests indirect costs at the rate of 13% of the total 
direct costs. 
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APPENDIX C 
r 
FJ\t.1ILY PLANNING PROGr~fl.:\1 - NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
Age __ _ 
t-1arital Status: _Single Married Widowed· Divorced 
_s.cparated 
Type of community in which practicing: 
Less than 50,000 
_5o,ooo - 100,000 
_100,000 - 250,000 
_250,000 - 500,000 
_soo,ooo - 1,000,000 
more than 1,000,000 
Religion: Catholic Protestant Jewish Other None 
. Religiosity: .D) you consider yourself religious? Yes 
Yes Do you go to church, temple? 
How often? 
At least once a week 
At least once a month 
At least twice a year 
At least once a year 
Less than once a year· 
Type of Practice: 
__ Solo·private practice 
_Group practice 
_Geographic full time 
Academic full time 
University Health Service 
_Community program 
Health agency 
Other 
~0 
No 
Percen'tage of patients of following types: (circle) 
Private: Paying 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%.60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
Non~aying 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
Medic~id: 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% QO% 100% 
Third party insured: 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 
90% 100% 
.· 
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General views about f.C~mily planning: 
1. In your private ~ractice, do you provide family 
plannin9 service? Yew No. (If the answer to 
this question is "Yes", please answer questions 
2 and 3.) 
2. Which of the following family planning methods do 
yo_u provide: 
_pill IUD ·tubal ligation 
rhythm condom a. abdominal 
_ jelly vasectomy b. vaginal _ 
foam -di2..phragm c. via laporoscopy 
other 
3. Estimate the number of patients each· year served with 
each of these method~: 
_pi.ll 
_rhythm 
_.jelly 
· foam 
condom 
_vasectomy 
IUD 
-diaphragm 
4. Areas in which you feel 
would be helpful during 
A. __pill condom 
__ rhythm vasectomy 
_jelly -diaphr.agm 
foam --abortion 
IUD 
tubal ligation 
a. abdominal 
b. vaginri.l 
c .. via laporoscopy 
other 
that additional education 
the conference: 
t·ubal ligation. 
a. abdominal 
b. vaginal 
_._c. via laporoscopy 
other 
B. Issues related to prescribing contraceptives: 
1. Patien~ motivation 
c. 
2. -Methods of establishing community programs 
and problems needing resolution 
3. __ Immunologic methods and problems (complications) 
Governmentai directions in family planning. 
D. __ Future techniques in family planning. 
E. _sensitivity to patients a'nd their problems. 
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If you personally do not provide Family Planning Services under what circumstances 
do you feel particular forms of contraception should be provided. 
For For If The To Space To Prevent 
Health Economic Woman Births Pregnancy For 
Reasons Reasons Desires it Unm-".rried 
FcmCJ.le 
Pill 
Rhythm 
Jcl'Iy 
IUD 
Condom 
VasP.ctomy 
DiC~.phragm 
Foam 
Tubai Ligation: 
Abdominal 
Vaginal 
Via• Laporoscopy 
1\.) 
,::,. 
,.... 
-~ 
. If you personaily· do not provide Family Planning Services, which of the following cate-
. gories of patients do you feel should be able to obtain particular forms of contraception? 
Pill 
Rhythm 
Jelly 
IUD 
Condom 
vasectomy 
Dia hragm 
Foam 
Tubal 
Ligation: 
·Abdominal 
Vaginal 
Via LcipO-
roscopy 
Married Married Single 
·Female Female Female 
with without over the 
Children Children age of 
21 
Single Fe- Single Fe-
male ovei: male over Single Female Single Female 
the age of the ag~ of under the age unde-r the age 
18-with 18-without of 18 with of 18 without 
·Parental Parental Parental Parental 
Consent· Consent Consent Consent 
I 
•. 
N 
,!::. 
N 
-, 
-~~ 
If you provide Family Planning Services, under what circumstances do you prescribe 
particular forms of contraception? 
Pill 
Rhythm 
Jelly 
IUD 
Condom 
Vasectomy 
Diaphragm 
Foam 
Tubal Ligation: 
Abcominal 
Vaginal 
Via Laporoscopy 
For 
Health 
Reasons 
For 
Economic 
Reasons 
If the · 
Woman 
Desires It 
To Space 
Births 
To Prevent 
Pregnancy For 
Unmarried 
Fem'lle 
IV 
,::.. 
w 
, 
-~ 
If you provide Family Planning Services, for which of ~he following categori~s of 
patients will you prescribe particular forms of contrace~tion? 
Pill 
Rhythm 
Jelly 
IUD 
Condom 
Vasectomy 
Diaphragm 
Foam 
Tubal 
Ligation: 
Ahdominal 
Vaginal 
Via L,'lpO-
roscopy 
Married Married Single 
·Female Female Female· 
with without over the 
Children Children age of 
21 
Single Fe- Single Fe-
male over male over Single Female Single Female 
the age of the age of under the age under the age 
18-with 18-without of 18 with of 18 without 
Parental Parental Parental Parental 
Consent. Consent Consent Consent 
I 
N 
.t>. 
.t>. 
, 
c~ 
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TBE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS 
June 20, 1974 
· Dear Doctor: 
The enclosed questionnaire was designed to elicit important 
informa~ion concerning the value to you of the course in 
family planning sponsored by The American College of Obste-
ricians and Gynecologists which you took at some time during 
the last two years. This course and others· like it, offered 
in various parts of the country) were pilot sttidies. The 
purpose was to rliscover the best means by which continuing 
~ducation in this field, as well as other fields, could be 
delivered to the practicing physician. 
. . . 
Some data have already been collected and analyzed to help 
determine how successful, or unsuccessful, certain aspects 
of the courses have been in giving physicians the continuing 
education they want and need. Only you, however, can make 
the final determination in this regard. Will you, therefore, 
take the time to answer the questionnaire? Your answers will 
not only. help to evaluate these courses, but also assist in 
planning future courses now being considered. 
Please send your answer in the enc·losed return envelope. 
Sincerely, 
William A. Granzig, Ph.D. 
Administrator 
Department of Medical Education 
WAG: lf 
Enc. 
r 
EVALUATION OF COURSE ON FA!\liLY PLANNING SPONSORED 
BY THE A!vlE!UCAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS 
PART I 
Please respond to each of the items in Part I, except Item 3, 
by putting an "X" or a checkmark in the space that designates 
the answer most appropriate to your situation. For item 3, 
write in the name of the state only, as directed. 
1. Which medical school offered the co~rse you took? 
a. U.C.L.A. 
b. ----University of Chicago 
c. -Emory University 
d. ----Medical College of Georgia 
.e. _Louisiana State University 
f. __ Temple University 
2 .. When did you take the course? 
a.·· September-D2cember, 1972 
b. ==January-April, 1973 
c. _· __ l\1ay-July, 1973 
d. __ September-December, 1973 
e. __ January-April, 1974 
f. __ fvlay-July, 1974 
3. In what state do you practice? (Please write in the 
name of the state only) 
4. Are you a licensed physician? 
a. Yes 
b. No (Plea~e specify your work) 
5. What is your age? 
Under 35 • a. 
b. 36-45 
c. 46-55 
-d. 56-65 
e. Over 65 
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6. V.1hat is your sex? 
a. Male 
b. Female 
· 7. Weie you certified, or were you studying to become 
certified, in obstetrics and gynecology at the time 
you took the course? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
8 ... What ty,pe of practice. do you engage in? (Please 
respond to more than· one, if appropriate) 
a. __ · __ Solo private 
b. __ Group 
c. Academic 
d. ____ University health service 
e. ___ Community progra.m 
f. __ Health agency 
g .. __ Other (Please specify) 
9. Did you receive a ~ djem when you took the course? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
10. Would you have taken the course even if a ~ diem had 
not been offered? 
a. I did not receive a ~ diem 
b. Yes 
c. No 
--
11. What is your estimate of the dollar-cost to you for 
taking the course in terms of ~ime lost from practice, 
travel ex~enses, etc.? 
a. Less than $100 
b. --$101-$200 
c. --$201-$300 
d. --$301-$400 
e. --$401- $500 
,.f.. Over $500 
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12. In which of the following areas did you want additional 
education when you came'to the course? (In all cases 
respond to as many as are appropriate) 
A. Contraceptive methods other than surgical 
1. Pill 
2. Rhythm 
. 3. Jelly 
4. IUD 
s. Condom 
6. Diaphragm 
B~ Surgical procedures as contraception 
1~ Tubal ligation via the abdomen 
2. -.--- Tubal ligation vi~ the vagin~ 
3. Tubal ligation by means of laparoscopy 
4. ·. ___ ·.Other. (Please specify) 
C. Abortion techniques 
D.· Issues related to prescribing contraception 
1. Patient motivation 
2. Patient needs 
3. Methods of establishing community programs 
---....-. 
4. Immunologic methods and problems (compli-
cations) 
E. Governmental directives in family planning 
F. Future techniques in family planning 
G. Sensitivity to patients and their problems 
13. Were your wants. met in this course? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
14. Approximately wh~t percentage of.-the course was devoted 
to areas that had no bearing on your needs or interests? 
a. None 
b. Less than 20% 
c. 21-40% 
d. 41-60% 
e. 61-80% 
f. More than 80% 
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15. Did you leave before the course ended? 
a. Yes, because I was bored with the presenta tion·s 
b. Yes, because the course involved too much 
material of no interest to me 
c. Yes, but only because of prior commitments, or 
an emergency 
d. No 
16. Did you receive help in areas of practice other than 
that of family planning? 
a. NO 
b. Yes (Please specify the areas) 
17 . .If you. did receive such help, how did ~t come abqut? 
(Please respond. to as many as are appropriate) 
a. I did not receive such help 
b. __ Through material presented as part of the course 
c. Through conversations with the course presenters 
d.· Through conversations with others taking the 
course 
e. Through a formal lecture given by a. course pre-
senter in response to a request from several 
members of the audience 
f. Other (Please specify)'--------------------------
18. Has your practice with regard to family planning changed 
since you took the course? 
a. No 
b, Yes 
~. Not sure 
19. If your practice has changed, do you attribute that 
change primarily to what you learned in the course? 
a. No 
b. Yes 
c. Not sure 
d. My practice has not· changed 
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20. Do you do more family planning now than you did before 
you took the cou~se? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
21. If you do more family planning now, has·this fact in-
~reased your practice? 
a. I do not do more family planning 
.... 
b. Yes 
c. No 
22. Have you taken other courses in any aspect of family 
planning since you took this course? 
a. No 
b. Yes {Please specify) 
23. H~ve you increased your reading of ~he medical and other 
scholarly literature concerning family planning since 
you took this course? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
. PART II 
Please respond as fully as you want to the following ques-
tions.· Should the space allowed not be sufficient, please 
use the other side of the page to complete your comments. 
24. In what ways, .if at all, have you changed your manner 
of practice in family planning since taking the course? 
(For example, do you now take 3. ~exual history, base 
your prescriptions of the pill on different factors 
than before, etc.) 
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25. In what ways, if at all 1 have you helped change .your 
community's standards in family planning since taking 
the course? (For example, have you aided in planning 
a family planning clinic, etc.) 
26. In ~hat ways, if at all, have you tried to infl~ence 
your colleagues regarding family planning since taking 
the course? (For example, have you spoken on the subject 
at local medical meetings, etc.) 
27. What do you think were the weaknesses of the course 
you took? 
28. What do you think.were the strengths of the course 
you took? 
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